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by John HULSMAN

The increase of U.S. troops in Iraq shows that Bush does not want to recognize defeat.
This strategy is the consequence of the persistent influence of neo-conservatism within
the White House. The McCain case and the Democrats dilemma.

L

IKE ALL BAD GAMBLERS, GEORGE

W. Bush does not know when to quit. Rather than cutting his losses in Iraq (where the
damage he has done is apparent to all), the President has instead acted like a frightened
tourist in Las Vegas, determined to ‘win back’ his substantial losses, in order to go
home with some honor. It is this logic that has led to the prosperity of gambling houses
across the globe, for the sucker almost never makes good on his defeat. Instead, he
turns defeat into calamity, which, tragically, is the undoubted present course for the
United States in Iraq.
The method of the President’s destruction is the plan to ‘surge’ in Iraq, as the last,
best American effort to avoid catastrophe. By adding slightly more than 20,000
American troops to Baghdad and al-Anbar province (where things have been going
particularly badly), the U.S. hopes to support a real effort by the Maliki government to
at last get warlordism under control in the capital, while seeing to it that al-Anbar does
not become, de facto, an Al-Qaeda political haven.
The problem with this effort mirrors the defects of the other Bush plans in Iraq; it
almost wholly ignores the political problems, which lie at the heart of the calamity. For
example, if the Sunnis are made stakeholders in a genuine political deal between the
three major sectarian groups in Iraq, there are more than enough troops (given the
local intelligence that would follow from this rapprochement) to deal with the various
insurgencies, particularly the efforts to squash Al-Qaeda. If the Sunnis are not brought
into the political fold, there will never be enough troops to stabilize the country.
Trusting, as the surge plan does, to the bland pronouncements of the Maliki
government that this time (unlike during the previous two efforts) it promises to crack
down on Shiite personal armies as well as its Sunni enemies, despite the fact that the
Shiite Mahdi army of Muqtada al-Sadr brought Maliki to power, is beyond naïve. To
do so without setting out penalties if the Maliki government does not meet benchmarks
relating to running provincial elections, dividing Iraq’s oil wealth equitably and
disarming the various militias, is nothing short of criminally stupid. As always, the
Bush administration has understood Clausewitz completely backwards, it is the
military that is the handmaiden of politics and not the other way around.
If the plan fails at the domestic level, it is entirely lacking a regional political
component. That is because the administration has forgotten the first rule of diplomacy;
quite often it involves talking to people one does not entirely agree with. No Iraqi
settlement can be expected to hold that does not have the broad consent of the major
regional actors: Saudi Arabia, Turkey and Iran.
Here there ought to be good news, as avoiding a full-scale Iraqi Civil War would
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seem to be in the interests of each of these regimes. The Saudis, fearful of their own
restive Shiites (who sit astride much of the Kingdom’s oil), do not want a rump,
independent Shiite Iraqi state encouraging separatism on their border. Likewise, the
Turkish generals are terrified that an independent Iraqi-Kurdistan would prove a
shining example for their own weary Kurdish population in southeastern Anatolia. The
Iranians, having become the dominant power in the Persian Gulf due to the follies of
the Bush administration, would be loath to risk losing a semi-stable, semi-dependent
client state on their border and instead face being drawn into yet another war with Iraqi
Sunnis. So in each case the major regional players, based on their own interests, have
a reason to come to terms with Americans and Iraqis, leaving the country a
loosely-knit, but unitary state. Yet, instead of making this deal, which is ultimately the
only way out for America if it wishes to leave Iraq in any sort of shape, instead of
talking to the powerful Iranians (and Syrians) as was wisely recommended to the
President by his own Baker-Hamilton Commission, the Bush White House continues
to stubbornly pretend it does not have to talk to states it does not like. This would be
farcical, if it were not so very tragic.
However, if there is little doubt the surge will not turn Iraq around, the American
political fallout from all of this is far more difficult to predict and, in some ways, far
more important. Given President Bush’s calamitous decision, there is now no doubt
that Iraq and its repercussions will be the dominant political issue in the U.S. during
the next year and will play a huge role in determining who is likely to be the next
president. For President Bush’s decision has certainly done one thing; it has drawn a
bright line for both political parties and the major presidential aspirants, forcing them
to come down definitively on this issue, one way or another.

The Republicans: Civil War and the Problem of McCain
The Baker-Hamilton Commission, a bipartisan body established by the President
to come up with an alternative Iraqi policy, was supposed to quell the brewing civil
war in the Republican Party. Foreign Policy realists, clustered around the President’s
father, such as former National Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft and former
Secretary of State James Baker, had grown restive about what they saw as a war of
choice, rather than a war of necessity. With China growing ever more powerful, Iran
emerging as the dominant power in the Persian Gulf, North Korea flouting all nuclear
safeguards and radical Islam using the war as a recruiting bonanza, realists had had
enough. It was time to manage defeat in Iraq, talk to the Iranians, train up the Iraqis,
cut America’s losses, restore America’s battered image around the world (a process
they acknowledge may take decades), and concentrate on Al-Qaeda as the primary
enemy. This view was supported by disappointed loyalists of former Secretary of State
Colin Powell, as well as well-respected foreign policy voices in the Senate, such as
Richard Lugar and, especially, Chuck Hagel (Hagel has gone so far as to compare the
thinking behind the surge to the thinking behind Alice in Wonderland). With the
President’s repudiation of many of the Commission’s primary recommendations, it
sets the stage for a full-scale civil war in the Republican Party.
Bitter intra-party strife, settled only after a new nominee is selected in the
upcoming Republican primaries, will be a major part of the context of the American
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political scene over the next two years. While neo-cons will sternly decry realist anger
about the escalation of the war as defeatist amorality, leading only to the global
disgrace of the United States, realists, with equal anger, will point to six years of
neo-conservative excesses. These involve ruinous deficits, a large increase in the
power of the national government, serious questions about civil liberties and a decline
in the standing of the United States around the globe. In other words, these are not
differences that are about to be settled amicably.
This ideological war will soon have overt political consequences. With the
Democratic-controlled Congress about to put forward a non-binding resolution
condemning the surge, it is an open question as to whether a majority of Republicans
in the Senate – spearheaded by the openly defiant Hagel – will vote with the leader of
their party. Such a repudiation would signal that the President has left even his party
behind.
But the real battle will be over the next presidential nomination. The battle for the
2008 GOP standard will be the most momentous foreign policy election since the 1952
campaign, which saw General Eisenhower see off the rollback, right-wing alternative,
Senator Robert Taft, thus ensuring Harry Truman’s foreign policy became central to
an agreed-upon bipartisan consensus. For if the neo-cons, despite Iraq, despite the
Baker-Hamilton Commission, despite the mid-terms, somehow manage to have
influence over the next Republican nominee, it would be hard to deny that they are
now the new majority voice on foreign policy within the GOP.
This leads directly to the problem of John McCain. The maverick Arizona Senator,
a laudable war hero, well-respected by independent voters, a man of unquestioned
national stature, would seem a dream come true for a Party cowering in the wake of
the Iraq disaster. This would be true, but for one thing. Incredibly, over Iraq and Iran
Senator McCain has staked out a position to the right of the President. A forceful
backer of the President’s surge operation, McCain has said that he would rather
support such a policy than be President, despite the plan’s abiding unpopularity with
the American public. Given the stakes of the 2008 election, and the Senator’s close ties
to that arch neo-conservative, Bill Kristol, Republican realists hope to keep him to his
word, denying the front runner for the nomination the prize that would mean their
relegation to second-class status within the party.
For Senator McCain, a run for the presidency this time would be very different
from his Cinderella story in 2000, when, without much organization and money, he
still managed to frighten the anointed then Governor George W. Bush. This time it will
be McCain in the spotlight every day, having to defend his support for neo-con
positions that are unpopular with his own party, let alone the rest of the country. For
Republican realists hopes must hinge on the only other two possible candidates likely
to raise enough money to challenge McCain –former-New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani
and former-Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney. As neither has much of a foreign
policy record, realists have their work cut out for them.

The Democrats: Caught Between a Rock and a Hard Place
For the Democrats, their political problems are more immediate. As the
beneficiaries of the voters’ disgust with the administration’s Iraq policy, they will now
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be expected to make noticeable efforts to curb the excesses of the administration.
Unfortunately for them, the Constitution is clear that, at least in terms of foreign policy,
the President is first among equals with the other branches of government. While
Congress can (and ought to) hold hearings questioning the ruinous decisions the White
House has made in the past, its only practical tool is to deny the President funding for
the surge adventure. This puts the Democrats in very dangerous waters. For it was
their refusal to fund the Vietnam War in its waning days that Republicans seized upon
to declare Democrats weak on defense. True or not, this was a label (and a huge
electoral liability) that clung to the party until the end of the Cold War. The new
leadership is loath to repeat the same political mistake.
However, if they cannot cut funding, is it possible that the new Congress will
tamely approve the President’s budgetary dictate to finance his surge adventure? To do
so would infuriate the left-wing activists in the party, who turned out in such force and
with such fervor precisely because of their opposition to the neo-conservative policies
in Iraq. To see the men and women they elected actually help the White House pay for
its follies would rip holes in the general Democratic consensus that the war has been
mishandled and needs to be brought to an end. It seems that the Democrats, fresh from
their triumph, will be damned politically whatever it is they eventually do about Iraq.

Conclusion: The Only Good News
Amidst this sea of gloom, there is a shred of good news. Based on the recent
election results and the high likelihood of continued failure in Iraq, public opinion is
unlikely to move in the neo-conservative direction. Indeed, it is more likely that
public opinion will continue to harden against the adventurist Bush administration,
opening the way for a political challenge to the prevailing consensus from either the
right wing of the Democratic Party (Truman’s heirs) or the left wing of the Republican
Party (Eisenhower’s children). Either way, it will take courage for this bipartisan
coalition to be reborn, offering an Ethical Realist alternative to the ruinous policies of
the present occupant of the White House. The American political system has always
had a remarkable capacity for correction from its worst excesses. In the coming
political season, this comforting factor is about to be tested as never before.
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by Paul W. SCHROEDER

Iraq – the attempt of creating an American Empire – has failed and remains
impossible as long as support for Israel lasts. A major mistake is declaring war on
terrorism: better to use judo. Lessons from the Cold War. There is an alternative.

1.

T

HE

BUSH

ADMINISTRATION

originally sold the Iraq War to the public, Congress, and the world with two
propaganda packages appealing respectively to fear and hope. One drew a horrifying
picture of The Disastrous Consequences of Inaction in Iraq; the other depicted The
Bright Promise of Victory in Iraq. Everyone remembers the absurd predictions, false
promises and outright lies these packages contained.
Today both have been totally discredited by events. The president, administration
officials and loyal supporters in the Congress and media spin the ongoing disaster in
Iraq and looming one in Iran as signs of coming victory but only true believers are
convinced. With rebellion rising, even among Republicans and control of Congress
in jeopardy, the president is touring the country with a series of speeches designed to
refurbish the old propaganda of fear. This newest package, The Disastrous
Consequences of Failure in Iraq, seeks to terrify the public, mobilize the base and
vilify the opposition by portraying worse disasters sure to arise should cowardly,
cut-and-run Democrats cause America to fail.
It should be easy for opponents of the war to refute this fear-mongering campaign
with The Disastrous Consequences of Staying the Course. Though any such exertion
comes hard to a divided party with its so-called moderates pulling in the opposite
direction, the evidence showing the current campaign to be as illegitimate and
self-deluding as the original pro-war campaign is overwhelming. However, such a
counterattack, though necessary, will not defeat the White House’s strategy by itself
and could even play into its hands.
The reasons are simple. Like other Bush-Cheney ploys, this one is not designed
to educate or persuade rationally but to arouse and exploit patriotic emotion. Any
counterargument, however solidly grounded in logic and evidence, will be politically
and emotionally distasteful to many voters. Moreover, Americans want not merely to
be warned of impending disaster but also to be told how it can be averted. To
Republican true believers, “Stay the course” still represents the answer, simplistic and
delusional though it is, while the majority skeptical about this answer demand
something positive in its place.
The Republican electoral strategy thus rests on two pillars: on Bush’s reported
private quip during the 2004 campaign, “You can fool some of the people all the time
and those are the ones you have to concentrate on,” while keeping the rest distracted,
divided and on the defensive; and on the opposition party’s tearing itself apart trying to
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devise a positive alternative policy, with some leaders, including Hillary Clinton, still
endorsing John Kerry’s message in 2004, The Bright Promise of Letting Us Handle
Iraq Better. This approach, now even more than in 2004, will divide the Democrats,
confuse the public and fail to rally supporters. Worse still, it would continue to obscure
the central point and the first critical requirement for any solution in Iraq or progress
toward one: that the current American venture has decisively failed and must be
abandoned.
This essay proposes an answer to this problem – not to the tactical electoral
dilemma faced by the Democratic Party but to the policy dilemma faced by the
country, an answer not offered by either party and almost certain to be denounced and
repudiated by both. By frankly acknowledging failure in Iraq and acting quickly,
decisively and prudently on that recognition, the U.S. not only could avoid further
disasters there but might also achieve a kind of success. Call it The Bright Promise of
Accepting Failure in Iraq.
Be warned: the success to be described bears no resemblance to the glowing
predictions made by neoconservative hawks before the war. Participating in their game
of false promises and self-delusion would mean violating the most critical requirement
for any ultimate success for American policy in Iraq and elsewhere – that Americans
get over their habit of spreading and believing comforting lies. The main weapon for
opponents of this war and this policy must be ruthless honesty and the great strength of
that weapon now is that the war’s proponents cannot use it. Therefore I begin by
admitting, indeed insisting, that the light that could be kindled by accepting failure in
Iraq resembles a flashlight with limited battery life rather than a locomotive headlight.
Yet, like a flashlight in a dark cave, it may be bright enough to show the way out.
2. It is idle to discuss the administration’s refusal to recognize failure in Iraq and its
insistence on the goal of victory as if this represented a serious military strategy or
foreign-policy plan. “Victory” is not really defined and cannot be. Virtually all the
concrete goals of the original Bright Promise of Victory in Iraq propaganda have
already been tacitly abandoned and are no longer mentioned. The “success” talked
about is not merely indefinable and unattainable but incoherent as a concept. The
ends sought are self-contradictory and incompatible with the means used to attain
them. All this could be demonstrated at length, accomplishing nothing but to further
the administration’s purposes of distraction and obfuscation. For the denial of failure
and insistence on pursuing victory, insofar as it is a product of something more than
pure fantasy, is not designed for military and foreign-policy purposes but for domestic
politics, especially the 2006 elections. There the strategy could succeed by limiting the
Republican losses just enough to keep control of both houses, avoid the congressional
investigations the administration dreads and delay the final collapse in Iraq until after
2008, when the presumably victorious Democrats could be blamed for it.
The possibility of such a success rests on more than Rovian electoral wizardry.
It exploits roots deep in the American heritage and character – the special difficulty
many Americans have in coming to terms with limits in international politics, the
feeling that admitting failure and wrong choices especially in wartime is un-American.
Add to this the portrait the administration and a largely compliant press paint of what
failure in Iraq would bring – civil war, chaos and radical Islam dominating the region,
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terrorism triumphant, Iran emboldened, Israel threatened, the oil supply imperilled or
cut off, America humiliated, isolated, and impotent, and (the most dishonest but
politically effective claim of all) the brave Americans killed or wounded in the fight
for Iraqi freedom and American security betrayed. Against this lurid background Bush
& Co. challenge the Democrats: if you are serious, show us your plan for meeting
these dangers, solving these problems and avoiding these disasters while getting us out
of Iraq.
It is easy to show how absurd in logic and fact this demand is. It is like insisting
that a man who shows you that your $100 bill is counterfeit owes you a real one, or –
to use Molly Ivins’s illustration – to argue that those who warned against hitting a
hornet’s nest with a stick must now, after the administration has done so and caused
the hornets to swarm and attack everywhere, either propose a concrete plan for getting
the hornets back into the nest or else join in efforts to kill them with the stick. Worst of
all, the demand calls on others to solve the problem the Bush administration created
while rejecting the fundamental condition for any solution, a recognition that wrong
policy and failed leadership created the problem and that both must first be changed.
Yet, outrageous as this tactic is, it may still work with many voters because
making failure in war acceptable to Americans is like putting lipstick on a pig. That is
the ungrateful task of this essay, and it requires a series of steps. First, I must show that
the option of trying for success through acknowledging failure is the only rational
chance to avoid further failure and an even worse disaster. Then that option must be
made plausible and meaningful – plausible by seeing that this often happens in history
as in ordinary life and meaningful through redefining and better understanding the
nature of the contest and the meaning of victory or success.
3. The argument starts with two generalizations from history, obvious and familiar
but often ignored. The first, that the worst disasters in history arise from a refusal to
recognize and admit failure and deal with it, needs no proof. History is full of striking
instances. Here is just one: the causes and factors that drove Germany deliberately to
launch World War II and inflict unspeakable crimes on the world and on Germany
itself were diverse and complicated, but one was basic – a refusal to admit that
Germany had really lost World War I and must accept the consequences of defeat.
Essentially, the German decision for war in 1939 was a decision to stay the course – to
resume in a radical new form the effort of 1914-18 to make Germany dominant in
Europe through military power. Similar instances from history could be cited almost
ad infinitum.
The second generalization is also easy to document from history. Often – not
always – a timely recognition of failure and the willingness to abandon or alter a
wrong course leads in unexpected ways to success. Sometimes the change in course
enables one to achieve the original aims by a different route; more often it leads to the
discovery that the original goals were not that great or cost too much and that the
country was actually better off with a different outcome – that sometimes one could
win by losing.
American parochialism and the privileged, triumphant course of American
history make this point hard for Americans to grasp. Yet, in at least four major
instances during the Cold War, the U.S. had to come to terms with failure, accepted
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the consequences and changed course, sometimes by 180 degrees: Korea and the
Korean War, China and the recognition of the Communist regime, Vietnam and
strategic parity with the USSR. In every case, accepting failure served to avoid further
losses and potential disasters and led to an outcome different from what the U.S. was
originally trying to achieve, but better. America would be worse off now had it won
any of those contests in the way it originally tried to.
There is no mystery about why this happened to the United States as it has many
times to other countries. A timely recognition of failure helps cut losses, stop rot and
cease wasting vital resources. It magnifies contradictions between goals and misfits
between means and ends, helps us better understand the reasons for failure and
changes views of what outcomes may be acceptable. By admitting that one cannot
solve the problem with the resources and methods one has, one may discover or create
new, useful ones. Stop swimming upstream and the current may carry you somewhere
safe, if not to your original destination acknowledging that the problem is beyond your
capacities may get you help – old or new allies and partners with common interests,
who cannot afford to let you entirely fail. A recognition that the way you are fighting
the battle is making things worse may teach you that the struggle is not the kind you
supposed it was and that there are better ways to fight it if necessary or to avoid it
entirely – all simple lessons, but true, and these cases illustrate them.
The harder part is to show that this Bright Promise of Failure scenario can work
in regard to Iraq and the Middle East and the struggle against terrorism. I offer no
guarantees of success. Yogi Berra is right: it is always dangerous to prophesy,
especially, about the future. I also make no claim to have expert knowledge of Middle
East politics or access to intelligence. My expertise is as a historian, a bird that flies
backward and knows where it has been better than where it is going. Oddly, however,
my analysis and predictions on the Iraq War and the so-called Global War on Terror in
articles published since 9/11, a good number in this journal, hold up better now than
those of most of the supposed experts.
There is a reason for this. The main intellectual defect in current American
foreign policy is the lack of any sense of history, particularly as the British historian
Lewis B. Namier defined it: a trained intuitive sense of the way things do not happen.
(How they actually happen depends on the evidence.) America’s leaders and their
advisers, including some so-called historians and political scientists, not only are
ignorant of history and insensitive to it, they despise and repudiate it. Their favorite
epithet for opponents is to accuse them of having a pre-9/11 mentality, of believing
that history before September 2001 still tells us something.
Neither having a sense of history nor wanting one, their calculations and policies
are thoroughly infected with that disease fatal for good policy, for which a sense of
history is the best prophylactic and cure – utopianism. It is the blind optimism, the
utopianism of this administration, along with its dishonesty, that accounts for its record
of repeated promises and calculations that anyone with a sound historical sense could
tell were not going to work. Their particular brand of utopianism, moreover, combines
its two worst forms – a radical utopianism that believes that the evils to be fought are
simple, readily identified, easily capable of being rooted out, replaced with good and
the utopianism of Machtpolitik, the belief that with enough power resolutely applied
one can do anything.
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One requirement for reaping any profit from accepting failure in Iraq, then, is a
clear anti-utopian sense of history, a willingness to recognize and respect limits and
reject self-delusion – something any reasonably educated, sensible person can develop.
It also helps if we avoid some natural but erroneous assumptions about what accepting
failure in foreign policy involves. It is not simply a first preliminary step, a matter of
seeing that you are in a hole and should stop digging. It involves a rigorous, active
search for the deeper causes of failure and thus becomes a strategic maneuver, a way
of seeking and creating conditions needed for climbing out of the hole.
Another natural assumption would be that harvesting success from failure
requires a clear policy delineating the principles and steps that will lead from failure to
success. Most Americans and a majority of observers worldwide recognize that staying
the course to victory in Iraq is not a real policy and that recent proposals by
neo-conservatives to up the ante by attacking Syria and/or Iran and having the
president declare that America is in World War III are certifiably insane. Yet,
thoughtful persons looking for a way out are confronted with at least four alternative
lines of policy, each strongly advocated and all at least sane and intellectually
defensible.
These
approaches
can
be
broadly
characterized
as
semi-isolationist/libertarian, realist balance-of-power, leftist-reformist, and
internationalist or (misleadingly) Wilsonian. The differences between them are not
trivial, and the debate over which is best is not inappropriate – except at this time
when the critical issue is whether the country will face the fact of decisive failure in
Iraq at all. On that score, their differences make no real difference; advocates of all
four of these approaches today agree on rejecting the current course and taking some
initial steps for recovery and ultimate success. Disputes over the merits of these
approaches at this point only confuse the public and help the administration and its
neo-con prophets to propose their nostrums as no-nonsense remedies.
Even more necessary than this “first things first” basis for consensus among
opponents of the war is a better understanding of the nature of the broad global contest
the U.S. is now engaged in and the definition of success in it. Nothing in this
discussion so far suggests a good slogan for a bumper sticker or a banner in an
anti-war demonstration. That is as it should be; international politics is too
complicated for slogans and the slogans of the simplifiers in the administration have
contributed to the terrible mess they have made. However, for understanding the
nature of the contest, one slogan would fit: “It’s Not a War, Stupid!”
Words are defenseless things. Any kind of struggle can be called a war – on
drugs, poverty, crime, illiteracy – so long as one does not take the metaphor literally
and wage the contest as if it really were a war. An NFL coach who urges his players to
go to war with the opposing team does not expect them to start shooting. Yet, Bush &
Co. insist that all their campaigns – against Al-Qaeda, the Taliban, Saddam Hussein’s
regime, the insurgency and sectarian violence in Iraq, Hamas and Hezbollah, terrorism
in general and potentially against Syria and Iran – are literally wars and all are against
the same generic foe, terrorism; that America is under military attack; and that these
enemies, all lumped together, must be fought primarily by military means.
This incessant beating of the war drum is enormously important. It has served as
the main propaganda weapon for Republicans at the polls; the rationale for every
expansion of executive authority now leading the country toward a constitutional
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crisis; the justification for every violation of international law; the cover for all the
abuses, atrocities and instances of collateral damage in civilian casualties and
destruction attendant on military action; the excuse for massive expenditure, waste and
corruption; and the main weapon used to silence critics, vilify opponents, cover up
illegality, fraud and incompetence in government. The insistence that America is at
war, combined with a persistent refusal to pay for it or require sacrifices of most
Americans, has contributed to a massive distortion of public spending, huge and
growing deficits of every kind, a dangerous militarization of American thought and
society and the destruction of any sense of responsibility in both the government and
the public.
Worst of all, the propaganda campaign has worked and is still working
politically. Though a majority of Americans polled believe the wars on terror and in
Iraq are not going well and now consider the war in Iraq a mistake or at least not worth
its costs. Few Americans, including opponents of the war in Iraq and Bush’s general
policy, doubt that 9/11 put America in a state of war and most still believe that this war
must be prosecuted and ended successfully, even if they cannot exactly define victory.
4. This belief that the United States is now genuinely in a state of war against
terrorism – still the president’s greatest electoral asset – represents, at best, massive
misconception and confusion. The United States, along with many other major
governments and advanced, orderly societies, is engaged in a struggle to defend the
rule of law, order and security at home and to sustain a decent international system
abroad against irregular attacks and crimes by individuals, groups and factions within
various countries. This is therefore essentially a struggle of governments against a
diverse assortment of criminal anti-government groups. Those who oppose terrorism
and terrorist groups have a prime interest in promoting this view and in keeping as
many governments as possible united and engaged in the struggle against terrorists as
a legal international campaign against criminal enemies of all regular states and
governments.
Proclaiming this a war and waging the struggle primarily by military means
works concretely against this purpose and helps terrorists. The fact that terrorist
leaders and groups may have declared war on the United States and other countries
and carried out attacks against them makes no difference. They have a major interest
in making this a war. It legitimizes them, ennobles their cause and their actions in the
eyes of followers and sympathizers, gives them international stature, and lures
opponents into the kinds of overreactions that delegitimize them, alienate their natural
allies and the neutrals and split the anti-terrorist governmental front.
A little history to illustrate: throughout the 19th century, conservative regimes in
Europe, especially Austria and Russia, waged a mortal struggle against revolutionary
groups and organizations. They hated and feared these enemies as much as Americans
do terrorists today, and given the weakness of these regimes and the genuine threat
revolution posed to them they had far better reason to do so. Their efforts to suppress
revolution, often counterproductive and finally ending in failure, included the use of
their armies at various times against revolutions at home or in allied regimes abroad.
However, they never made the blunder of justifying their repressive actions at home
and abroad by saying they were at war with the revolutionaries. They knew that this
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would elevate the status of their foes, alienate friends and neutrals, and negate the
strongest card in their hands – their claim to be enforcing law and defending
civilization against international criminals.
This is not a matter of diplomatic-legal terminology or an academic distinction.
The American insistence on calling its campaign against particular terrorists a Global
War on Terror has gratuitously given its enemies an important victory in a struggle in
which politics, image and propaganda are more than half the battle. The decision to
attack Iraq, a state clearly no threat to the United States, multiplied that propaganda
victory many times over and the impression of America it created – that of a country
ruthless and powerful in military conquest but incompetent and impotent in civic
follow-up – has multiplied it again. Americans, led by their government, seem
incapable of understanding that this worldwide contest is not a shootout at the OK
Corral but judo. The object is not to eliminate the opponent but to unbalance and
overthrow him, using his own offensive lunges to do so. Osama bin Laden, the
Taliban, the Iraqi insurgents, even Saddam himself understood that, with the result that
America, though incomparably stronger, has been thrown off balance far more than
they.
This understanding of the contest as a long-term political, legal struggle to uphold
the rule of law rather than a war, and judo rather than a gunfight, must also change the
American definition of success. The administration, with most of the media and many
voters in tow, has consistently defined victory in terms of missions supposedly
accomplished, positive gains allegedly achieved. Time and again it has hailed
particular triumphs as breakthroughs and turning points, proof that the U.S. is on the
road to victory – military victories in Afghanistan and Iraq, installation of “friendly”
regimes, introduction of “democratic” institutions and reforms, capture or killing of
particular enemies, defeat of certain insurgent forces or risings, conduct of elections,
adoption of constitutions, formation of a “permanent”, “sovereign” government in
Iraq, a roadmap for peace in Palestine, the death of Yasser Arafat and democratic
elections in Palestine – only to have every glorious victory quickly turn to ashes in the
mouths of the administration and its followers.
Why? Lack of planning, incompetence, poor intelligence, insufficient manpower,
bad decisions, inexperience, unfamiliarity with an alien environment? Yes, all these
and more, but the deeper reason for failure is a wrong concept of victory. In this
contest, as in the 19th-century contest of legitimate regimes against revolution, victory
cannot mean crushing the evil and establishing the reign of Freedom and Democracy
throughout the world by glorious victories on the battlefield or elsewhere, but (in the
words of Austria’s Prince Metternich) outliving the evil. That is not compromise or
surrender. It means ensuring that one’s own values, institutions and way of life survive
and ultimately thrive while those who would overthrow them are gradually
marginalized and, ultimately, die out. That is the only kind of victory in this contest
America can achieve or should aspire to.
History does not repeat itself but it does show repetitive patterns. In looking for
clues from previous instances where Americans harvested success from acknowledged
failure – the Korean War, Vietnam, recognition of Communist China and accepting
strategic parity with the Soviet Union – it makes sense to start with the assumptions
behind the original policies that, ultimately, failed and had to be abandoned. In all four
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instances, American policy rested initially on certain common assumptions: the threat
being confronted was uniquely grave; failure to meet and defeat it now would have a
domino effect, leading to its becoming steadily worse and potentially unstoppable; the
danger could not be met by normal international politics but required either the direct
application of military force or the possession of clear military superiority and
willingness to use it as a deterrent. Finally, the U.S., if it acted with the necessary
resolve, would bring most of the rest of the world into line with its action or at least
deter others from opposing it and that the tide of history threatening to turn against
America would thus be turned back in its favor. And that the defeat of this particular
enemy on this particular front would decisively promote the ultimate victory of the
good cause.
These assumptions were not obviously irrational, stupid, or cover for a hidden
agenda. The North Korean invasion, regardless of its origins out of an emergent
Korean civil war rather than a worldwide Communist offensive against the free world,
was a serious military attack on an American ally and a threat to the American position
in East Asia that needed to be met with force. Much of Southeast Asia did seem ripe
for Communist takeover from Vietnam. The regime of Mao Zedong was one of the
most revolutionary and ruthless in history. The USSR was a superpower with a
tyrannical regime, oppressive empire, formidable military and the nuclear power to
destroy the world.
Yet after a half-century or less, these original assumptions can be seen and
acknowledged as having been wrong – not dead wrong, wholly without foundation or
excuse, but flawed, exaggerated, one-sided and hence when used as the basis for
policy destined to make things worse rather than better.
That recognition did not come automatically nor was it a precondition and cause
of the reversal of policy. In all four instances what came first was a recognition that
the task assigned America by its current policy – uniting Korea under American
control, defeating the Viet Cong and preserving an independent anti-Communist
pro-American South Vietnam, defending Taiwan as the legitimate government of
mainland China and denying the Soviet Union its status as a strategic equal with
equivalent military power – was not feasible, that the goal was not attainable at any
acceptable risk and cost. Only then did the majority of decision-makers and the general
public begin seriously to question the assumptions on which the strategy of the
impossible rested. Yet this recognition of failure and the resultant gradual changes in
policy inevitably entailed and produced a change in thinking as well as in strategy and
tactics – the kind of turnaround needed in America now.
In each instance, the U.S. gave up unachievable goals and settled for temporary,
provisional, managerial solutions, truces or standoffs; accepted or deliberately sought
multilateral, negotiated outcomes based on compromise; and sometimes made major
concessions to its opponents to reach them.
These were more than mere tactical moves forced by hostile pressure. They
simultaneously produced and were accompanied by a change in thinking and
approach. The U.S. government, in practice if not in overt proclamation or ideology,
ceased viewing each particular danger primarily in global terms as part of an
overarching worldwide threat and instead aimed to handle each as a local, limited
challenge, isolating it where possible from the putative global contest, even where and
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when Americans believed that the global contest was real and serious. This enabled it
consciously to induce divisions among its opponents and exploit these.
At the same time this shift enabled the U.S. to control and reduce its
commitments to its subordinate allies, persuading or forcing them to make
compromises, share or assume burdens and risks, and give up their particular goals in
order to retain general American support. The South Korean regime had to abandon its
goal of unifying Korea through American arms. Taiwan had to accept American
recognition of its worst and most threatening foe as the legitimate government of
China and ultimately of Taiwan itself. The South Vietnamese regime had to accept
destruction. West Germany had to give up any prospect of German unification for the
foreseeable future. In a sense, America made others pay the main price for the success
it achieved by accepting failure.
Why did this work? Because once Americans woke up to the impossible
character of their aims and the flaws in their basic assumptions, they cleverly adjusted
themselves to reality and managed their problems with skill and moderation? Not
mainly. It would do little to correct the radical utopianism of the Bush administration
and its followers to encourage Americans to think that even if they cannot win simply
by being militarily all-powerful, they can achieve whatever they want through clever
and forceful diplomacy. The U.S. succeeded for a number of reasons that had little to
do with its own power and skill and far more with favorable international conditions
not under American control.
Our main opponents, though formidable and impossible to destroy or defeat by
military force, were neither as powerful nor as stable internally nor as aggressive and
revolutionary in their foreign- policy aims nor as incapable of compromise and
coexistence as we supposed. In other words, normal international politics could work
with them. Besides that, these opponents were less united than we imagined, more
driven by internal rivalries and disputes they had to manage and the U.S. could exploit.
In contrast, the U.S. had genuine partners rather than satellites, allies who were ready
to help promote compromise solutions where they could not support the American
quest for victory. As for our client states and those we defended, in all these cases save
that of South Vietnam, they were not merely willing under pressure to accept the
sacrifice of particular aims for general peace but in certain instances actually
welcomed and co-operated with these aims (e.g., West Germany’s promotion of
détente and the Helsinki Accords in the 1970s and Japan’s welcoming of the
recognition of China). It was also important that on both sides governments were able
and willing to control and marginalize their own extremists pushing for aggressive
measures to achieve decisive victory over the enemy.
Most important, however, is the fact that this different approach changed the
arena and rules of the contest from one that the U.S. could not win at any acceptable
cost, and that its allies and friends did not want to fight, into one that the U.S. and its
side of the world were far better suited to wage: a contest over what kind of
government, society, economy and politics was best at peaceful co-existence.
5. Critics insist that this is all old history, rendered obsolete by 9/11. What the U.S.
now faces is a wholly different situation and array of foes – rogue regimes like Iran
and North Korea, terrorist organizations with global reach immune to sanctions or
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pressure because they have no address or permanent interests to defend, the possibility
of WMD being used by fanatical ideologues with purely destructive aims and suicidal
followers deterred by no moral restraints or civilized codes. To talk of diplomatic
strategies for dealing with these is the worst kind of self-delusion.
Most astonishing about this ubiquitous response is not the lack of historical sense
it reveals but the absence of memory. Again, allowing for changed circumstances,
these arguments were used time and again, at even greater volume and with better
reason, to argue the futility of dealing with the North Koreans, the Chinese, the
Soviets, and the Vietnamese except by force. The extremist hawks were wrong then
and they are wrong now. The global terrorist threat is no more real now than the global
Communist threat was then. Terrorism is mostly concentrated on particular local and
regional aims and directed against particular local enemies. The identifiable terrorist
groups and organizations are fragmented and divided by serious fault lines and
disagreements. Iran is hostile and verbally belligerent but tactically and strategically
more concerned with its defense against the United States, Israel and its influence in
the Shi’ite world than with holy war against infidels. Hamas and Hezbollah have
particular goals; so does Syria. Everyone now recognizes – though Bush will never
admit it – that the insurgents and resisters to the American occupation in Iraq are very
much divided and often hostile toward each other. The point is not that they are
harmless or should be ignored or pampered but that using the tactics of the gunfight
against them only drives them together and increases their number, while combating
them with judo would divide them and decrease their threat.
Above all, recognizing failure in Iraq means seeing not simply that the U.S. has
not succeeded to this point but that it cannot ever succeed in what it set out to do by
this war – supplant the regime of Saddam Hussein with a stable, democratic, friendly
Iraq – because the strategy was fundamentally flawed, the execution worse and the
consequences by now such that anything American occupiers do, however
well-intentioned, must make things worse. The longer America stays, the more it fuels
the insurgency, the latent and growing civil war, the sectarian divisions and the
pervasive degradation of Iraq’s civil society.
As to concrete steps for turning this situation around, I offer no blueprint. Few
blueprints in history are ever followed or work when they are. The rule in statecraft
and warfare is improvisation guided by a general goal. In this case the general goal, to
turn accepting current failure into eventual success, requires more than simply an exit
strategy. Certainly one is necessary and overdue but it should be more than a way of
getting Americans out of harm’s way. Combined with other measures of strategic
retreat, it can be a measure of active defense and offense, like apparently yielding to
the opponent’s lunge in order to throw him off balance for a countermove.
6. An even better way to understand America’s task is to use a historical model full
of relevance and potent lessons but so politically incorrect that neither party could
embrace it and that those who would, chiefly radicals on the Left, would misuse it: to
see the new policy as an attempt at successful disimperialism. Regardless of whether
one considers the war in Iraq as continuing a longstanding American imperialist
tradition or (as I do) a departure from America’s main Cold War tradition, two
conclusions are inescapable.
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First, the Iraq War originated in an attempt at American informal empire in the
Middle East and remains mired in it. When one powerful country invades and
conquers a small, weak country thousands of miles away with a very different culture,
language, history, religion and society in order to replace its regime permanently with
one resembling the occupier’s own, change its economic structure, control its most
important resource and use it to dominate and change other regimes in the region, that
is classic, unalloyed imperialism. To refuse to admit this and cover it up with
transparent dodges of liberation, democratization, self-defense and Global War on
Terror is to indulge still further in the comforting lies that are ruining America’s
capacity for world leadership and even for democratic self-governance.
Second, that imperialist effort has failed disastrously, America’s so-called
unipolar moment is past, rotten before it was ripe and the task before it now is
disimperialism. Like Britain and France after World War II and the USSR after 1989,
the goal has to be not merely to give up an untenable imperialist position but to do so
in such a way as to protect vital interests, maintain a necessary position of leadership,
and lay a new basis for eventual useful relations with the countries of the former or
would-be empire.
That is bound to be a distasteful, delicate, and sometimes humiliating task, with
many apparent setbacks and only long-range payoffs. However, as history shows, it
can be done, and there are at least some fairly concrete ways to approach it. The trick
is making the decision to abandon the imperial venture clear and convincing to one’s
own people and the rest of the world (including opponents), while at the same time
showing that this is a strategic decision dictated by good sense and done from strength,
not the product of weakness, despair or disorientation.
A good place to start is with the public renunciation of failed, misconceived,
counterproductive policies. There are three obvious candidates, favorites of Bush and
the neo-conservatives.
The first is the administration’s much trumpeted goal of transforming the Middle
East through democratization, something impossible from outside, especially through
military intervention and hostile pressure by the perceived main enemy of the region,
and destabilizing and dangerous even where apparently successful. Political scientists
and historians have long known that immature democracies are more unstable,
aggressive and war-prone than traditional regimes. Promoting democracy in Iraq has
led to civil war and the nascent collapse of the country and in Palestine and Lebanon to
greater power for radicals and terrorist groups.
The second is democratization’s twin – promoting regime change, particularly by
military force or support for dissidents. Where this fails, as it usually does – witness
Cuba – it discredits both the U.S. and the dissidents; where it succeeds, as in
Afghanistan, it generally promotes failed states and rule by warlords, militias and rival
factions. Both outcomes contradict the main U.S. interest in working with regular,
stable governments against terrorism and violence.
The third is promoting Western values in the Arab-Muslim worlds by public
diplomacy, in particular attempts to sell the American way of life and convince others
that Americans are truly friends and protectors of Islam and can serve as honest
brokers. This whole project only serves to make the U.S. look ridiculous and discredit
the moderates in Islam, who would like to adapt to modernity, thus aiding the radicals.
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What will it take to convince many Americans that much of the world currently hates
and fears the U.S. not because of its values but because of its policies and actions and
that the only way to change that perception is to change those?
This part is fairly easy, a matter of discarding useless baggage. The next,
announcing a genuine change in policy in convincing fashion without making it appear
an act of desperation, is trickier. However, there are ways to approach it. One is to
announce a clear general goal not subject to conditions or compromises – in this case,
the entire removal of American armed forces from Iraq in the near future and a
comprehensive review with all the host countries of the status of American forces and
bases throughout the region with an eye to reducing them – accompanied by an offer
to work out the timing of these moves with the other parties concerned, including the
current Iraqi government and any successor ones. The purpose of this, of course, is to
change the American military presence from being, publicly, an albatross around the
necks of these governments and, privately, a crutch they lean on to something that, if
they want it, they need to seek, compete for and acknowledge.
Along with this open announcement of a change in course needs to go some
striking symbolic action to make the announcement credible. Here is an obvious
candidate: publicly scrap the plans for the billion-dollar-plus American
Embassy/fortress-city in the heart of Baghdad and commit America unconditionally to
no military bases, bastions, stationing agreements or other ways of staying on
militarily in Iraq.
An even better political action would be for the U.S. government to call now for
an international conference under other auspices than our own to discuss how to deal
with the now inevitable civil war in Iraq and the possible break-up of the state. The
participants would have to include all Iraq’s neighbors, including Iran, and all vitally
interested outsiders besides the United States. The point would not be to achieve
concrete results, which is unlikely; even getting such a conference convened would be
a long shot. Instead, like these other moves, the effort would serve to prove that the
U.S. genuinely recognizes the problems its intervention helped cause, wants to share
the burden of meeting them with others, and is not trying to control the outcome
unilaterally.
There are other ways in which the U.S. could, if it tried, turn a strategic retreat
into pursuit of a different kind of victory by robbing enemies of their main pretexts for
hostile propaganda and actions, dividing them among themselves, and helping those
who have common interests with America to co-operate with or at least not oppose it.
The common interests are obvious – opposition to terrorism, need for stability, equal
access to the oil and gas of the region, worry about the ripple effects of civil war and
sectarian violence – and the potential divisions and rivalries to take advantage of are
equally so.
I do not believe that the strategy urged here will be adopted – certainly not by the
current administration, probably not by any successor or any future electorate. The
reason is not that such a policy would not work. As I have argued, on objective
historical and practical grounds it would stand a reasonable chance. Nor is it that
present American political conditions, habits and institutions make it unthinkable.
Though there is much more to this argument, it is just possible that crushing defeats
for the Republicans in 2006 plus the accumulation of further bad news from the
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Middle East might deter the administration from more mad gambles to cover existing
losses and might embolden the Democrats and the public to try something really
different.
The insuperable, structural obstacle to a serious pursuit of success in the Middle
East through accepting failure in Iraq, the elephant in the room that I have carefully
avoided mentioning hitherto, is Israel. More precisely, it is not Israel itself or its
actions, but the fact that the United States has deliberately forfeited control over its
policy toward Israel and the Israeli-Palestinian and Arab-Israeli conflicts that form one
critical aspect of the Middle East imbroglio. While the U.S. could conceivably change
its policy and aims in regard to all its other vital aspects – Iraq, Iran, oil, regional
security, even terrorism – I see no possibility that any party, administration, or
American public will take the steps needed to regain that essential control.
Obviously this is not a subject that can be opened up, much less discussed here. I
mention it solely in the interests of candor and to explain why this guardedly
optimistic essay ends as a Cassandra cry. Perhaps better, it calls to mind Bismarck’s
parting words to the third Turkish delegate to the Congress of Berlin in 1878, a
Congress that rescued the Ottoman Empire from part of its losses in revolts, crises and
wars in 1875-1878: “This is your last chance – and if I know you, you will not take it.”
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by David POLANSKY

The United States planned confused and unattainable goals in Iraq. There are no
tactics that function without a strategy. Oil and Iran are the two fundamental
challenges that prevent any consideration of a withdrawal by the Bush administration.

1.

T

HAT EMINENT SAGE AND POLITICAL

thinker, Mick Jagger, famously said, “You can’t always get what you want.” To which
President Bush is hoping that the famous rejoinder, “If you try sometimes, you find,
you get what you need,” still holds true.
Thus, in the face of a disastrous situation in Iraq, and after three years with a
static approach, Bush has finally changed tactics, replacing Secretary of Defense
Rumsfeld and bringing in Lieutenant General David Petraeus as the senior American
commander in Iraq. Meanwhile, he has authorized a “surge” of 21,500 U.S. troops, in
strategic locations throughout the country.
Of course, this has left many observers no less confused about the nature of U.S.
goals in Iraq.
The original U.S. goals were simple: Remove Saddam Hussein and his regime
from power and bar whatever replaced him from acquiring the means to do us great
harm on home soil. The subsidiary aims were to assist in bringing about a stable
democracy or quasi-democracy, which might theoretically lay the groundwork for
positive regional change.
Needless to say, this has not happened. The lack of post-war planning has been so
picked over that this is hardly the place to do so further, but any discussion of our
current situation has to begin with the recognition that every strategic problem we are
now having flows from the original strategic vacuum. The point is not simply that the
absence of a strategy has now made the war impossibly difficult, but that its absence
was what made the war possible in the first place. With legitimacy for the war
somewhat tight on the home front, it was crucial that doubts not be entertained.
Instead, optimism was the watchword, and with it, the belief that success on the
ground would create post-facto legitimacy. Our “hoped-for” strategic position was
always contingent upon a serious of “rolling” successes (with each success begetting
further successes and so on).
A genuine post-invasion strategy would have been forced to take into account so
many likely difficulties and dangers that it would have compelled serious skepticism
about the entire war itself (of course, such skepticism was brought to bear by a number
of critics before the war). Moreover, it would have likely led to a more widespread
recognition of the imperial consequences of invading a foreign country, which would
have made the entire endeavor far more distasteful in the eyes of Americans – the
majority of whom initially supported the war.
If strategic thinking about Iraq now seems muddled, it is because we are now
trying to think our way out of something that we did not properly think our way into to
begin with.
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2.

So where does that leave the U.S. now?
First, to give an understanding of how problematic Iraq is from both a domestic
and a geopolitical perspective, it may help to consider Vietnam – at its time the most
divisive foreign war the U.S. had ever fought. When the U.S. finally withdrew in 1973,
it could at least plausibly claim to have fulfilled its original goals in negotiating a
treaty with a specific enemy (the North Vietnamese regime), guaranteeing autonomy
for an allied regime in the South. The question of what to do in the event that the
North Vietnamese violated the treaty (as they did) was neatly settled when Congress
completely cut off all funding for Indochina.
Geopolitically, Vietnam was of far lesser significance than Iraq and, while
Indochina did go virulently Communist, the Chinese were there to step in as a
counterweight when things grew too chaotic.
By contrast, no serious person looks at the U.S. as having remotely fulfilled its
mission in Iraq. From a domestic point of view, the casualty rate has been high enough
to demand some concrete accomplishment to show for them (no, elections do not
count), yet not so high as to militate immediate withdrawal at any costs.
As for the costs, they are immediate and profound. Iraq will undoubtedly descend
further into a bloodbath. While it is true that the proximate target of a good deal of the
violence will be removed, there is no reason to think that Iraq’s sectarian groups will
prove any less creative and diligent in killing one another in large numbers (where
they have always had greater success) than in killing Americans.
America’s honor will suffer much in the eyes of potential Jihadi enemies (a
significant motive for going to war in the first place was to overwhelm such foes
psychologically). While it is unseemly to continue to spend precious American blood
and treasure in a vain search for reputation, it is not a mere abstraction. Osama bin
Laden was greatly emboldened by America’s retreat from Mogadishu in 1993 (just as
early Al-Qaeda took sustenance from the Soviet defeat in Afghanistan and Hezbollah
from Israel’s withdrawal from southern Lebanon in 2000). Such things matter greatly
to an honor culture.
Yet, these are nothing compared to the two most pressing reasons for America’s
continued presence in Iraq: Oil and Iran. It is ironic that after so many critics the world
over accused the U.S. of going to war with the intent of stealing Middle Eastern oil, it
has reaped no such benefits and is now obliged to remain simply to protect the stability
of global oil markets.
While guerillas have had quite the success in leveling Iraqi oil production,
through pinpointed attacks along the hundreds of kilometers of pipeline, they could
conceivably take out the entire infrastructure without U.S. troops in place along
strategic sites. Meanwhile, oil siphoned off and sold on the black market provides
billions in arms and money for jihadi coffers.
Then, there is Iran. In the end, U.S. policy in Iraq will be determined by U.S.
policy towards Iran. Here the U.S. faces a Catch-22 situation: A desirable exit is
largely contingent upon some sort of deal with the Iranian government. Meanwhile,
the sheer weakness of the U.S. negotiating position at this time mostly precludes any
sort of deal brokering (even were Bush so inclined). Iran has no incentive to assist the
U.S. in extracting itself from its current situation and a U.S. administration would be
loath to treat with Iran on such grounds.
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In any event, as there is yet no certain course to take over Iran, the U.S. remains
paralyzed in Iraq, unsure of which way to jump yet aware that it cannot simply stand
still. Hence, the “surge.”
3. To those who say that they do not comprehend the current U.S. strategy in Iraq,
the answer is simple: It is not a strategy. It is a desperate attempt to balance a range of
more or less unpalatable options from a position of relative weakness in the region and,
in this swirling mélange, is it any wonder that there is no real strategy?
As it is, the so-called “surge” would only make sense if it were an effort to
remedy a previous error (insufficient troop numbers for conducting counter-insurgency
and nation-building operations)–and even then success would not be certain.
However, that assumes that our failures in Iraq have been due to problems of strategy;
with an improved strategy, we could find success.
The truth is that the fundamental goals of the U.S. in Iraq were never realizable.
The U.S. military was confronted not with a static challenge but with a constantly
shifting array of conscious actors with goals of their own.
If the various guerillas and insurgents have a single overarching goal, it is simple:
Stymie the U.S. efforts to create stability in any way possible. In this effort, they have
proven remarkably creative and resilient. They have completely embraced modern
warfare in all its forms, targeting soldiers, civilians and infrastructure at every possible
turn.
At the time of this writing, U.S. troops have just suffered one of the most lethal
days since entering Iraq, with over 24 killed in a single day. Five of those were killed
by insurgents who gained entry into a fortified government compound by wearing U.S.
military uniforms and badges and driving armored sport-utility-vehicles. The
Washington Post reported “After arriving at the Provincial Joint Coordination Center
in Karbala, 60 miles southwest of Baghdad, the attackers detonated sound bombs,”
before going on to specifically target American soldiers. The sophistication of this
attack is as good a testament as any to the guerillas’ tactical evolution.
To note this does no disservice to the armed forces, who have proven remarkably
resilient and innovative in finding ways to keep up with the numerous and shadowy
guerilla forces. Lt. Petraeus, who will soon be commanding the entire coalition, has
particularly distinguished himself with his leadership of the 101st Airborne in Mosul.
However, even if individual units prove infinitely capable of adapting with the
insurgency (and now of course the civil war), to what end? With no overarching
strategy, no amount of tactical brilliance can succeed. As for such a strategy, there is
no place on the ground to root it. There is no state of Iraq to defend. The Maliki
government is but a shell (and a sectarian Shia one at that). The laudable goal of
defending individual Iraqi lives falls to pieces when U.S. forces are confronted with
the task of defending 25 million individuals, whose constantly shifting allegiances may
make any number of them enemies at any given moment.
As a U.S. soldier on patrol in Mosul, reportedly remarked: “This is like a gang
war and we are the biggest gang.”
To some, at least, it is by now long since evident that in the age of modern
warfare, the maximal aims projected by the Bush administration doomed this endeavor
from the start. However, the nature of the stakes involved – the need for stability in the
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oil market and uncertainty over Iran above all – prevents a fundamental
reconsideration and we are left simply recalibrating our approach here and there.
The most basic question of geopolitics comes down to asking what a particular
actor – whether it be an individual, group or government – wants outs of a particular
situation. In the case of understanding what America wants from Iraq, the difficulty –
and increasingly the tragedy – comes down to the fact that what it wants does not seem
to be possible.
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by Christopher PREBLE

The cost of human lives, exorbitant amounts of equipment, the increase in terrorism,
wavering public opinion and a feeling of international resentment. In Iraq, the United
States could lose touch with its own foreign policy. The best defense is escape.

1.

E

ARLY IN 2004, I CHAIRED A PANEL

of experts tasked with examining America’s military occupation of Iraq. Our
unequivocal finding – that it was in America’s interest to end the military occupation
quickly – was, at the time, dramatically at variance with the conventional wisdom,
which presumed that the United States must remain in Iraq “as long as necessary.”1
As long as necessary has proven too long for many Americans. Calls for a
relatively swift end to the U.S. military occupation of Iraq has risen in recent months
from a cautious whisper to an anxious chorus. Polls consistently show strong support
for a withdrawal of U.S. troops according to a realistic timetable, with a majority of
Americans wanting all U.S. troops out within one year.2 This should not come as a
surprise. No rational person looking at the evidence from Iraq today would conclude
that the Iraq mission advances American security interests at anything approaching a
reasonable cost. Tragically, President Bush has not reached the same conclusion.
The case for withdrawal has actually grown stronger since we issued our report.3
The authors of the Exiting Iraq anticipated that the trend of rising opposition to the U.S.
occupation would not be reversed by the nominal handover of sovereignty in June
2004. We were skeptical that democracy would take root in Iraq, and warned that
elections were likely to empower the most radical elements of Iraqi society. We
recognized that the presence of U.S. forces undermines the legitimacy of the Iraqi
government. We also noted that widespread opposition to the U.S. occupation within
Iraq was eroding U.S. credibility on a host of other issues.
Our call for a U.S. military withdrawal by January 30, 2005, was both practical
and sensible when it was set forth in June 2004. Had policy makers heeded our advice,
they might have been able to save thousands of American lives and, I believe, many
more Iraqi lives. Moreover, this policy shift could have rescued a modicum of U.S.
credibility and put Iraq on a fast-track to self-governance.
However, the situation in Iraq has taken an even more unfortunate turn. Exiting
Iraq did not anticipate the sectarian violence that has accelerated since the bombing of
Christopher PREBLE, et.al., Exiting Iraq: Why the U.S. Must End the Occupation and Renew the
War against Al-Qaeda, (Washington, DC: Cato Institute, 2004).
2 A January 5-7 USA Today/Gallup poll found that 54% of respondents said the United States
1

should withdraw all troops from Iraq within a year, with 15% saying "immediately" and 39%
saying "in 12 months time." “Public Opposes Troop Surge by 61% to 36% Margin,” The Gallup Poll,
January 9, 2006, http://www.galluppoll.com/content/?ci=26080.
3 Ted Galen CARPENTER, “Escaping the Trap: Why the United States Must Leave Iraq,” Cato
Institute Policy Analysis, forthcoming.
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the Golden Mosque in Samarra in February 2006. This violence, as President Bush
noted in January 2007, “overwhelmed the political gains the Iraqis had made.” 4
However, the president and his advisors have not learned the appropriate lessons from
their experience over the past nearly four years.

By failing to act in a timely manner to contain U.S. losses in Iraq policymakers have
largely squandered any reasonable chance of victory. Americans are now forced to
choose from a set of unpalatable options and withdrawal is the least bad of the lot.
Withdrawal does carry serious risks. Although there are signs that the occupation is
President BUSH, “President’s Address to the Nation,” Office of the Press Secretary, January 10,
2007, http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2007/01/20070110-7.html
4
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serving to increase ethnic tensions, many worry that the presence of U.S. troops is the
only thing standing in the way of a full-blown civil war between the disparate groups
in Iraq that are vying for power. If the low-level civil war – prosecuted chiefly by
sectarian militias and criminal gangs – escalates into a full-scale conflict, with rival
forces waging pitched battles for control of territory, the resulting bloodshed would be
vastly greater than the already sickening human toll that the world has witnessed to
date.
But the ethnic tensions that drive the current violence in Iraq are not likely to be
eliminated by heavy-handed pressure, meted out by U.S. troops. The war in Iraq
ceased being a military campaign in any meaningful sense not long after the fall of
Saddam’s statue in Baghdad’s Firdos Square. While a well-executed
counterinsurgency campaign in 2003 or 2004 might have isolated anti-government
elements to the point where the Iraqi people could have dealt with the security
challenge themselves, the U.S. military has no comparable role to play in a civil war.
For starters, the enemy is even less well-defined. As documented in a Pentagon
report issued to the U.S. Congress in November 2006, the primary source of sectarian
violence in Iraq comes from Jaysh al Mahdi (aka the Mahdi Army), led by the
firebrand Shiite cleric Moqtada al-Sadr.5 A direct military confrontation with Sadr’s
forces threatens what little political progress Iraqis have made to this point and it could
vastly complicate the U.S. military’s mission in Iraq. The Americans scored a series of
decisive, bloody victories against the Sadrists in April, and again in August, 2004, but
Sadr has since insinuated himself into the political order. Sadr loyalists form a crucial
bloc in the governing Shiite coalition and attempts to form a new government that
isolates or excludes Sadr and other extremists have failed.
2. So, while the nature of the violence has shifted somewhat, the crucial facts with
respect to U.S. security and the campaign against global terrorist networks remain
largely unchanged from early 2004. Namely, that it is in America’s strategic interests
to end the military occupation of Iraq. A long-term military presence in Iraq
undermines many of the goals that we are hoping to achieve there, including the
establishment of a stable Iraqi government that is capable of defending itself. The U.S.
military presence enables anti-American terrorists to expand their operations against
the American troops in their neighborhood. Furthermore, the presence of a U.S.
military garrison in Iraq weakens the forces of democratic reform by undermining the
indigenous government’s authority and credibility. Finally, our presence in Iraq
weakens us as a nation, diverting our resources and making us less capable of
responding to genuine threats to U.S. security elsewhere in the world. U.S. intelligence
officials consider the Iraq war to be "the single most effective recruiting tool for
Islamic militants." The bipartisan 9/11 commission report issued in July 2004
concluded that opposition within the wider Muslim community to the war in Iraq was
an impediment to U.S. counter-terrorism efforts.6
Unfortunately, a vocal minority of Americans believe the opposite. They believe
Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Pentagon Quarterly Report to Congress, November
2006, p. 19. http://www.defenselink.mil/pubs/pdfs/9010Quarterly-Report-20061216.pdf
6 Karen DeYOUNG, “Signs Point to a Surviving Terror Network,” Washington Post, August 11,
2006.
5
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that victory in Iraq is achievable, and that victory will, in turn, aid the U.S. fight
against terrorist networks. In making the case for an open-ended American military
presence in Iraq, the Bush administration and its supporters deploy various worst-case
scenarios of what will occur in the event of a military withdrawal. Implied, but often
left unsaid, is that U.S. troops must remain in Iraq indefinitely and that the mission
must continue, regardless of the costs. For example, Arizona Senator and presidential
contender John McCain predicted the region would descend into chaos in the event of
an American withdrawal. “I cannot guarantee success here, but I can guarantee the
consequences of failure.” McCain’s ally, Lindsay Graham of South Carolina, echoed
these sentiments saying that withdrawal according to a fixed timetable “would be a
disaster for our national security interests.” Likewise, Senator John Cornyn of Texas
scorned the call to withdraw troops. “Simply abandoning Iraq now…would ensure
failure and put America’s national security at risk.”7
The most persistent proponent of the view that failure in Iraq would spell strategic
disaster for the United States is the president himself. “The consequences of failure are
clear,” the President Bush asserted in his televised address to the nation on January 10,
2007.
“Radical Islamic extremists would grow in strength and gain new recruits. They
would be in a better position to topple moderate governments, create chaos in the
region, and use oil revenues to fund their ambitions. Iran would be emboldened in
its pursuit of nuclear weapons. Our enemies would have a safe haven from which
to plan and launch attacks on the American people.”8

There is ample reason to doubt these claims. As Massachusetts Institute of
Technology professor Barry Posen explained early last year, the U.S. could not even
be certain that a civil war, if one were to occur, would be a strategic boon for
Al-Qaeda.9 More to the point, the U.S. does not need 150,000 troops in Iraq to pursue
Al-Qaeda. The network consists of a committed but small cadre of fighters, most of
whom are not native Iraqis. The U.S. government estimates that there are fewer than
2,000 Al-Qaeda fighters in Iraq, and the Iraq Study Group put the figure at only
1,300. 10 Not surprisingly, the vast majority of Iraqis do not support Al-Qaeda’s
methods or objectives and they would be even less likely to do so after the U.S.
military left Iraq. There is strong evidence that the other larger insurgent groups –
Sunni Arab rejectionists and pro-Saddam loyalists – would turn against these
interlopers following an American withdrawal. An Iraqi insurgent leader, Abu Qaqa
McCain quoted in C. LOCHHEAD, “Bush Calls for Resolve: Success Rests on Iraqis,” S. Francisco
Chronicle, January 11, 2007, http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2007/01/11/BUSH.TMP;

7

Lindsey Graham, “Statement on Presidential Address to the Nation,” Jan. 10, 2007,
http://lgraham.senate.gov/index.cfm?mode=presspage&id=267441; C. LOCHHEAD quoted in
“Democrats: This Is not what Americans Voted for,” CNN, Jan. 11, 2007,
www.cnn.com/2007/POLITICS/01/10/us.iraq/index.html.
8 President George W. BUSH, “President's Address to the Nation,” January 10, 2007,
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2007/01/20070110-7.html.
9 Barry POSEN, “Exit Strategy: How to Disengage from Iraq in 18 Months,” Boston Review
(January/February 2006), http://bostonreview.net/BR31.1/posen.html.
10 The Iraq Study Group Report (New York: Vintage Books, 2006), p. 4.
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al-Tamimi, told Time magazine: “One day, when the Americans have gone, we will
need to fight another war against these jihadis.”11
The largely Sunni Arab insurgents might well find themselves politically
marginalized after a U.S. withdrawal. Their prospects for success depend on support
from the Sunni population, but in a poll taken in September 2006 by the Program on
International Policy Attitudes, 94% of Sunnis had a somewhat or highly unfavorable
attitude toward the extremist group.12
Shiite Muslims hate the foreign terrorists even more; before his demise in June
2006, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi made attacks on Shiite Muslims a central object of his
terror campaign and the destruction of the Golden Mosque in Samara in February 2006,
one of the holiest sites in all of Shi’a Islam, was deliberately engineered in an attempt
to foment a sectarian civil war. Some Iraqi Shiites now complain that the U.S. is
preventing them from successfully prosecuting a counter-offensive against their
would-be killers.
Al-Qaeda enjoys very little support within Iraq, and its prospects elsewhere in the
region are not any brighter. In a survey conducted in six Arab nations for Zogby
International by Shibley Telhami, an expert on Arab public opinion, only 7% of
respondents supported Al-Qaeda's methods and only 6% supported Al-Qaeda's goal of
creating a Muslim state.13
In short, an American military withdrawal from Iraq will hardly be a stepping
stone for Al-Qaeda’s grandiose plan to establish an Islamic super-state from Morocco
to Indonesia and it is foolish to afford any credibility to such claims.
As for the more generic claim that the American withdrawal represents a victory
for their side, the jihadists can be expected to offer such boasts whenever U.S. forces
leave - be that next year, or 10 years from now. This also must be put into context. In a
speech at Johns Hopkins University in December 2005, then-Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld declared that a “retreat in Iraq” would tell our enemies “that if
America will not defend itself against terrorists in Iraq, it will not defend itself against
terrorists anywhere.”14
That is absurd. An American military withdrawal from Iraq would not signal that
the United States has chosen to ignore events there, and it certainly would not imply
that the United States was no longer willing or able to defend itself from foreign
threats, including the threat posed by terrorist networks. The withdrawal of U.S. forces
from Iraq must be coupled with a clear and unequivocal message to the people of Iraq
and to the world: Do not threaten us; do not support anti-American terrorists.
Meanwhile, the United States will continue to pursue Al-Qaeda, and is prepared to
take all necessary measures to carry the fight the enemy.
3. All that said, the military occupation of Iraq is unnecessary because the United
Aparisim GHOSH, “Professor of Death,” Time, October 17, 2005.
Program on International Policy Attitudes, “The Iraqi Public on the U.S. Presence and the
Future of Iraq,” September 27, 2006, p. 10.
13 Shibley TELHAMI, “Hezbollah’s Popularity Exposes Al-Qaeda’s Failure to Win the Hearts,” San
Jose Mercury News, July 30, 2006.
14 Donna MILES, “Rumsfeld: Quitting Is No Option in Iraq,” American Forces Press Service,
December 5, 2005, http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Dec2005/20051205_3541.html.
11
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States need not retain troops in a country to protect its vital security interests there.
This applies both to our physical security – protection from attack by terrorist groups –
and our economic security – ensuring continued access to Middle Eastern oil. The
United States has the most capable military in modern history; and our capacity for
projecting American power throughout the world is unprecedented. The Taliban
learned in October 2001 that the United States need not have troops stationed within a
given country, or even in the vicinity of a given country, to punish an odious regime
that threatened the safety and security of every American by assisting anti-American
terrorist groups. Tragically, by diverting our military and intelligence resources to Iraq,
we have witnessed a resurgence of the Taliban and renewed support for Al-Qaeda and
other Islamist extremist groups within Afghanistan.15
U.S. policy makers might need to expand the U.S. mission in Afghanistan,
including perhaps an increase in the number of troops there, but the troops are
unnecessary in Iraq. Unnecessary, but costly. The known price tag for operations in
Iraq stands at roughly $350 billion, as of this writing; the United States is spending, on
average, more than $8 billion each month in Iraq; in other words, Americans are
spending in one country every two months what Italians spend on their entire defense
budget in a year. This money is in addition to the more than $439 billion official
budget for the Department of Defense, a figure that does not include numerous Iraq
supplemental spending requests, and that also doesn’t count more than $35 billion
included within the budget of the Department of Homeland Security.
Incredibly, despite the fact that U.S. military spending is greater than all other
countries combined, the U.S. military is straining under the burdens of an open-ended
mission in Iraq. Recruitment and retention within the active duty Army exceeded
Fiscal Year 2006 goals, but military planners met their targets by accepting a higher
percentage of first-time recruits, who scored below certain aptitude standards, and by
waiving restrictions for another 13,600 first-time recruits who had various medical,
moral or criminal problems.16
The stresses are even more severe in the Reserve and National Guard. In addition
active duty Army and Marine Corps personnel, who are subject to lengthy and
seemingly perpetual overseas deployments, over 46% of the forces currently deployed
in Iraq are drawn from the ranks of the National Guard and Reserve. These branches,
supposedly comprised of part-time soldiers, have witnessed a decline in retention and
recruitment over the past years. Indeed, four of the six reserve components of the
military – the Army Reserve, the Army National Guard, the Navy Reserve, and the Air
National Guard – fell short of their 2006 goals.17
The Pentagon has even resorted to other extraordinary measures to fill the ranks,
including the employment of stop-loss orders to prevent military personnel from
leaving the service when their terms of enlistment expire.
Yet, ignoring such concerns about the strains on our military, many of the most
fervent advocates of a long-term presence in Iraq argue that American security
depends upon the indefinite continuation of the U.S. military mission there. Such
David WOOD, “Afghan War Needs Troops,” Baltimore Sun, January 7, 2007.
Lolita C. BALDOR, “Lower Standards Help Army Recruit More,” Associated Press, October 10,
2006.
17 Ibid.
15
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arguments ignore or gloss over the harm that the Iraq mission is inflicting on the U.S.
military and on American will.
4. Of course, U.S. foreign policy should and must be focused on defending
Americans from direct threats to our safety and security. The Iraq mission does
nothing of the sort. Indeed, Iraqi resentment and anger toward the United States is
reflected in the support for violence against U.S. troops. If the mission continues, some
Iraqis may seek to carry the fight to the source, unleashing terrorist attacks against
Americans traveling abroad or even within the United States.
All that we know about suicide terrorism points to the conclusion that the Iraq war
increases the terror threat. More to the point, a U.S. military presence in Iraq is not
needed in order to wage the war against Al-Qaeda. Relying on large concentrations
of conventional troops to accomplish what should be surgical missions is likely to
increase the terrorist threat. As University of Chicago researcher Robert Pape noted in
a recent paper for the Cato Institute: "every suicide terrorist campaign since 1980 has
been waged for defensive control of territory, to establish self-determination for a
community facing the presence of foreign combat forces.” 18 If the U.S. military
remains bogged down in Iraq, Al-Qaeda and other radical Islamist terrorist
organizations will feed on the anger and resentment generated by their presence to
grow their ranks.
Even Paul Wolfowitz, one of the primary architects of the Iraq war, understood
the need for swiftly removing foreign troops from Muslim lands. In congressional
testimony in February 2003, Wolfowitz conceded that resentment over the stationing
of U.S. forces in Saudi Arabia, had “been Osama bin Laden’s principal recruiting
device.” Looking ahead to the post-Hussein period, Wolfowitz implied that the
removal of Hussein would enable the United States to withdraw troops from the region.
“I can't imagine anyone here wanting to…be there for another 12 years to continue
helping recruit terrorists.”19
Yet, that is precisely what our long-term presence in Iraq has done. The National
Intelligence Estimate on Iraq that was leaked to the media in September 2006
conceded that the U.S. military presence there had served as a rallying point for
Muslim radicals. And Al-Qaeda, according to a letter intercepted by the U.S. military,
considers the U.S. troop presence to be a boon to its cause.20
In the past, members of the Bush administration have said that the U.S. military
would leave if asked to do so by the Iraqi government. In May 2004, then-Secretary of
State Colin Powell was emphatic. “We would leave,” he said, and he took pains to
point out that he was “not ducking the hypothetical, which I usually do.” Then in
January 2005, just before the first nationwide elections in Iraq, President Bush
reiterated that the United States would honor a request by the Iraqi government to
Robert A. PAPE, “Suicide Terrorism and Democracy: What We’ve Learned Since 9/11,” Cato
Institute Policy Analysis, no. 582, November 1, 2006, p. 12.
19 Wolfowitz quoted in Karen DEYOUNG and Walter PINCUS, “Despite Obstacles to War, White
House Forges Ahead,” Washington Post, March 2, 2003.
20 Mark MAZZETTI, “Spy Agencies Say Iraq War Worsens Terrorist Threat,” New York Times,
September 24, 2006; and Dan MURPHY, “How Al-Qaeda Views a Long Iraq War,” ABC News,
October 6, 2006.
18
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remove U.S. troops from the country. While he stressed that he did not believe the new
government would do such a thing, the president replied, “Yes, absolutely. This is a
sovereign government – they’re on their feet.”21
Iraqis are not buying it. For all the talk of “Americans standing down as Iraqis
stand up” the Iraqi public believes that the U.S. occupation of their country will
continue for many years. A poll taken in September 2006 by the Program on
International Policy Attitudes (PIPA) found that more than three out of every four
Iraqis (78%) believe the United States would ignore a demand by the new Iraqi
government to withdraw all U.S. forces out of Iraq.22 Actions speak louder than words.
By announcing in January 2007 an escalation of the military conflict in Iraq, including
the introduction of an additional 20,000 troops, President Bush’s plans imply that
many thousands of Americans will be in Iraq for many years.23
Importantly, Iraqi doubts about America’s long-term intentions are contributing
directly to some of the most urgent security challenges facing our men and women in
uniform today. In the summer of 2004, Georgetown University’s David Edelstein
surveyed the history of military occupations since the time of the Napoleonic Wars.
Writing in the journal International Security, Edelstein concluded that “Occupation is
likely to generate less opposition when the occupying power makes a credible
guarantee that it will withdraw and return control to an indigenous government in a
timely manner.”24
Unfortunately, 77% of Iraqis, according to the PIPA poll, assume that the United
States intends to maintain a permanent military presence in Iraq. This, no doubt, partly
explains why 61% of Iraqis believe that attacks on U.S. forces are legitimate.25
5. As noted above, withdrawal is not the only option. Leaving Iraq carries risks but
so too do all the other options on the table. The question ultimately comes down to
costs and benefits: Can an alternative course of action, especially a continuation of the
occupation, be crafted in such a way that it has some reasonable chance of
permanently pacifying Iraq? Can the U.S. nation-building project in Iraq achieve its
goals at a cost that will be acceptable to the American people?
The answer to both of these questions is no.
Given that a continuation of the current course of action cannot achieve success,
and given that the American people are unwilling to pay the costs necessary to
dramatically expand the mission such that there was a reasonable chance of success,
there is only one rational option: a prompt military withdrawal, conducted over a
Powell quoted in Glenn KESSLER, “Powell Says Troops Would Leave Iraq if New Leaders
Asked,” May 15, 2004; Bush quoted in Elisabeth BUMILLER, David E. SANGER and Richard W.
STEVENSON, “Bush Says Iraqi Leaders Will Want U.S. Forces to Stay to Help,” New York Times,
January 28, 2005.
22 “Most Iraqis Want U.S. Troops Out Within a Year,” World Public Opinion.Org, Sep. 27, 2006,
www.worldpublicopinion.org/pipa/articles/home_page/250.php?nid=&id=&pnt=250&lb=hmpg1.
23 For more on the escalation plan, see David S. CLOUD and Thom SHANKER, “Bush’s
Troop-Increase Plan Is Expected to Draw Six Guard Brigades to Iraq,” New York Times, January
10, 2007.
24 David EDELSTEIN, “Occupational Hazards: Why Military Occupations Succeed or Fail,”
International Security, Vol. 29, No. 1 (Summer 2004), p. 51.
25 The Iraq Study Group Report, p. 35.
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period of months, not years, and with all U.S. personnel out of Iraq by early 2008.
An orderly withdrawal by U.S. forces can and must be followed up by a series of
steps designed to re-energize global anti-terror efforts, beginning with a redirection of
U.S. resources – military, but also diplomatic and political – against Al-Qaeda and
like-minded Islamic extremist groups. The first step, however, is the essential one: the
United States must end the military occupation of Iraq and it must do so quickly.
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PAKISTAN = TERRORISM
BUT BUSH DOESN’T WANT TO UNDERSTAND IT
by Brahma CHELLANEY
Within the origins of Jihadism there are American mistakes, such as the support for the
strategic archrival of India. The Secret Service of Islamabad continues to blame the
Islamic extremists for the attacks that they themselves committed. And Delhi is too
weak.

1.

G

IVEN THE U.S. MILITARY QUAGMIRE

in Iraq, the resurgence of the Taliban in Afghanistan and the spread of Islamist
militancy in Pakistan (the main sanctuary of Al-Qaeda today), the scourge of
international terrorism will continue to haunt the world for the foreseeable future.
India’s security will come under greater pressure from the forces of jihad and terror.
The Indian and U.S. responses to terrorism are a study in contrast. No Americans
have been killed by terrorists in the United States since September 11, 2001, because
the U.S. military has gone after terrorists overseas, despite the Iraq invasion serving as
a recruiting boon to Al-Qaeda. India, in contrast, has suffered its biggest terrorist
strikes since 9/11, including attacks on the national Parliament, the Kashmir legislature,
the 17th-century Red Fort, the industrial capital of Bangalore, the software center of
Bangalore, three major Hindu temples and several military camps. Every time India is
tested by terror, it characteristically responds by talking tough but doing nothing.
It is thus not a surprise that India is perceived as a soft state that increasingly is
becoming a softer terrorist target. New methodology employed by the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency’s Office of Terrorism Analysis shows India with the dubious
distinction of having the highest number of terrorist incidents.
India has become such a happy hunting ground for terrorists that several major
acts of international terror have first been tried out against Indian targets before being
replicated in Western democracies. They include attacks on symbols of state authority,
midair bombing of a commercial jetliner and coordinated strikes on a city
transportation system. In using India as a laboratory, the jihadists have been guided by
the logic that if the world’s largest democracy can be shaken, so can other
democracies.
For instance, the 1988 Pan Am 103 bombing over Lockerbie, Scotland, replicated
the midair bombing over the Atlantic of an Air-India commercial flight from Canada
in 1985. The same Air-India bombing technique was also used in the 1989
Libyan-orchestrated attack on a UTA jetliner, which blew up in midair over the
Sahara.
The 1993 Bombay bombings, which targeted India’s financial institutions and left
hundreds dead, served as a model act of mass terror to international jihadists. The
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bombings, according to the Indian defense minister, were "eerily similar in modus
operandi and targets to 9/11 in their synchronized, serial character and targeting of
state and economic symbols." Bombay became the victim of a second set of bombings
in July 2006 when the targets were passengers in the first-class cars of city trains.
Parallels have also emerged between the 1999 hijacking to Kandahar,
Afghanistan, of Indian Airlines flight IC-814 and the 9/11 hijackings, including the
similar use of box-cutters and the terrorists’ knowledge of cockpit systems. Long
before the London and Madrid bombings, terrorists had staged coordinated attacks on
city trains and buses in India.
Transnational terrorists see India as an easy target because it imposes no
costs on them and their sponsors. Pakistan has openly employed Afghan war veterans
and its homegrown terrorists to bleed India as part of what it calls a war of “a thousand
cuts.” Some jihadists trained by Pakistan for export to India have also turned to jihad
against the United States. Links have emerged between the Pakistani military
intelligence organization, the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) and Al-Qaeda.
If any state strikes deals with terrorists, it not only promotes stepped-up terrorism
against its own interests but also creates problems for other nations. A classic case was
India's ignominious surrender on December 31, 1999, to the demands of hijackers
holding passengers aboard an Indian commercial jetliner at the terrorists’ then lair,
Kandahar, in Afghanistan. In a surrender unparalleled in modern world history, the
Indian foreign minister personally chaperoned three jailed terrorists to freedom in a
special aircraft. One freed terrorist, Ahmed Omar Sheik, a British citizen of Pakistani
descent, went on to finance 9/11.
For India, the chickens dramatically came home to roost when evidence on the
December 2001 attack on Parliament revealed the involvement of one of the terrorists
hand-delivered in Kandahar — Masood Azhar, who had formed the
Jaish-e-Muhammad group in Pakistan. India then spent hundreds of millions of dollars
in a 10-month-long mobilization of the Indian military for a war against Pakistan it
never intended to wage. Scores of Indian military men were killed in mine-related and
other accidents during this empty display of force.
Exactly a decade before the Kandahar cave-in, India spurred the rise of bloody
violence in Kashmir by capitulating to the demands of abductors of the Indian interior
minister’s daughter. The terrorists-for-abductee swap provided Islamabad the
combustible fuel it needed to trigger an insurrection in Indian Kashmir as part of what
former Pakistan Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto publicly said in 2003 was her
government’s calculated “politico-military decision to start low-intensity operations”
there.
2. The terror attacks in India reflect the rising face of new international terror:
indiscriminate, large-scale killing of civilians by elements employing violence as a
sanctified tool of religion. The only defense against such sly, murderous terrorists is
offense aimed at hounding, disrupting and smashing their cells, networks and safe
havens.
What India needs is a credible, sustained counter-terror strategy. What it gets is
never-ending political rhetoric. There is still no sign that a coherent strategy is being
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evolved, let alone being put into practice. After every major terrorist strike, Indians
hear brave but empty words from government leaders to defeat the forces of terror.
Then official New Delhi goes back to its familiar ways, until a major terror attack
again stirs up the leadership to make fresh vows.
Given the way India has become an easy target for transnational extremists, it is
only a matter of time before the terrorists strike again at a place and time of their
choice. In fact, a new report by the online strategic intelligence firm, Stratfor, is titled,
“India, Ripe for Another Militant Strike?”
No Western democracy allows any major act of terror to go unpunished. In
contrast, India has come to stoically live with high incidence of terrorism, taking terror
strikes in its stride as if they were the products of its immutable geography or destiny.
Not only is there little political will in India to wage its own war on terror but also the
instrumentalities of state have been allowed to decline and decay.
Many Indians had hoped that the October 8, 2005 earthquake that struck
Pakistan’s terrorist-infested areas the hardest would lower the terror level against India.
However, the terror attacks in India from Bombay to Benares and from New Delhi to
Bangalore have revealed an increase in the trans-border movement of Pakistan-trained
operatives. According to the Indian Army chief, Pakistan is now infiltrating terrorists
through new routes, including the Rajasthan, Bangladesh and Nepal borders.
For India, terrorism represents an existential battle that will determine whether it
stays a free, secular, united state. Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh has
admitted that terrorism constitutes “the biggest challenge” to India. Yet, strangely, the
Indian republic is unable to get its act together to wage a concerted war on terror,
backed by unflinching resolve.
When escalating terrorism demands action, India has become the master of
inaction, making itself an easier prey for terrorists and their sponsors. Without a
concerted response, no system can keep up morale. Inaction not only damages a
system’s credibility but also saps public confidence to the extent that necessary leads
on the movement or hideouts of terrorists may not be forthcoming from citizens.
3. The spread of terrorism to India is actually linked to the Afghan war of the 1980s
and the U.S. and Saudi funneling of arms to the anti-Soviet guerrillas through
Pakistan’s ISI agency. The Afghan war veterans later came to haunt the security of a
number of nations, including Islamic states.
Many members of the Afghan war alumni returned to their homelands to wage
terror campaigns against governments they viewed as tainted by Western influence.
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat’s assassination, for example, was linked to such
inspired terror.
Large portions of the multibillion-dollar military aid to the anti-Soviet Afghan
rebels by the CIA was siphoned off by the conduit – the ISI – to ignite a bloody
insurgency in Indian Kashmir after the agency failed to trigger an uprising in India’s
Punjab state despite arming Sikh dissidents. Barely 30% of the U.S. military aid reached
the Afghan guerrillas, according to Anthony Cordesman and Abraham Wagner in their
book, The Lessons of Modern War, Volume 3 (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1991).
Substantial quantities of U.S.-supplied weapons, in what was the largest covert
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operation in CIA’s history, also found their way into the Pakistani black market,
promoting a jihad culture within Pakistan and spreading illicit arms and militancy in a
vast region stretching from Egypt to the Philippines.
Afghan war veterans, or elements associated with them, were held responsible for
terrorist attacks on several U.S. targets in the 1990s, including the 1998 bombings
outside the American embassies in Nairobi and Dar-e-Salam, the 1996 truck bombing
of the Khobar Towers, a high-rise compound that housed the 2,000 American military
personnel assigned to the King Abdul Aziz Airbase in Saudi Arabia, the 1995 bombing
of an American-run military compound in Riyadh, the first World Trade Center
bombing in 1993 and the ambush-killing of two CIA officials outside the agency’s
headquarters, also in 1993.
Yet, the greatest impact of the cross-border movement of Afghan war veterans
and illegal arms was felt in southern Asia, with India bearing the brunt of the
unintended consequences of the foreign interventions in Afghanistan between 1979-89.
Terrorism has become a way of life in some areas of southern Asia.
The only thriving democracy in this vast region is India, wedged in an arc of
authoritarian or totalitarian regimes engaged in covert actions in breach of
international law. The future of the international campaign against terrorism hinges on
success in the Pakistan-Afghanistan belt to root out terrorist networks and deter
regimes from encouraging or harboring armed extremists.
How the Pakistani state evolves in the next 10 years or so will have an important
bearing not just on regional security but also on international security. Appellations
that Pakistan has earned in recent years, such as “Problemistan”, “Terroristan” and
“Al-Qaedastan”, have underlined its threat potential to international security. From
South Africa to Europe and from India to the United States, Pakistan’s future has
become an important issue for one’s own security.
Many states face serious internal challenges or conflicts. Pakistan, however, is in
a separate class. Even if the world ignores the civil conflict in Sri Lanka, for example,
there are no implications for international security. Pakistan, though, you cannot
ignore. The 2006 Failed States Index of The Fund for Peace, Washington, ranks
Pakistan as the 9th most dysfunctional state in the world, even ahead of North Korea.
Ominously, Pakistan has emerged as a common thread in the investigations of
most acts of international terrorism. As Pakistani military ruler Gen. Pervez Musharraf
himself acknowledged July 21, 2005, in an address to the nation after the London
subway bombings, “Wherever these extremist or terrorist incidents occur in the world,
a direct or indirect connection is established with this country.” Thus, the larger world
has an important stake in Pakistan’s future — in ensuring that it emerges as a moderate,
de-radicalized, stable state.
Yet, U.S. policy has been unable to learn from past mistakes. Propping up
military rule in Pakistan has only helped aid the spread of extremism there. General
Musharraf oils his dictatorship with American aid, as did the previous Pakistani
dictator, Gen. Zia ul-Haq, who spurred on the rise of the forces of jihad.
Pakistan’s problems have aggravated under military rule. Military rule has not
contributed to the stability of Pakistan, or to keeping corruption under check, or to
controlling the forces of jihad. In fact, the reverse is true.
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The scourge of Pakistani terrorism emanates not so much from the mullahs as
from whiskey-drinking generals, who reared the forces of jihad and fathered the
Taliban. Yet by passing the blame for their disastrous jihad policy to their mullah
puppets, General Musharraf and his fellow generals have made many outsiders believe
that the key is to contain the religious fringe, not the puppeteers.
The reality is that without the military's vice-like grip on power being broken and
the rogue Inter-Services Intelligence agency being cut to size, there can be no real,
sustained movement in Pakistan toward democracy, or against terrorism, or to stop the
illicit flow of narcotics. Narco-terrorism is a phenomenon largely of the military’s
creation that dates back to the Afghan war of the 1980s. The ubiquitous ISI has an
octopus-like reach within Pakistan and is seen as a state within a state. According to
the report of the bipartisan 9/11 commission in the United States, the ISI “was in bed
with Osama bin Laden.”
A key lesson from the rise of international terrorism is that acts of terror spring
from religious and political extremism nurtured by autocracy and the suppression of
democratic voices. Jihad structures do not flourish in democratic societies.
Helping drain the terrorism-breeding swamps in the Pakistan-Afghanistan belt
will not be easy task, given the way the culture of jihad is now deeply woven into the
fabric of communities there. What has made this radicalization so difficult to reverse is
that it claims the imprimatur of religion. Yet, the only counter to this trend is the
development of a robust civil society that can act as a check on deleterious
undercurrents.
4. The U.S. debacle in Iraq and the deteriorating internal dynamics in Afghanistan
and Pakistan are likely to exact a heavy cost on international security in the years
ahead. By deceptively linking Iraq with Al-Qaeda to justify its invasion, Washington
created a self-fulfilling prophecy that now haunts it.
Not only has the direction of the international war on terror been derailed, but
also the global image of America has slipped further, even among publics in countries
closely allied with the United States, according to a 2006 world-opinion poll by the
Washington-based Pew Research Center. The same poll revealed waning international
support to the U.S.-led war on terror, with only two countries – India and Russia –
registering majority backing for the war.
If the U.S. mission was to establish a stable democracy in Iraq under occupation
and inspire neighbouring states to follow the same path, that objective has been
discredited with far-reaching consequences that extend beyond the region. The
promotion of democracy through aggression, in any case, is a contradiction in terms
because democracy centres on the exercise of free choice. Also, how can there be
democracy without the state enjoying national sovereignty?
The international campaign against terrorism can only succeed if it is sustained
on a long-term basis and targets terrorist cells and networks wherever they exist and as
long as they exist.
Battling transnational terrorism requires varying, ad hoc political coalitions.
This scourge, however, cannot be effectively stemmed if attempts are made to draw
distinctions between good and bad terrorists, and between those that threaten their
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security and those that threaten ours. The viper reared against one target-state is a
viper against another or against oneself.
As the leader of the international fight against terrorism, the United States has to
ensure that it does not repeat the very mistakes of the past that have come to trouble its
security and that of the rest of the free world. The security of the United States and
other secular, democratic societies is interconnected. The war against terrorism is
essentially to protect the freedoms and tolerant spirit of pluralistic societies. Success
demands that the United States heed the lessons of the past.
First is the need to keep the focus on longer-term goals and not be carried away
by political expediency and narrow military objectives. By focusing on immediate
goals, U.S. policymakers in the past ended up creating monsters that they now have to
fight. The Reagan Doctrine of arming anti-communist “freedom fighters” in places
such as Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia and Nicaragua put an ideological stamp on a
strategic-policy shift that defined Third World insurgencies and revolutionary
governments as the source of the most serious ‘future security threats’ to America.
By funneling billions of dollars worth of arms, including sophisticated
surface-to-air missiles, tanks and howitzer guns, through conduit states and their
agencies, the United States allowed the latter to bring in their own interests, biases and
rivalries into play. Pakistan, for example, used its participation in America’s largest
covert operation not so much to rout the Soviet forces in Afghanistan as to strengthen
its military position against India and to favor Afghan guerrilla groups based in its
Peshawar city.
It was thus no surprise that such large-scale, indiscriminate flow of arms, with
little oversight over where the weapons were going and little thought being given to
the long-term consequences, destabilized the affected regions (including southern Asia)
and created the Frankensteins that have come to haunt Western security. It should not
be forgotten that Osama bin Laden was unsuspectingly endorsed by the CIA during the
1980s Afghan war.
It was at a White House ceremony attended by some turbaned and bearded ‘holy
warriors’ from Afghanistan in the mid-1980s that President Ronald Reagan proclaimed
mujahadeen like bin Laden as the “moral equivalent of the Founding Fathers” of the
United States. One such “moral equivalent”, Mullah Mohammad Omar, the one-eyed
Taliban chief, gave vent to his destructive genius in spring 2001 by demolishing
Afghanistan’s most famous antiquities, including two towering, 1,500-old Buddhas
carved into a sandstone cliff at Bamiyan – the priceless legacy of Indian Buddhist
pilgrims who settled in the region before the advent of Islam.
A second lesson is that the problem and solution of terrorism are linked.
Terrorism not only threatens the free, secular world but also springs from the rejection
of democracy and secularism.
The terrorism-breeding swamps can never be fully drained as long as the societies
that rear or tolerate them are not de-radicalized and democratized. The war on terror,
in the final analysis, can be won only by inculcating a secular and democratic ethos in
societies steeped in religious and political bigotry. That means building and sustaining
an international consensus.
In many Islamic nations, the United States has worked with the rulers and
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forgotten the ruled. This top-level focus, from the Persian Gulf to Pakistan, has
fostered anti-Americanism and militancy.
The contradictions in U.S. President George W. Bush’s approach have come
sharply to the fore. Take for instance his accent on promoting democracy in Iraq while
shoring up a dictatorship in countries such as Egypt and Pakistan. Or the way he
invaded Iraq to eliminate Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) that were not there
but has allowed Pakistan, with real WMD, to escape international censure for selling
nuclear secrets to three other renegade nations – North Korea, Iran and Libya.
A third lesson to heed is not to turn the war against terrorism into an ideological
battle to self-serve one’s strategic interests. From spearheading the fight against
communism to leading the war on terrorism, the United States has come full circle.
The Cold War emphasis on ‘containment’ of communism finds its echo in the
new stress on containment of terrorism. Just as human rights and democracy become
secondary to the Cold War imperative of roping in allies, however dictatorial their
political setup, there is similar indifference to the record of the new-war partners.
It is past time that the anti-terror war was brought back on course through
renewed international consensus. The United States cannot discredit and de-legitimize
the jihadist ideology on its own. Nor can it persist with pursuing the war on terror in a
way that only brings its friends like India under greater security pressure from the
jihadists.
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by Robert FOX

America and the UK have never been so close like during the War on Terror. Now, the
decline of Blair and Bush sheds light on the emerging mistrust and differences. Yet, it
is the issue of Iran that will decide the future of the transatlantic relationship.

1.

F

OR TONY BLAIR THE GLOBAL WAR

on terror is just beginning – though he is leaving it to his successor to work out the
details of how it should be fought. At the beginning of the year 2007, the year of his
‘gran rifiuto,’ he promised his party and his voters that he will step down after ten
years at the helm. The likely time of departure is the autumn, which is the opening of
the political season in Britain. Yet, it is all ominously stated in the subjunctive mood.
It is just possible that Tony Blair will decide that his country – and the world – is
threatened by such grave dangers from the terrorists and their sponsors that his
leadership is needed by everybody more than ever.
The most interesting aspect about his two major statements – and the article in the
January edition of Foreign Affairs, “A Battle for Global Values” (p.79), and the speech
on national and international defense and security aboard a naval warship in the
Devonport dockyard – is how close his vision is to that of George W. Bush. Blair sees
all the enemies of Britain and the free world united in a common aspiration, common
belief and a common methodology. He sees no difference between the outlook and
program of – for example – Hezbollah in Lebanon, Hamas in Ramallah and Gaza,
Al-Qaeda and the various branches of the Taliban.
In his speech and article, he sees the violence in Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia and
Sudan as all coming from the same root. “The roots of the current wave of global
terrorism and extremism are deep.,” he states in Foreign Affairs. “They reach down
through decades of alienation, victim-hood and political oppression in the Arab and
Muslim world. Yet such terrorism is not and, never has been, inevitable.”
Like President Bush, he believes the answer to this predicament is the spread of
democracy and “global values” – a phrase deployed on the international stage first by
Bill Clinton. Like Bush, Tony Blair believes that much of the new security must be
delivered kinetically, by the use of military force in the first instance. “There are two
types of nations similar to ours today,” he said in the Devonport speech, “those who do
war fighting and peacekeeping and those who have, effectively, except in the most
exceptional circumstances, retreated to the peacekeeping mode.
“Britain does both. We should stay that way. But how do we gain the consent to
do it?”
Indeed there is a problem with the Blair vision, as many of his voters as well as
Britain’s allies abroad are discovering. Again there is a parallel to the Bush vision of
security. Like Bush, Blair has shown he believes in pre-emptive and preventive wars.
This is why he so enthusiastically joined the American flag in invading Iraq in March
2003. Even Rumsfeld offered Britain, making the case for the attack and with its
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troops not fully prepared, the chance to stay out of the opening offensive and coming
in afterwards to help keep the peace. Blair was set against this – Britain had to be
‘shoulder to shoulder’ with America at all costs. After all, this was the message from
the Suez crisis of 1956, when Britain – to a less extent France – were humiliated when
America turned against them and forced them to halt the adventure. And of course
there was Bill Clinton’s advice to Tony Blair when asked what to do about the
incoming President Bush in 2001. “Hug him close” was the reply – possibly one of the
most ill advised pieces of counsel of a U.S. president to a British prime minister, for
Clinton could not have known how much Bush and Blair shared a view of the world
based on their evangelical Christian faith.
The U.S. and the U.K. have similar problems in establishing an anti-terror
strategy and there are huge differences too and not just of scale. Both governments are
having difficulty in establishing a coherent, flexible and affordable homeland strategy.
Both countries suffer from duplication of effort and agencies which appear more ready
to compete than cooperate. This is particularly true in the intelligence agencies. The
domestic security service, MI5, competes for funds and autonomy on serious anti
terror operations with the Special Branch of the Police and the Anti-Terror Division of
Scotland Yard. These services often face the rivalry as much as support from the
Secret Intelligence Service (overseas security and intelligence), or MI6. On equal
footing with these are the Defence Intelligence service, part of the Ministry of Defence
that controls the armed services, and the Special Forces, which is now virtually a
separate command with some 4,000 men and women including the famous Special Air
Service Regiment, the Special Boat Service of the Royal Marines and Navy.
All of these are supposed to pool their information and operational understanding
through the Joint Intelligence Committee, which informs the prime minister. Since
September 2001, there has also been the Joint Terrorism Analysis Committee (JTAC).
However, there is no operational central control to coordinate anti-terrorist
surveillance and arrests between the family of different agencies. “We really need a
Joint Terrorism Operational Command – JTOC,” a recent Director of Special Forces
told me. “With each head of an intelligence agency jealously guarding his or her right
of access to the prime minister and to act autonomously, it becomes pretty hopeless.”
The model for the way in which the British cabinet approaches fighting terrorism
is based on approaches to homeland security under the threat of a Soviet nuclear attack
during the Cold War. Some of the literature is similar too. In preparing the country
against a nuclear attack, the Civil Defence Agency produced a booklet of almost
laughable naivety “Protect and Survive.” It recommended fitting lead-lined doors,
keeping buckets of water about the house, and building bunkers under the garden.
The leaflet was hijacked brilliantly by the great social historian E.P. Thompson, who
wrote his version called “Protest and Survive”, which became a text for the Campaign
for Nuclear Disarmament.
The Blair approach to security and to the public has aroused little of the popular
protest in the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, though the measures are
controversial and surprisingly authoritarian. The Blair government has tried to alter the
equilibrium in English justice, diminishing the role of jury trials and the presumption
of innocence in a trial are two striking examples arousing little public outcry. Coupled
with this is Tony Blair’s quiescence in the Guantanamo Bay detention center, though
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British citizens have been released subsequently. As in Italy, the matter of
‘extraordinary rendition’ of suspects to countries which had little qualm about using
torture sparked a brief fire of controversy, which now gets little notice in the public
media. This is probably Tony Blair’s greatest success in promoting his view of the
global war against terror. He has shown an astonishing capacity to mask and suppress
any serious media debate. Few of the big national papers, such as the Times and the
Guardian, have raised any serious questions about his aims and tactics.
The BBC
has been tamed following the controversy about case for going to war in Iraq and the
subsequent death of the government scientist, David Kelly.
British and American intelligence on terror – as much of their mutual military
planning – is as closely integrated as ever. They are more than allies in this, and
through surveillance centers like the Government Communication Headquarters at
Cheltenham, the intelligence services of Britain and America are like the two halves of
a dichotomous seed.
2. There are very important differences, however, and as Blair’s power and glory
fade they will become more troublesome for whatever government follows him at
Westminster – and it could also spell trouble for Washington in what may soon be
divulged about the way the Bush war against terror operates.
There is, above all, the difference in scale and funding. The agencies in the U.K.
from the police to the intelligence services do not have enough people with enough
expertise, particularly in language skills in Arabic and languages of the Indian
subcontinent, to keep up. They need more money, which is not available.
There is also the issue of the law, the international law that Britain recognizes,
and which America tries not to. The U.K. is a member of the International Criminal
Court, the E.U.’s fundamental charter of human rights and the European Court of
Human Rights. That is why the legality of Tony Blair’s decision to take Britain to war
in Iraq in March 2003 is still a huge shadow over the dying days of Blair’s power and
will be a ghost at his feast as long as he remains in public life.
The scale of the dilemma was illustrated by an important statement by the head of
the internal intelligence service, MI5, Eliza Manningham-Buller, at the end of last year.
She said her agency did not have sufficient funds to deal with the real threat of
extreme Islamist terror inside the U.K. She calculated that there are now at least 1,600
young men and women prepared to carry out acts of extreme violence in a few weeks
notice and they belong to about 30 or 40 different groups. It was, at the time,
impossible to keep surveillance of all of them. A few weeks after she said this in a
public lecture, she announced she was quitting this spring, a year early in her five year
appointment.
This has led to speculation that perhaps she is about to be criticized for
shortcomings of her agency in three important cases – the bombing of a bus and three
subway trains that killed 55 on July 7th 2005, the attempt to carry out similar attacks in
London on July 21st in the same year and the plot allegedly discovered last summer to
blow up ten airliners with a new form of small air-fuel bomb easily smuggled in
passengers’ toiletry bags.
The cases illustrate the special nature of the terrorist threat inside and outside the
U.K. from the indigenous and migratory population from Pakistan, Bangladesh,
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Afghanistan and India. It is a problem that other European neighbours share – yet, in
each country, it manifests itself with subtle local and historical contextual variations.
In Britain the salafist movements have been building and recruiting for some time,
particularly in the large diaspora of Indian and Pakistani Muslim populations. The plot
to blow up a bus and three underground trains on July 7th 2005 was led by two
radicalised Pakistanis, Mohamed Sadique Khan and Shehzad Tanweer, who the
intelligence services had tracked for up to two years and then lost. It is still not known
who exactly trained them in bomb making and planned the attack.
The failed attempt to attack the London Underground on July 21st 2005 is now
subject to a criminal trial. The main group were of Somali and African origins – six
potential bombers in all. They too had been watched by the secret services for nearly
two years but they failed to understand how close the radicals were to attacking. The
bombs were made of Chapati flour and peroxide hair treatment mix. The formula was
wrong otherwise they would have blown up four London Transport subway trains.
Such radicals were catalyzed but not caused by the events of September 11th 2001,
according to the Blair version of the war on terrorism. He personally refuses to accept
that Britain’s forceful activities in Iraq and Afghanistan have galvanised disaffected
Muslim youths in Britain. “I am still amazed at how many people say, in effect, that
there is terrorism today because of the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq. They seem
to forget entirely that 9/11 predated both. The West did not attack this (Islamist)
movement. It (the West) was attacked,” he explains by way of justification in Foreign
Affairs.
Yet, research at the U.K.’s own Defense Academy suggests that the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan have had a huge effect in polarizing young radical Muslims. “Tony
Blair cannot accept this,” said one government adviser, who has to remain anonymous
because of his employment. Other academics say he finds it hard to discern differences
between the historic leadership of Al-Qaeda under Osama bin Laden/Ayman al
Zawahiri, and Hamas and Hezbollah. “He does not see the difference between
welfare-based radical movements that have a democratic credential – like Hamas and
Hezbollah – and the salafists, who have not,” said one expert.
3. The support for Tony Blair’s global and Manichean view of terror is fading
quickly. Last year the approach of Professor Louise Richardson of the Radcliffe
Institute of Advanced Studies, illustrated in her book, What Terrorists Want, attracted
large support in academic and government circles. Rather than seeing the issue as one
of an apocalyptic battle, she argued from experience of terrorist movements in Ireland
and Europe was to find the terrorists’ principal problem, negotiate with them and then
isolate them.
This is the approach the British agencies are now adopting to prevent the threat of
violence within Britain.
The Blair holistic view of one fight, against one terror, in one universe seems on
the point of a severe break-down altogether. If Bush’s inner court of Cheney and Rice
now believe the fulcrum of the “Axis of Evil” or the terrorist threat is in Iran, they will
try to drag the ever-loyal Blair into their plan of attack. That might mean the end of a
lot, including the western economy as we know it. It will certainly deal the biggest
blow to a century old Anglo-American friendship and cooperation.
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by Genaro ARRIAGADA

Chávez uses Venezuela’s oil to expand his sphere of influence in Latin America. The
new oil and gas pipelines and the limits of PdvSA. The privileged exchange with Cuba.
A sharp fall of oil prices would mean the end of Chávez’s strategy.

1.

P

ETROLEUM HAS BEEN A CENTRAL

element in Venezuelan foreign policy since it joined the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) in the early 1960s. Though petroleum has played a role
in Venezuelan foreign policy for some time, the Chávez government has wielded its
resource wealth to an unprecedented degree. It is difficult to find a similar case of a
Latin American country employing its commodity wealth so openly in the
international arena.
The future prospects for President Hugo Chávez’s policy of using oil as a
regional policy instrument depend on two factors. First, the oil and gas supply must be
so highly concentrated that a single country, such as Venezuela, becomes the dominant
supplier to a host of nations producing little or no oil. In the case of Latin America,
however, such a scenario is unlikely, since the region is energy-rich except for Central
America and the Caribbean.1 Second, even if clear market dominance exists, the
prospects of oil being used as an instrument of power politics depend on the domestic
circumstances. In fact, successful petropolitics requires high prices, a robust domestic
industry with significant expansion potential, and high levels of efficiency and
investment.
Venezuela is believed to have 80 billion barrels of conventional crude oil, 6.8%
of the world’s proven reserves2. This is the sixth–largest total after Saudi Arabia, Iran,
Iraq, Kuwait, and Abu Dhabi. Quantity, anyway, is just a side of the matter. The other
is quality. Venezuela produces light, heavy, and super-heavy crude oil. Light crude oil
is in greatest demand. Processing heavy crude oil is complex, requires higher
investments and is less profitable. Super-heavy crude oil has a limited market because
it is even more costly and difficult to pump. It is often processed into heavy crude and
then transported to one of a few facilities capable of refining it further.
Thus, heavy crude oil has limited value as a policy instrument. An exporting
Latin America has 10 % of the world’s conventional oil reserves, compared to North America’s 2.5
% (excluding Mexico), Africa’s 9.3 %, Eastern Europe’s 9.6 % and Asia’s 4 %. Gas is less
abundant—Latin America has only 4 % of proven world reserves— but regional consumption is
still well below that figure.
2 It is important to note that many of the figures and statistics on the Venezuelan oil industry are
estimates because PDVSA doesn’t provide detailed annual reports.
1
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country can cut off light oil supplies to an importer and be certain that there will be a
market elsewhere. But the same is not true for super-heavy crude oil: cutting off
supplies carries the risk of finding no new buyers, causing the exporter as much or
more damage as it sought to inflict. Especially if the importer possesses one of the few
refineries able to process this type of oil. This, to a certain extent, is the current
relationship between Venezuela and the United States. Venezuela ships heavy crude oil
to the United States, a country that has a high number of specialized refineries. This
makes it extremely difficult to use these products as an instrument of political
pressure.

In fact, the power balance may even favor the United States, since refineries
capable of handling heavy, acidic crude oil are scarcer than the supply of such oil. This
is why PdvSA, Venezuela’s state–owned petroleum company, is looking to partner
with foreign state-owned or private oil companies to develop and produce heavy crude
oil and build refineries at destination. As refining technology improves and super
heavy crude oil can be efficiently refined, Venezuela’s reserves are expected to jump to
270 billion barrels, making it the world’s largest oil reserves owner.
While Venezuela has vast oil reserves, however, it has not raised production
levels. The UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC)
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reports that Venezuela’s “…expected GDP growth will not come from oil production,
which has yet to recover to pre–2002 strike levels as a result of insufficient investment.
Sector strength will depend exclusively on world price increases, as […] capacity for
expanded production remains extremely limited.”
Assessing how much production has fallen is difficult without reliable PdvSA
figures. While the company says production has returned to 2000 and 2001
levels—about 3.1 million barrels per day (bpd)—independent reports estimate that it
did not exceed 2.7 million bpd.
2. The poor performance is the result of a series of political and managerial
shortcomings. To maintain current output, Venezuela’s oil industry requires
considerable annual investment, especially in exploration and production. Evidence
indicates that PdvSA investment falls significantly short of minimum levels. PdvSA’s
plan for 2005–2010 calls for investing $6.3 billion from public sources and an extra
$2.5 billion from private sources. While no official figures are available, 2006
estimates indicate that slightly over half the PdvSA target has been reached. Private
investment is also estimated to have fallen short of the target, due to uncertainty about
foreign property rights and investment policy. As a result, PdvSA investment falls
short of the investment levels of other state-owned regional oil companies. PEMEX,
the state-owned Mexican petroleum company, invested more than twice as much as
PdvSA in 2003, while Petrobras, the Brazilian oil company, has announced annual
investments of $12 billion through 2010, more than three times as much as PdvSA.
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Most PdvSA engineers opposed Chávez during the unsuccessful strike of 2002.
Many high-level technical workers were fired as a consequence, creating a skills
deficit from which PdvSA has yet to recover. More, a portion of the PdvSA revenue
stream is being used to fund the social programs known as missions. This diversion of
revenue is one of the reasons PdvSA is unable to sustain adequate levels of investment.
The Chávez government also imposed political control over the company, which now
reports directly to the president.
The lack of high-level managerial skills at PdvSA is an increasingly critical issue
as the government continues to give it new assignments. The Venezuelan government
decided to transform 32 operating agreements with foreign partners into mixed-capital
companies under majority PdvSA control. This forced the company to take over the
management of all administrative, financial, operating and technical functions for all
32 ventures. Furthermore, there are several new burdens adding to PdvSA’s diminished
administrative capacity. These include assisting the state-owned oil company of
Bolivia (YPFB), supplying subsidized oil to Nicaraguan and Salvadoran municipalities
under Sandinista and FMLN (Farabundo Martí Liberation Front) and conducting
feasibility studies for a proposed Southern Gas Pipeline, that would run from
Venezuela through Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina and eventually to northern Chile,
where it would connect to Bolivia and Peru.
With a planned length of over 9,000 km, the pipeline would be an unparalleled
feat of infrastructure engineering and the most important energy integration project in
the continent. Europe’s longest such pipeline, which runs from the Caspian Sea to the
Mediterranean, is less than 1,700 km and took a decade to build. Nevertheless, the
project faces environmental, technical, and economic obstacles. Environmentalists are
sure to object to any policy that opens up the pristine Amazon jungle to development
by the energy industry and others. Transportation costs at 9,000 km, it is argued, are so
high as to require the supplier to sell at $2 per million BTUs or less to ensure
competitiveness with Bolivian natural gas and liquefied natural gas. In addition,
Southern Cone energy needs do not warrant an investment of this magnitude. The
current natural gas shortfall in the region’s largest net importers (Brazil and Chile)
does not exceed 55 million CBM a day. Spending an estimated $23 billion to serve a
market with relatively minor needs makes no economic sense.
The most serious threat to project viability, however, is Brazil’s recent
announcement that it intends to reach gas self-sufficiency. While Argentina has
launched a $3.5 billion nuclear energy program that could drastically cut down on
natural gas needs and Bolivia has enough gas to supply the needs of Argentina, Brazil
and Chile. So, pumping Venezuelan gas into the region is a grave economic threat.
While Venezuela has Latin America’s largest natural gas reserves – estimated at
4.2 trillion cubic meters (CBM) –production is only about 40 billion CBM. Most of
this gas is combined with oil and cannot be used in anything other than oil production.
Venezuela will most likely become a major gas-exporting country someday, but that
moment is still far off. The best evidence of this is the July 2005 announcement of the
La Guajira–Maracaibo Transguajiro Gas Pipeline, a facility which will pump
Colombian natural gas into Venezuelan homes over its first seven years of operation.
Since Venezuela does not have a proper domestic gas network, commercial and
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residential consumption remain low. Even the important petroleum–producing region
of Zulia, for example, has no residential gas network at all. The Gaseous
Hydrocarbons Act, the industry’s legal framework, was not created until the late 1990s,
while the National Gas Corporation (ENAGAS) was established as recently as 2000.
3. Central America and the Caribbean are the areas of Latin America where oil and
gas can be most influential as political instruments. The reason is clear: large oil
producers are situated alongside more than 20 importing nations that possess no oil or
gas whatsoever.
Exporters range from major global producers such as Venezuela and Mexico to
small but important regional players such as Trinidad and Tobago and Colombia.
Mexico and Venezuela together hold the bulk of available Latin American reserves.
Mexico produces 5% of the world oil supply from 1.4% of world reserves, while
Venezuela produces 3.9% of the world supply from 6.8% of world reserves. Domestic
Mexican consumption is high, so its oil exports amount to barely half of Venezuela’s.
The 22 importing nations are Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Cuba, Guatemala,
Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica, and Panama plus 13 of 14 Caribbean
Community (CARICOM) members. Guatemala and Cuba produce some oil, but not
enough to cover their consumption.
These circumstances explain the important oil agreements stipulated by Caracas
under Chavez’s presidency, despite the abovementioned constraints that limit Chavez’s
ability to exploit Venezuela’s oil as a policy instrument.
In October 2000, Venezuelan criticism of the 20-years-old San Jose Accord3 led
to the Caracas Accord between Venezuela and all San Jose Accord members except
Jamaica. The accord commits Caracas and Mexico City to supply 80,000 bpd of oil.
The largest share—20,000 bpd—goes to the Dominican Republic and the smallest to
Belize, with 600 bpd. The importers receive the oil at market prices but are offered
financing terms of 2% annual interest for up to 17 years.
In June 2005 Venezuela created PetroCaribe, an agreement bringing together the
nine Caribbean nations that are not involved in either of the previous accords in
addition to existing members Belize, Jamaica and the Dominican Republic. While oil
is sold to member countries at unsubsidized market prices, buyers are provided with
long-term financing linked to increases in world prices. This accord has at least two
factors that distinguish it. First, it creates a permanent organization with a seat in
Caracas, including a Ministerial Council and an Executive Secretariat that Venezuela
controls. Second, it links PetroCaribe to Chávez’s Bolivarian Alternative for Latin
America (ALBA) –a program set up by Venezuela in order to finance social and
economic development programs – through a fund called ALBA–Caribe. Still, there
are valid questions about the dependence such aid can create. So far, Venezuela has not
gained a clear political advantage through the program. When choosing a new
Stipulated in August 1980 by Venezuela and Mexico, the accord committed each country to
supply 80,000 bpd of oil or refined products to Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Barbados, and Jamaica, charging
market prices but offering soft loans that cover from 20 to 25 % of costs. The agreement has come
under criticism from Chávez, because of its exclusion of Cuba.
3
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president for the Inter-American Development Bank, for example, PetroCaribe
recipient countries voted for the Colombian candidate, who Chávez had opposed.

The Venezuela–Cuba Accord strengthens ties more than any other agreement
between two countries in the hemisphere. While a lack of transparency makes it hard
to identify the exact terms, several experts report that Venezuela sells 90,000 bpd to
Cuba at about two-thirds of market price. Cuba requires 120,000 bpd, two-thirds of
which it produces on its own. Therefore, of the 90,000 bpd delivered by Venezuela,
50,000 bpd are resold in world markets, giving Cuba the advantage of obtaining
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subsidized supplies for domestic use and reselling a portion. This form of aid
resembles that given to Cuba by the USSR in the 1980s and 1990s, when subsidized
Soviet oil allowed Castro to resell up to 60,000 bpd on the spot market and keep the
difference. In exchange for oil, Venezuela receives 30,000 to 50,000 skilled Cuban
workers, mostly in the fields of medicine, education and athletics, whose assistance
has been key to Chávez’s social programs. The accord is also said to include Cuban
assistance in reorganizing Chávez’s intelligence and security services as well as
reforming the military.
The accord has made Cuba greatly dependent on Venezuelan aid. The magnitude
of its impact is illustrated in an ECLAC report, according to which the Cuban GDP
grew 11.8% in 2005, driven largely by “the sale of professional services to the
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.” Using 2006 prices, the total value of oil subsidies,
reselling profits, and financing amounts to at least $1.4 billion in extra revenue for the
Cuban government.
Two more Venezuelan agreements demonstrate how oil can directly influence
foreign elections. An agreement with FMLN mayors in El Salvador requires PdvSA
subsidiary PDVCaribe to deliver oil at reduced prices, with up to 40% of the price paid
in agricultural goods. A similar agreement has been made with Sandinista mayors that
support Daniel Ortega, who has a close relationship with Chávez.
4. The Andean region is characterized by two critical factors: its wealth of energy
resources and its severe political, social, and ethnic crises. The abundance of energy
resources means oil diplomacy has less impact in the Andes than in any other region.
The persistent instability in the Andes, however, creates perfect conditions for major
and intermediate powers to jockey for regional control.
A case in point is Colombia. As a net exporter, Bogotà does not depend on
Venezuela or any other country for energy. Colombia exports significant quantities of
oil, has enough natural gas to supply western Venezuela for the next seven years, as
well as high-grade coal reserves and an abundance of water resources. Nevertheless,
the Colombian oil industry displays an alarming decline. Production dropped from
820,000 bpd in 1999 to 520,000 bpd in 2005, leading observers to believe that
Colombia will lose its standing as an oil-exporting country by 2010.
The Uribe administration is trying to reverse the decline reducing abductions,
sabotage and illicit levies from guerrilla and paramilitary groups, lowering the
government share of taxes, authorizing gas exports and decreasing the share of
exploration contracts in the hands of Ecopetrol, the state–owned petroleum company,
to 30%. The principal regional partner in this effort is the Brasilian Petrobras. As to
Venezuela, it depends on Colombia’s energy, not vice versa. The 330 km Transguajiro
Gas Pipeline that is being built in order to pump Colombian gas to Venezuelan
consumers beginning in 2007, benefit Chávez much more than Uribe. The project is of
such high priority for Chávez that he has agreed to shoulder construction costs.
Venezuela also needs to build a multipurpose pipeline through Colombia to the Pacific
coast in order to serve key Asian clients such as China.
Venezuela’s relationship with Ecuador is even more complex. In 2005, when
pipeline sabotage prevented Ecuador from making deliveries, Chávez loaned oil
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supplies that allowed Ecuador to meet its commitments. A proposal to let PdvSA take
over Block 15 fell through and was replaced by an agreement to provide Ecuador with
refined products. Venezuela has unsuccessfully offered to process Ecuadoran heavy oil.
In the months following the fall of Lucio Gutierrez, President Palacio named a cabinet
that favored rapprochement with Chávez. Foreign Affairs Minister Antonio Parra and
former Economy Minister Rafael Correa were vocal opponents of the Bush
administration and IMF and World Bank policies. Venezuela responded by offering to
buy Ecuadoran debt and lend it $500 million— which was later reduced to $200
million and ultimately never materialized. The presence of Parra and Correa in the
cabinet was fleeting and the Chávez rapprochement policy vanished. Correa was
endorsed by Chávez when he entered the presidential campaign in 2006 and quickly
emerged as a frontrunner.
As to Peru, although Lima does not depend on Venezuela or any other country for
its energy supply, Chávez did involve himself in the country’s internal affairs in 2006
by supporting Ollanta Humala’s presidential candidacy. After he was attacked by Alan
Garcia, Chávez exchanged harsh words with the current Peruvian president. The
incident led to the withdrawal of both countries’ ambassadors.
In Bolivia, Chávez’s support for Evo Morales’s nationalization policy of the
country’s vast gas reserves has strengthened cooperation between La Paz and Caracas
on energy matters. In economic terms, however, ending cooperation with Brazil is a
high price to pay with little return. Brasilia buys over the 70% of Bolivia’s gas and its
petroleum company, Petrobras, has the lyonshare of Bolivia’s 20% quote of gas
reserves open to foreign exploitation, together with Spain’s Repsol. Moreover,
Bolivia’s oil shortfall is minor and could be purchased from a range of providers,
including Argentina and even Brazil. As holders of the region’s largest gas reserves,
Bolivia and Venezuela compete rather than complement each other.
In spite of all, relations between Chávez and Bolivia were formalized in an
Energy Cooperation Agreement and in the Caracas Energy Cooperation Accord, signed
a day after Morales’ inauguration. These agreements state, among other things, that
Venezuela “is to supply up to 200,000 barrels a month or the energy equivalent”, that
PdvSA will assist in the restructuring and modernization of YPFB and will “enter into
joint ventures in hydrocarbon exploration, production, refining, distribution,
processing and industrialization” and that the agreement “creates PdvSA Bolivia”.
These agreements, however, are relatively minor. They involve only 6,600 bpd,
which is an inconsequential number when compared to the 90,000 bpd supplied to
Cuba. The financing effort is equally small, since it involves a monthly bill of about
$13 million.
Rather than energy, Chávez relies on political and ideological instruments to
influence Bolivia. Their relationship is based on a cooperation program—much like
that between the Castro and Chávez—calling for Cuban and Venezuelan assistance in
implementing social programs in the mold of Chávez’s missions. Chávez supported the
Evo Morales campaign in 2005, and the day after his inauguration, Venezuela and
Bolivia signed an agreement to collaborate extensively on programs to promote
education, health, and sports. The agreement also provided for thousands of
scholarships for study in Cuba and Venezuela.
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5. Matters in the Southern Cone are quite different. While Brazil and Chile alone
account for half of Latin America’s overall demand for energy imports, each faces a
very different situation. Chile produces only 4% of the oil it needs, Brazil produces
75%. Brasilia also produces two–thirds of its natural gas needs and imports the rest
from Bolivia. It also features South America’s largest proven reserves of coal and,
together with the United States, produces 70% of the world supply of ethanol fuel.
About 70% of Brazil’s imports come from outside the region (primarily Nigeria,
Algeria, and Asian countries). On the contrary, Chile supplies 70% of its oil needs
from within the region but has a substantial domestic refining capacity.
As to Argentina, although its reserves are falling, it is still able to meet its own oil
and gas needs. Finally, Uruguay and Paraguay produce no oil or gas, but Paraguay has
a sizable hydroelectric generating capacity and remains energy independent.
Given this picture, Venezuela’s attempts to use wealth to gain political influence
among Southern Cone nations appear unlikely to yield substantial results.
What is most remarkable about Brazil is not the energy weakness that forced it to
account for 58% of all South American oil imports from 1993–2003. More important
are the aggressive policies that are changing the geopolitics of energy in the region.
In the 1990s, Brazil ended the state monopoly and opened the oil sector to private
investment. Petrobras, in which the state has 30% ownership and 55% political rights,
has shown itself to be extremely competitive and efficient. In certain fields, such as
deep-water exploration, it is an acknowledged world leader. It invested $7.7 billion in
2004 alone and recently announced that planned investments over the next five years
will average $11 billion per year.
In 2006, Brazil made two major announcements that are dramatically changing
the geopolitics of energy in the region. First, in late April Lula declared that Brazil
would cease to be a net oil importer as early as this year4. Second, Brazil announced a
dramatic increase in natural gas reserves following new discoveries in the Santos
Basin. As a result, the 2002 estimate of 70 billion CBM in reserves have been revised
to 400 billion CBM.
Still, in spite of Brasilia’s assertiveness and of the attritions caused by Chavez’s
support to Morales’ gas nationalization policy in Bolivia, some joint PdvSA–Petrobras
projects remain in effect and should be watched closely. One involves exploration and
production of super-heavy oil by Petrobras in the Orinoco Oil Belt. The other concerns
the construction of a $2.5-billion heavy oil refinery in Pernambuco, Brazil.
The Chilean energy situation is much more sensitive than Brazil’s. Chile meets
no more than 5% of its oil needs and only 20% of its natural gas needs. As a reaction
to the severity of its oil and gas shortfall, Chile has enacted a strong energy
diversification policy, that includes promoting the construction of hydroelectric power
stations in southern Chile and overhauling coal–fired plants, mostly in the north. In
spite of that, the country’s energy deficit remains high, and Argentina remains Lima’s
only natural gas supplier, shipping 77% of its gas exports to Chile.
Chilean energy policy revolves around ENAP, a state-owned corporation with a
Brazilian oil consumption is estimated to stand at 1.8 billion bpd; oil production in 2005 stood at
1.7 billion bpd and is set to increase to 2 billion bpd in 2007.
4
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positive international reputation as a refiner and investor in downstream markets in
Ecuador and Peru. ENAP is involved in oil production in Ecuador, has sold off its
interests in Colombia, and is exploring investment opportunities in Venezuela. Still,
relations between Chávez and the Chilean government have been problematic. While
they do not admit it publicly, most in the center–left Concertación coalition disapprove
of the policies and style of the Bolivarian Revolution. Chávez, in turn, placed the
former Lagos government squarely among his enemies. Of all governments in the
Southern Cone, Chávez is most distant with Chile’s.
Things look better with Paraguay and Uruguay. The presidents of Bolivia,
Uruguay and Paraguay, with support from Venezuela, announced the construction of a
6,000 km pipeline from Tarija, Bolivia to Montevideo, Uruguay through Puerto
Casado in Paraguay. The project went relatively unnoticed despite its size and potential
impact. The reported $450 million cost seems, at first glance, to be an underestimation.
Venezuela has announced its willingness to provide financing and in mid 2005 started
to ship 9,000 bpd to Paraguay. PdvSA and Uruguay’s state-owned company ANCAP
have announced a joint venture to pump heavy and super-heavy oil in the Orinoco Oil
Belt, which would guarantee Uruguayan supplies for the next 25 years. This requires a
$200 million expansion of Uruguay’s La Teja refinery to process heavy oil, with
financing to be provided by Venezuela.
Among Southern Cone countries, Argentina is Chávez’s closest partner. In August
2005, Venezuela sold Argentina four million barrels of fuel oil for $340 million,
payable in cash as well as goods and services, including ships, farm equipment, and
elevators. As part of the deal, the shipyards Buques y Astilleros de Venezuela and
Astilleros Rio Santiago will build two $112 million oil tankers, with an option for two
more. With these, Chávez proposes to launch the PetroAmericana oil tanker line.
PdvSA and the state-owned Energia de Argentina (ENARSA) also joined forces to
acquire or build a chain of over 100 gas stations.
In July of 2006, Venezuela reportedly bought $245 million worth of Argentine
sovereign bonds, bringing its total to nearly $3 billion. These securities, which mature
in 2012, constitute a favorable credit line for Argentina. Furthermore, the Kirchner
government has expressed interest in developing ocean-based gas resources and has
asked both PdvSA and Petrobras for assistance. Given Brazilian superiority in this
field, however, Petrobras is likely to land the contract.
In sum, Chávez’s oil diplomacy takes place within an adverse context marked by
stagnant production, public and private underinvestment, poor management and
politicization at PdvSA, and the refining challenges of super-heavy crude oil. Under
these conditions, successful petropolitics will be possible only if prices remain high. A
significant price drop couldn’t be offset by increases in production, at least in the
medium term. Nor could growth in other sectors be a substitute, since the Chávez
regime has not used oil revenues to promote sustained growth elsewhere in the
economy. Thus, in spite of Chavez’s rhetoric, oil remains a risky and uncertain gamble.
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AFTER CASTRO. . .CASTRO?

by Brian LATELL

Raúl, the younger brother of the leader maximo (Fidel) and his long-term right hand,
is the provisional leader destined to be Castro’s successor. Hierarchy and the
Constitution. Public opinion remains twisted but there is a plan just in case: the
pragmatic Lage.

1.

O

N JULY 31, 2006 FIDEL CASTRO

signed a proclamation “provisionally” ceding his government, communist party and
military responsibilities to his brother Raúl, the world’s longest-serving defense
minister. The eighty-year old Fidel has not appeared in public since, even at events
designed to revere him. No new policy initiatives have been taken in his name, no line
of obsequious officials has been reported waiting at his door.
As Raúl methodically has gone about consolidating the successor regime, and the
Cuban people have stoically and peacefully gone about their business, the possibility
that Fidel will return to power seems ever more remote. He has been glimpsed briefly
a few times on Cuban and Venezuelan television looking emaciated and confused as he
convalesces following complications from as many as three major intestinal surgeries.
Late in February he was heard speaking by phone in a live radio broadcast with
Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez. However, he seemed distracted, oddly
disinterested in conditions and developments at home in Cuba.
Some foreign observers in Havana have concluded as a result that Fidel’s
choreographed radio and television appearances have been designed, at least in part,
by his successors to dampen whatever may be left of expectations that he will be able
to fully function again in office. Nothing of what was seen of his diminished physical
condition seemed calculated to reassure those who hope for his return. Cubans saw and
heard a pallid, vacated version of the previously acute and always voluble Fidel, the
familiar grandstanding Castro, who for so many years posed and strutted on the world
stage.
He could yet reemerge in the halls of power in Havana. However, all the evidence
about his physical afflictions and cognitive inconsistencies suggests it would be in a
severely proscribed emeritus capacity. Some of the evidence about his condition,
including credible reports that he suffers form Parkinson’s disease, fainting spells,
cognitive lapses and a calamitous public pratfall, all pre-dated his health crisis last
summer. Taken together, all of the indications, and Fidel’s protracted incapacitation,
suggest that the new leadership in Havana – and probably the bulk of the Cuban
people – are moving on, relieved now of the duties to endure his endless monologues
and to suppress all hope of relief from his strangling ideological intransigence.
There is even reason to suspect that Raúl and others around him do not want
Fidel back and that they might be prepared to prevent his return. Surely it was not
happenstance, for example, that in an impromptu chat he initiated with foreign
reporters in Havana in February, Raúl commented that although his brother speaks by
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phone with other government officials, “it is my good fortune that he never calls me.”
Raúl seems to be enjoying the role he had long awaited. As such, he is publicly
exercising the power that he may have already been wielding behind the scenes before
Fidel Castro’s illness became acute – a power he may soon assume permanently. If that
happens, those looking forward to a rapid transition to democracy in Cuba will be
disappointed. As I discovered while writing a biography and leadership study of the
Castro brothers, Raúl is more protean, contradictory, and emotionally complex than
Fidel, making him less predictable than the older brother the world has come to know
so well.
2. Despite his long-standing prominence the younger Castro remains a mysterious,
shadowy figure, even with the Cuban people. Until the publication of my book, After
Fidel: Raúl Castro and the Future of Cuba’s Revolution, no biography of Cuba’s
second most powerful man had ever been written. Investigating Raúl by studying his
public record, interviewing family, friends, former associates and teachers, and reading
almost every word he has uttered in public, I discovered the puzzling duality of his
character.
For example, when he is faced with tough challenges, possibly popular unrest in
the streets or some crisis in the leadership, will Raúl revert to the mercilessness of his
early revolutionary years, when he ordered countless executions? Or might the
grandfatherly compassionate Raúl, family and friends describe, eventually lead him to
break with some of his brother’s cherished policies? Which elements of his character
and personality may be dominant now as he approaches his seventy-sixth birthday in
early June?
No one is better positioned to lead the Cuban people – three-quarters of whom
have known no leader other than Fidel. From the first weeks of Cuba’s revolution in
1959, Raúl has been the regime’s most effective manager and administrator and his
brother’s only indispensable ally. The two have worked together in a close partnership,
Raúl serving in effect as the Cuban revolution’s “producer,” at the side of Fidel, its
visionary but mercurial “director.”
3. The legitimacy of Raúl’s claim to the succession was never in doubt, at least not
within ruling circles. The proclamation authorizing the power transfer last summer
merely reiterated Fidel’s frequently stated instructions that his younger brother should
succeed him. Article 94 of the country’s communist constitution is also clear about this.
The highest level communist party and government conclaves have repeatedly ratified
the dynastic succession. Even Cubans, who hate and fear Raúl, have tended grudgingly
to acknowledge that, assuming his health permits, his permanent ascension is all but
inevitable.
Civilian officials have no wherewithal or incentive to challenge him. For them it
is better to rally around Raúl, to seek the best deals possible rather than to provoke
confrontations that could spark instability. Most of them believe, in any event, that
their prospects for advancement are now more promising than they were under Fidel’s
hegemonic leadership, and that Raúl is sincere in wanting to govern with their
involvement in a more collegial and ordered regime. It is also crucial in their
calculations that they consider Raúl an interim leader. He is a long-time heavy drinker
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and probably suffers from undisclosed health problems.
Wisely, Raúl has been constructing a broad front regime, drawing on officials
with contrasting revolutionary pedigrees and from different backgrounds and
generations. Even perennial rivals in the leadership, notably the hard-line
Communications and Information Minister, Ramiro Valdes, seem to have committed to
collaborate with him. Encouraged to play more conspicuous leadership roles than Fidel
ever permitted, the most influential in this second tier of officials are discreetly getting
positioned for the next succession, after both Castro brothers are gone. They are
confident their chances will come within the next five or six years, quite possibly
sooner.
Most importantly, Raúl’s claim on the succession is secured by the raw power he
holds. Civilians in the nomenclatura know that as long as he retains the support of
Cuba’s two most powerful institutions – the armed forces and the intelligence, police
and security agencies within the Ministry of Interior – he will be shielded from any
combination of civilian intrigue. He has installed trusted colleagues – some his friends
and collaborators since the late 1950s – in ranking positions in those uniformed
services.
Since the early 1990’s, he has also controlled huge segments of the economy,
mostly in the tourism sector, through military-run enterprises. He stands astride the
apparatus of the communist party, the country’s third most powerful institution. In
May 2006, he saw to the reinstatement of its Secretariat, staffing it with trusted
subordinates. The ultimate organizer, Raúl knows he needs it to manage and revitalize
the party.
The legitimacy he enjoys within the nomenclatura has no parallel with the
populace at large, however, and especially not with the younger generations. He is
feared and despised by many including the families and friends of some he had
executed or harshly persecuted over the years. Last year, he demonstrated his fear of
an assassination attempt when conspicuously wearing a bullet-proof vest while
addressing an audience of military officers.
Thus, although his hold on power so far has been solid, a variety of developments
could coalesce at any time to destabilize his regime. Raúl knows, for example, that he
must provide the populace with more opportunities and material advantages, bread
rather than Fidel’s revolutionary circuses. Yet, he has been loath to begin liberalizing
the economy in any way that would seem to demean or repudiate his brother. This
dilemma – the imperatives both to reform but not yet bury Fidel’s memory – will only
grow more acute, that is, unless Raúl were willing to seize the initiative and begin
abrogating some of his brother’s most cherished but counterproductive policies.
One crucial decision he may not be able to put off much longer is to unveil his
choice to be his own successor. There have been many pretenders and aspirants over
the years widely considered to be next after the Castro brothers in the line of
succession. Yet, until now none ever really had a chance of grasping that illusory brass
ring for long. There had never been a “third man” either constitutionally or unofficially
in the hierarchy because the Castros’ have not permitted anyone else to be in a position
from which they could be challenged. Now, however, Raúl knows that it is imperative
for stability and continuity that the process of identifying and legitimizing his
successor get underway soon.
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Raúl has never said so explicitly, but he will likely then turn over the presidency
to a prominent civilian. He will probably also retire as defense minister. Long attracted
to the firsts stage of the Chinese political-economic model, he probably intends to
yield those offices to trusted younger men who would be expected to preserve and
modernize the revolution. Thereafter, Raúl, like Deng Xiaoping, will lead from the
background, holding on to perhaps only two of Fidel’s titles: First Secretary of the
Communist Party, and Commander-In-Chief. Those changes would be generally
popular with the Cuban people and enhance the new government’s international
legitimacy.
Unless he stumbles politically, politburo member and Vice President Carlos Lage
seems to stand the best chance of succeeding Raúl as “third man.” A pediatrician and
experienced economic planner, for many years he has worked well with both Castros,
always keeping his ego and reformist proclivities under control. He is respected by
foreign diplomats and businessmen for his pragmatism and charm and has led Cuban
diplomatic delegations abroad. Given his relative youth (he is in his mid-fifties),
intelligence and political skills, he could grow into an independently powerful chief
executive if promoted.
Other prominent civilians – including National Assembly President, Ricardo
Alarcón, and Foreign Minister, Felipe Perez Roque, are unlikely to contest Raúl’s
succession. His authority derives from the country’s constitution, from his frequently
reiterated place as Fidel’s chosen replacement and from his control of the country’s
most important institutions. With the support of the country’s top generals, as well as
longtime friends and associates, Raúl simply has no credible civilian rivals.
Raúl’s reputation for ruthlessness is well deserved. In an interview with a
Mexican journalist in 1993, he even volunteered the nickname “Raúl the Terrible” – an
admission of his bloody record as the Cuban revolution’s chief executioner in its early
days, when, according to a former guerrilla colleague, Raúl and Che Guevara
“competed in killings and viciousness.”
He ordered and presided over perhaps hundreds of cold-blooded executions by
firing squad in the late 1950s, sometimes delivering the coup de grace himself. In his
guerrilla diary, portions of which were released by the Cuban government decades ago,
he wrote dispassionately about the execution in 1957 of a Cuban, who had betrayed
Fidel: “They tied his hands and brought him to the camp. He was terrified and his eyes
were bulging out of their sockets.”
Raúl had first developed a taste for blood earlier, fifty years ago in Mexico City,
when Fidel ordered him to assassinate a young member of their rebel movement whom
Fidel no longer trusted. The order came on the eve of the brothers’ departure from a
small Gulf coast port to begin a voyage to Cuba, where they would launch their
insurgency. The murder was a test of Raúl’s revolutionary mettle – one that he passed
with flying colors, though decades later he expressed remorse. As he fled the Mexican
capital that night, driving at high speeds along mountainous roads, he accidentally ran
down a Mexican peasant. I have been told by a confidential source that he did not
pause to investigate, and until recently, both deaths in Mexico remained unsolved.
For many years Raúl was the Cuban revolution’s most implacable Stalinist, the
Kremlin’s most reliable friend in Cuba. He led the charge against dissidents, personal
rivals and others, who fell out of Fidel’s favor. However, his world view began
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changing when the Soviet Union disintegrated and the subsidies dried up. In the face
of economic crisis, Raúl came to demonstrate greater pragmatism. He dispatched
trusted military officers to Europe, where they studied business techniques to improve
the management of military-run enterprises. Foreign instructors have been brought to
Cuba to teach civilian and military officials in business administration and
market-style management.
More than once, Raúl has spoken in the Cuban media of the virtues of supply and
demand – a concept that has been anathema to Fidel. Since the 1990s, Raúl seems to
have favored limited market-oriented reforms including greater civilian
entrepreneurship. Once Fidel is gone, he is likely to emulate China’s approach:
economic reforms without political opening.
Unlike Fidel, Raúl has a compassionate side. He has been described warmly to
me. He is often caring, once meeting with reporters to announce the birth of a
grandchild. He remains close to Vilma Espin, his wife of more than 47 years, who is
now gravely ill. He also relishes the role of paterfamilias. He was devastated in 1989
when Fidel insisted that Arnaldo Ochoa, a close friend and highly decorated general,
be executed, allegedly for having engaged in drug trafficking and is said to have
intervened to spare others. One witness, a Cuban now living in Miami, told me that
during Pope John Paul II’s visit to Cuba in 1998, Raúl went down on his knees when
greeting him – but took pains to avoid any media coverage of his obeisance.
Raúl’s top generals refrain from Fidel’s harsh anti-American rhetoric and they
have been cordial in meetings in Cuba with delegations of retired U.S. senior officers.
When Al-Qaeda terrorists were first incarcerated at the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo
Bay, Raúl was quoted in the official Cuban media giving assurances that if any
escaped into Cuba, they would promptly be returned. Fidel has said nothing of the sort.
Raúl’s larger priorities in Cuba’s complex and burdened relationship with the
United States are likely to reflect different priorities from those long associated with
his brother. However, Raúl does not understand the United States as well as Fidel, who
has always followed U.S. politics with intense interest. Raúl rarely meets with
Americans and has not been interviewed on the record by a U.S. media representative
in decades. In the past his favorite vacation spots included different regions of the
Soviet Union, but he has spent a total of just one day in the United States – in April
1959.
Back then, Raúl seemed the more radical of the Castro brothers, more
ideologically rigid and anti-American. However, he and Fidel may have reversed roles.
Fidel’s daughter, Alina Fernandez, told me in 2004 from exile in Miami that her uncle
Raúl “is the practical brother.” Once Fidel has left the scene and Raúl is fully in charge,
he may well believe that his government should seek better relations with the United
States, especially an end to the decades-old economic embargo of Cuba. Lacking
Fidel’s charisma, he no doubt knows that he will have to do more to satisfy popular
expectations for change.
There are a number of unilateral steps Raúl could take to end the stalemate with
Washington. What if, for example, he expressed the desire to enter into
counter-terrorist cooperation with U.S. security and intelligence agencies? How could
such an offer, if genuine, be refused? Current U.S. policy – the embargo and travel ban,
the punitive 1996 Helms-Burton legislation, the inclusion of Cuba on the State
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Department’s list of international sponsors of terrorism – would become increasingly
unsustainable.
Such a Cuban initiative may be too much to hope for; once in power, “Raúl the
Terrible” may follow his brother’s model, maintaining repressive rule and unleashing
security forces to suppress a restive populace. “We have more than enough cannons to
defend” the regime, he warned the Cuban people after demonstrations in 1994. But he
can not afford a Tiananmen Square-type massacre. The military forces he has nurtured
might well split if given orders to fire upon civilians. A civil war on the island would
be the worst case for him, for Cuba and the United States.
There is no way to predict how long Raúl might govern. Many Cubans fear and
hate him and he is probably especially reviled by the country’s youth. He is a poor
public communicator, does not like to deliver speeches, has no known intellectual or
aesthetic interests and, perhaps most troubling of all, he has never managed a major
national crisis on his own. That was always Fidel’s absolute prerogative. If splits
develop within the uniformed services, or the populace becomes restive, his tenure
may prove to be brief.
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BREAD AND FUEL:
BRASILIA’S “GREEN” WAY TO POWER
by Maria E. RODRIGUEZ-ALCALÁ and Marcos JANK
In recent times, Brazil’s agriculture has witnessed deep changes, increasing and
diversifying its production. Now, the bet on biofuels gives crop growing a central role
in the country’s quest for world status. But regional imbalances, rising demography
and environmental problems make the way all but easy.

1.

B

RAZIL IS DIVIDED IN FIVE MAIN

regions, which are in turn divided in a total of 26 states. The dramatic growth in
Brazilian agriculture over the last two decades has taken place mainly in the
Center-West region. Areas in the South and Southeast, traditional agricultural regions,
have been fully developed for decades, and there is little potential of growth in these
states nowadays.1
Today, the food and agricultural sector in Brazil represents 27% of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), 35% of the job market, 5 million farms, 30% to 40% of total
exports, and one of the most relevant contribution to trade with net ag-exports totaling
US$ 32 billion.
Crops and fruits production in the country has grown considerably in the past
fifteen years in terms of planted area (Graph 1), quantity produced (Table 1) and
productivity (Table 2). Expansion in land area became more accelerated in the
five-year period after the devaluation of the local currency took place in 1999 with an
annual growth rate of 4% for period 2000 to 2005. For the fifteen-year period 1990 to
2005, planted area grew by 1% annually, while for the last decade it grew by 2 %
annually.
Until the 1980’s production was very much concentrated in the South and
Southeast regions. Growth beginning in the nineties, however, took place mainly in the
Center-West region, geographically dominated by the cerrados, an area previously
considered unusable for agriculture due to its severe climatic conditions and problems
with excessive acidity and toxicity of the soils. This growth in the cerrados was
mainly driven by new technology - starting in the 1970’s - and the resulting low price
for agricultural land vis-à-vis other regions in the country and abroad. Moreover, most
of the growth in cropland planted area in the country took place in areas of degraded
pastures2. Hence, besides new technology applied in the region, pastures prepared the
soil for crops entering afterwards. Nowadays the region has adopted a rotation
F.S. DE CAMARGO e J. J.M. GUILHOTO, “Caracterização do pessoal ocupado na agropecuária ao
longo da década de 1990”, intervento presentato al XLIII Congresso da Sociedade Brasileira de
1

Economia e Sociologia Rural – SOBER, Riberão Preto, July 24-27 2005.
2 G. Castro DE REZENDE, Technological Change and Agricultural Growth in the Brazilian
Cerrado: A Theoretical Analysis, Notas Técnicas, IPEA, Rio de Janeiro, October 2003.
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between two crops - soybean and corn - and beef livestock3 which is widely being
adopted.
Graph 1. Cropland (planted) Area by Region (million hectares)
1990
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2005
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Source: IBGE (PAM). Elaboration: ICONE.

Table 1. Quantity Produced over the Years: Annual Growth Rate

Sugar Cane
Soybeans
Corn
Rice
Wheat
Cotton
Beans
Coffee
Sorghum
Tobacco
Barley
Cocoa
Orange
Banana
Papaya
Tangerine
Grapes
Lemon
Mango
Apple
Pass. Fruit

1990-2005

1995-2005

2001-2005

3%
7%
3%
4%
3%
5%
2%
-2%
13%
5%
5%
-4%

3%
7%
0%
2%
12%
10%
0%
1%
19%
7%
12%
-3%

5%
9%
2%
3%
22%
13%
0%
-11%
14%
9%
3%
1%
1%
2%
1%
2%
4%
2%
6%
4%
1%

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Source: IBGE (PAM). Elaboration: ICONE.
A. BRANDÃO, G.C. DE REZENDE e R.W. DA COSTA MARQUES, “Crescimento Agrícola no Período
1999-2004, Explosão da Área Plantada com Soja e Meio Ambiente no Brasil”, IPEA, No 1062, Rio
3

de Janeiro, January 2005.
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Table 2. Productivity over the Years: Annual Growth Rate
1990-2005
Wheat
Sorghum
Barley
Cotton
Corn
Cocoa
Beans
Rice
Sugar Cane
Tobacco
Soybeans
Coffee
Papaya
Pear
Lemon
Banana
Orange
Mango
Apple
Grapes
Pass. Fruit

1995-2005

5%
3%
1%
0%
3%
4%
6%
8%
3%
1%
-4%
-3%
4%
3%
4%
3%
1%
1%
1%
1%
2%
0%
-1%
0%
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2000-2005
12%
6%
4%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
-1%
-2%
-11%
8%
7%
4%
3%
2%
-1%
-2%
-4%
-4%

Source: IBGE (PAM). Elaboration: ICONE.

The introduction of new technology in the cerrados, continuing today at a fast
rate, involves mechanization as well as fertilization. Furthermore, irrigation systems
and other state-of-the-art technologies, such as global positioning systems (GPS) are
required in some areas in order to remain competitive. Hence, the dominance of
large-scale over small-scale production in the region cannot be solely attributed to
economies of scale, but also to the high capital intensity needed in order to achieve
mechanized production in a harsh region. Farm managers and owners in this region are
generally highly capitalized and educated. Their farms are market-oriented,
self-financed and not dependent on government subsidies. Still, the greater distance to
markets and poor infrastructure in the Center-West make the region more suitable for
grains and livestock, both suffering less with long-distance transportation.
Low land prices played an important role in agricultural expansion in the
cerrados. Data from FGV show that crop land prices in the South and Southeast
regions have been 3 to 6 times higher, while land prices in other regions of the world,
such as Illinois, could get up to 10 times higher than in Mato Grosso, the State with the
most significant agricultural expansion in the Center-West region. Nonetheless, land
prices have been rising lately. Since 2001, land prices have increased anywhere
between 50 to 100% accompanying productivity growth in the region.
Brazil turned into an important world ag-exporter in the past decade with soybean
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leading large scale production in the country (Graph 2). 4 Increased production
however, cannot be solely attributed to soybeans. New technology and increased world
demand have impacted all major crops and most fruits turning the country into highly
diversified.

Soybean

Graph 2. Planted Area by Main Products (thousand hectares)
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Source: IBGE (PAM). Elaboration: ICONE

Livestock production has also grown remarkably in the past two decades. As was
the case with crops and fruits, livestock growth was also more accelerated during the
period 2000-2005 (Table 3) and was also concentrated in the Center-West region.
Table 3. Livestock Annual Growth Rate (number of heads)

Beef Cattle
Swine
Poultry

1990-2005
2%
0%
4%

1995-2005
3%
-1%
3%

2000-2005
4%
2%
3%

Source: IBGE (PPM). Elaboration: ICONE.

Brazil retains today the world’s largest stock in beef cattle with over 200 million
heads. Dairy cows were traditionally concentrated in the states of Minas Gerais and
São Paulo, both southeastern states. In recent years milk production has been
expanding north and west, mainly in the state of Goiás, currently the second milk
producer in the country. Increased availability of feed grains in the central Center-West
region has facilitated expansion of dairy herds in the new frontier.
In poultry and swine production the country retains the second and third position in
4

F.C. CARDOSO, K. KAECHELE, I. KLUG and M.E. RODRIGUEZ-ALCALÁ, “Agropecuária

Sustentável na Amazônia Legal: O Caso da Soja”, ICONE, São Paulo, July 2006.
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world ranking respectively. As was the case with all other sub-sectors, poultry and
swine production were traditionally concentrated in Southeast Brazil. Once again,
abundant feed after growth in crop production, and cheaper land costs are driving
migration of these two sub-sectors to the Center-West recently. Slaughter facilities are
also migrating closer to the central region.
2. Agricultural growth in Brazil in the past decades cannot be solely attributed to
increased expansion in land area. We must consider what took place in the total
productivity factor (TPF) 5. As Table 4 portrays, agricultural product growth over the
years took place with less growth in inputs. According to some calculations6, Brazil
had the highest TPF in Latin America and the Caribbean for the period 1960-2000
(Table 5). When considering shorter and more current periods for annual growth on
TPF, Brazil maintains a leading position even when compared to the U.S. (Table 6).
Table 4. Annual Growth Rates Related to TPF

1975-2005
1980-1989
1990-1999
2000-2005

Ag- Product
3.50
3.38
3.01
5.99

Inputs
0.96
1.49
0.35
2.03

TPF
2.51
1.86
2.65
3.87

Source: Gasques et al (2007).
Table 5. Comparative TPFs among some Countries (1960(1960-2000)

Australia
U.S.
Brazil
Mexico
Argentina

TPF (annual growth rate)
2.17 %
2.04 %
1.93 %
1.85 %
1.84 %

Source: Ferranti et al (2005).

There are various reasons behind TPF’s growth in Brazil. Three main factors must
noted: 7 the composition of agricultural products (diversification), rural credit
expansion, and agricultural research. Diversification played a key role in Brazilian
agricultural growth this time not just looking at crops and fruits, but including
livestock production. The expansion of rural credit is providing agricultural producers,
particularly smaller ones, to greater access to new technology and contributing to their
ability to expand production. Finally, agricultural research, mainly from government
investments during the eighties, have impacted Brazil’s growth in agriculture in the
J.G.GASQUES, Gasto Público para o Desenvolvimento Agrícola e Rural: O Caso do Brasil, Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO), Santiago, Chile, 2004.
6 D. FERRANTI, G.E. PERRY, D. LEDERMAN, A. VALDÉS and W. FOSTER, Beyond the City: the
Rural Contribution to Development, World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 2005.
7 J.G. GASQUES, E.T. BASTOS and M.R. PIEDADE BACCHI, Produtividade e Fontes de Crescimento
da Agricultura Brasileira, SOBER Conference in July 2007, Condrina, March 2007.
5
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past decades.
Table 6. Recent TPFs comparison between Brazil and the U.S.
U.S. (1999-2002)
Brazil (2000-2005)

TPF annual growth rate
1.38%
3.87%

Source: Gasques et al (2007).

Brazil is today the third agricultural exporter in the world. When the agricultural
trade balance is considered, Brazil maintains the first global position with US$ 32.4
billion in net ag-exports for 2006. Furthermore, agricultural exports represent 28% of
total exports for the country. The top five ag-exports include soybean complex, poultry,
beef, coffee and sugar and ethanol (Graph 3). Soybean and beef also represent top
exports not just for Brazil, but for the Mercosur, a fact that makes the agricultural
sector a uniting factor among the four countries.8
Graph 3. Brazil’s Top Agricultural Exports (USD Billions)
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Agricultural exports make Brazil an important global player. However, about 90%
of Brazil’s ag-exports are subject to high protectionism in the world, including
domestic and export subsidies, tariff and non-tariff barriers, among others. In the area
of international agricultural negotiations Brazil has been very aggressive in the Doha
Round (DR) from the World Trade Organization (WTO) and has taken a leading role
with India in the G-20. Multilateral negotiations are critical for Brazil since they
represent the best means to promote the elimination of subsidies or tariffs that impede
Brazil to compete internationally more freely based on its competitive advantages.
M.S. JANK, A.M. NASSAR and M.H. TACHINARDI, “Agronegocio e Comércio Exterior Brasileiro”,
Revista USP n. 64, Dec. 2004/Feb. 2005; M.E. RODRIGUEZ-ALCALÁ, L.F. DO AMARAL, M.S. JANK,
Overview of Agrifood Trade in MERCOSUR and the Andean Community, ICONE-SDC, Jan. 2007.
8
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It is important to note here that multilateral negotiations are important for Brazil
not just when addressing protectionism in developed countries, but also in developing
ones. In 2004 for the first time Brazilian ag-exports to developing countries surpassed
exports going to the developed world. This gap is expected to widen even more in the
coming years (Graph 4) increasing the need to avoid further protectionism around the
world.
Graph 4. Brazilian AgriAgri-Food Exports by Destination (USD Billion)
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Source: SECEX-MDIC. Elaboration: ICONE

Other negotiations in which Brazil have been involved, particularly FTAA and
Mercosur, in the past years have not received Brazil’s leadership commitment as the
WTO did. In the FTAA negotiations the lack of the two leaders’ - Brazil and the U.S. ability to cooperate ended the negotiations in the region. The Mercosur is currently
going through strong criticisms and a crisis that questions its survival. The block has
become mainly a political arena in which technical support is completely ignored in
the negotiations that have taken place lately. The block’s most important bilateral
negotiations, with the EU, are currently on hold mainly waiting on WTO’s results and
the ability of its members to resolve conflicts within the block.
3. Regardless of all the remarkable agricultural growth in the past two decades,
Brazil confronts some serious limitations to further growth in the near future. These
limitations can be divided in five main issues: poor infrastructure, increased
environmental concerns, social unrest, the dilemma of government expenditures on
ag-programs, and the legal framework concerning biotechnology.
Brazil confronts serious problems in infrastructure in the regions where
agricultural growth is concentrated. Over 60% of agricultural products are shipped out
of the Center-West states (mainly Mato Grosso) by truck, 20% are transported by rail,
and about 13% by water. Nonetheless, on average, transportation costs by truck are
nine times more costly than barge, while rail is three times more costly than barge.
The U.S. is a good contrast considering that both countries represent similar
sizes and compete globally in similar agribusiness products, particularly the ones that
are concentrated in the Center-West region of Brazil and the Midwest in the U.S.
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(Table 7). Considering that most agricultural products are transported by truck in
Brazil, the comparison between paved versus unpaved highways (Table 8), makes the
logistical disadvantage of the country even more drastic. Furthermore, with the
exception to the state of São Paulo, where most highways have been privatized, paved
highways usually face bad conditions. Additionally, the majority of grains leaving the
central region are exported through ports in the South and Southeast - mainly Santos
and Paranaguá - which are currently in strong need of expansion and modernization as
well.
Table 7. Transportation Comparison between Brazil and the United States (km)
System
Highway
Class I Rail
Navigable Channels
Number of Ports
Number of Locks
Oil Pipeline
Gas Pipeline

United States
6.395.705
159.528
41.842
150
289
257.388
2.190.880

Brazil
1.744.433
30.000
8.500
44
18
9.064
6.491

Sources: ANTT; U.S. D.O.T., U.S. Corps of Engineers (2006). Elaboration: ICONE.
Table 8. Brazilian Highways (Km)

AII

Unpaved

Paved

Region
South
Center West
Sout East
TOTAL
South
Center West
Sout East
TOTAL
South
Center West
Sout East
TOTAL

1997
29.820
17.204
52.574
150.836
430.738
207.784
427.011
1.507.841
460.557
224.953
479.585
1.658.677

2000
32.364
20.814
54.184
164.988
443.758
207.011
458.312
1.559.941
476.122
227.825
512.496
1.724.929

Source: DNIT. Elaboration: ICONE

Another significant issue is the lack of farm storage, mainly in the case of
grains where storage is critical to maintain a competitive advantage. The inability of
retaining grains at the farm makes it unfeasible for farmers to sell their grains at a
gradual level (Graph 5).
In the past years, agricultural growth in the Center-West and North regions has
caught the attention of environmentalists and the international media. Soybean
production has been the most attacked by domestic and foreign non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), followed by beef cattle. The soybean attacks could be largely
attributed to the fact that multinational corporations play an important role in the
supply chain of such crop, which are mostly produced for export. The global image
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Graph 5. Comparison of Farm Grain Storage Capacity (%)
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Sources: Beskow (2002); Canadian Grain and Oilseeds Exporters Association (2001); NASS/USDA
(2007). Elaboration: ICONE

concern of these corporations may have been seen as the perfect target by concerned
NGOs in a region facing conflicts of an extreme complexity. There is basically one
main issue at the root of these conflicts: lack of property rights in the region.
Regardless of the importance of this issue, it is not being properly addressed.
In a region with the largest tropical forest in the world, the highest percentage
of inland water in the world, an increased urban population, agricultural expansion
(mainly in the cerrados), a global demand for illegal woods, diverse Indian
populations, 40% of terras devolutas, 9 just to name a few, the sustainability issue
requires a constructive dialogue between stakeholders in the region, including the
agricultural sector. There are already some signs that this dialogue is beginning to
occur, such as the Soybean Roundtable in which representatives with different interests
have participated recently.
Brazil is often referred to as a country of two worlds with the poor living on one
end and the rich on the other, with little hope of upward mobility for the ones in the
lower level. This reality also applies to the rural world. The existing inequality
dilemma has been widely used by the Movimento sem Terra (MST) to gain political
power in rural Brazil.
Although the MST claims to be fighting for a just democracy it has shown no
democratic signs within its organization and through the violent attacks it organizes
across the country on rural properties, the group’s most well known activities.
According to Zander Navarro, a sociology professor who in the eighties
coordinated reforms linked to the MST, the organization offers no transparency in the
use of its financial resources, which leads to the assumption that government funds are
being used to subsidize illegal violent attacks. Small farmers who are able to find
ways of making a living from commercial production are often treated by the
organization as traitors, rather than being seen as the product of success coming from a
9

Terras devolutas are occupied lands claimed to be originally public and whose future legal status

is uncertain.
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true social movement.
The use of illegal and violent acts - hidden under a questionable social cause through time increases insecurity related to property rights and therefore threatens
further growth investments in rural areas. Many times, the violent attacks are
presumed as justifiable by the group mainly because they go unpunished.
The agri-food sector is nowadays one of the most dynamic in the Brazilian
economy. Most of this dynamism is due to the liberal and market-oriented policies
adopted in the nineties (Table 9). As a result, nowadays government support represents,
on average, 3% of farm receipts in Brazil as opposed to the eighties when there was
strong government intervention. When compared to other countries, Brazil’s support to
farmers is considerably low.
Since the late 1980s government expenditures on agricultural programs decreased
by half in real terms while participation in total government expenditures were even
more drastic. In addition, they were also used in an increased number of programs by
the last two administrations. Furthermore, a new ministry – Ministerio de
Desenvolvimento Agrario (MDA) – was created in 2000 to administer programs
related to family farms and agrarian land reform, programs strongly linked to the MST.
This political segregation has eventually intensified conflicts among different interest
groups rather than forcing collaboration to make a better use of public money. The
segregation of ag-programs between two ministries actually represents a political
dichotomy in Brazil. Under this dichotomy, agribusiness growth leads to small
farmers’ exclusion, therefore implying that small farmers cannot be part of the
agribusiness chain.
Federal government expenditures on family farm programs (including agrarian
organization) increased from 6% in the Sarney administration (1985-1989) to 45% of
total farm programs in the current, Lula, administration. The problem is that these
programs lack two main mechanisms for their success. First they do not provide an
exit mechanism, that is, incentives for farmers to not become dependent on the
government. Second, there is a lack of control mechanisms on government
expenditures. Most of the subsidies are being distributed with not much scrutiny nor a
system that measures effectiveness of such programs, providing more room for
corruption and less for results in the future.10
The last topic to consider as a barrier to further agricultural growth is
biotechnology. When compared to other countries, Brazil is lagging behind
advancements in this area. The core issue in the lack of progress lies in the standby of
activities occurring inside the National Biosafety Technical Commission known as the
CTNBio, which in turn is due to the fact that a considerable number of the voting
members oppose biotechnology as a whole. Furthermore, there are increasing
pressures from social groups opposing technology and gaining political ground.
Relative planted area of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in Brazil is
already behind competitors such as the U.S., already signaling negative impacts for
Brazil when it comes to global competition (Graph 6). This is especially true
considering that the development of GMOs is not limited to more resistant plants - the
C.E. GUANZIROLI, “PRONAF Dez Anos Depois: Resultados e Perspectivas para o
Desenvolvimento Rural”, Presentation at Associação Comercial de São Paulo, Brazil, Nov. 29 2006.
10
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first generation types - but it also includes products that are beneficial for human
health - the second generation types. When second generation types are contemplated,
the lagging behind of Brazil in a global agricultural context aggravates.11
Graph 6. Relative Planted Area of Genetically Modified Organisms (%)
Area of GMOs / total area harvested
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Sources: ISAAA (2006) and FAO (2007). Elaboration: ICONE

If in this divisive field, as in the others, the government is able to build policies
seeking to maintain Brazil’s global leadership and consequently proves capable of
implementing them, perhaps Brazil may prove to be not just a food provider for the
world, but also a model.

11

R. LIMA, “Brasil ainda não dá Espaço para Transgênicos”, Agrianual 2007.
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And we get the sardines as small change
by YOSS

I

’VE GOT AN UNCLE WHO’S A

ping-pong instructor. About four years ago, when INDER (the Cuban Institute for
Sport, Physical Education and Recreation) sent him to Caracas to train the local
table-tennis players, he asked me for the latest on Venezuela.
And that was because, before 1999, what we Cubans knew about Venezuela didn’t
amount to much. Some had read Rómulo Gallegos’ novel, Doña Bárbara, or seen the
Cuban television adaptation from the seventies. Regular patrons of the New Latin
American Cinema Festival mentioned certain Venezuelan films, especially those by
Román Chalbaud, such as the excellent three-part police thriller, Cangrejo. And the
usual gossipmongers alluded to the number of Cuban actors who had ended up
appearing in telenovelas in Caracas to scrape together a living. Sports fans
remembered a few Central American and Pan American Games held in Caracas,
while boxing aficionados recollected the hard-fought «Batalla de Carabobo» amateur
boxing tournament and baseball fans the names of two or three players who had risen
to US major-league level. Everyone vividly remembered the passage by José Martí
from his article «Three Heroes» in The Golden Age, about a traveler who arrives in
Caracas and, before he has even shaken the dust from his shoes, asks not where he
can eat or sleep but rather where he can find the statue of Bolívar, a «father of the
continent» much like our national hero. The majority even knew that Venezuela had
had bloodthirsty dictators and that it was an oil-producing country and member of
OPEC. Salsa dancers sang the praises of the composer Oscar D’León and several
music buffs knew off by heart the lyrics to El gavilán, the beautiful Alma llanera,
Caballo Viejo and a handful of songs by Franco de Vita and Giordano Di Marzo,
Venezuelan singer-songwriters with an Italian background. Finally, the men raved
about the beauty of Venezuelan Miss Universes. And that was all we knew.
But today, everything has changed. Commander Hugo Rafael Chávez Frías is no
longer a military coup leader, but the respectable constitutional re-elected president
and a close buddy of Fidel. And Venezuela is Cuba’s bread and butter; the topic of
innumerable roundtables and open forums in the interminable Battle of Ideas.
While previously many confused its flag with that of Colombia, due to the shared
pattern of three horizontal bands of yellow, blue and red respectively, now no one
hesitates a second. The Venezuelan flag has 8 stars in the central blue band. It has
been seen in abundance during ceremonies, on headscarves and posters…including
one where it appears side-by-side with the Cuban flag, with a design showing the 8
little Venezuelan stars progressively getting bigger until they become the one single big
star on the Cuban flag, as if to indicate that we are the model brother nation.
It’s true to say, however, that initially Cuba’s official position was rather cautious
as regards the ex-coup leader come-to-power on the back of popular elections and not
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correctly through armed struggle as Fidel, the Sandinistas and all full-blooded
revolutionaries had done. But pretty soon, Chávez’s populist measures dispelled any
doubts. Despite going through elections, this seemed like a genuine revolution.
Naturally, the astute president takes care not to utter any fear-inducing words such as
«communism» or to advocate a one-party system like that of the Soviets or the Cubans.
But the nationalization of oil, the amendments to the constitution (such as the new
name for the country, the extension of the presidential mandate and eligibility for
re-election), and various other initiatives which are definitely popular-democratic in
tone, such as campaigns against the latifundia and in favour of health and education
for all, closely resemble the initial phase of the Cuban revolution – especially before
the attack on Playa Girón, the Havana Declaration of 1961 and the Missile Crisis of
1962; that is, before US political intransigence forced Fidel to turn to the USSR, to
COMECON and to communism, failing which he would have had to resign himself to
being swept aside.
For the more headstrong, fervent and optimistic of Cuba’s ruling elite, Chávez’s
rise to power in Venezuela has been like a lungful of oxygen to an athlete on his last
legs. Everyone is hopeful that good old Hugo will learn from Fidel’s errors (Shh! Keep
quiet! What errors?) and those of the Cuban process and will avoid repeating them.
And, as he gained power through elections, that he will not be foolish enough to allow
the opposition, comprising the latifundist oligarchy and oil monopolies, to take it away
from him in elections like those in which the Sandinistas lost power in Nicaragua.
Based on figures and statistics, the technocrats argue that, thanks to oil, Venezuela
could perhaps emerge victorious from the same economic arena in which year after
year the failure of Cuba’s socialist model seems increasingly evident, to the point that
it has even been forced recently to dismantle its once leading industry – namely, the
sugar industry – to hand over the mantle to tourism, which was initially stunted and
demonized but is now flourishing.
The old continental strategists of the Communist Party of Cuba cling to the idea
of ALBA, Chávez’s progressive response to the US-driven ALCA or FTAA. And,
particularly after the election of Evo Morales in Bolivia, they now see the dream of the
1970s - shattered by the Sandinista fiasco in Nicaragua and the government-guerrilla
peace accord in El Salvador - as a palpable reality, giving real scope for what is
pejoratively termed the “banana left”. In short, a united and anti-imperialist South
America, which Lula and his immense Brazil would definitely join if, as would seem to
be the case, all goes according to plan.
It is de rigueur to help Venezuela because that is where the future lies - the new
revolutionary stake. Cubans, on other hand, are now very spoilt by small-scale private
enterprise, by US dollars and by remittances from emigrants.
Nothing seems too big an ask for the new hope of the hemisphere. Do they need
doctors? Well, we’ll send them by the truckload. Is there a shortage of teachers? We’ll
send thousands. What about agricultural experts, engineers and trainers? Well anyone
who doesn’t volunteer is simply not a real revolutionary. What’s that you say? There
aren’t enough public operating rooms to operate on the thousands of Venezuelans
afflicted with eyesight problems? Let them come to Cuba, where they’ll be treated like
kings. Do they need to train up thousands more Venezuelan youths as architects of the
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shining Bolivarian economic beacon? Then the gates of our Cuban schools shall be
opened to them and they’ll be given top priority. Does Venezuela need lots of local
doctors for the future health of its population? So be it! Our universities and hospitals
are at their disposal. The sick will just have to suffer in silence.
All for free, of course. All in the name of proletariat internationalism, the
inalienable right and duty of the brother nations of the world. According to Granma,
the official newspaper of the Communist Party of Cuba, the entire island
unconditionally supports Venezuela.
But we all know the difference between what Granma says and the truth… So,
outside the higher echelons of the PCC and its mid-ranking officials, what do the
Cuban people really think about this amount of generosity? I mean the average person,
the Cuban on the streets, the majority of which are more or less forced - due to a lack
of alternatives - to demonstrate total support for a revolution (?) which is increasingly
confused and a leader who is increasingly senile, in whom very few have any real
confidence at this stage. Those who, while trying to survive off remittances from
abroad or the black economy, look on the dynamic process in course in Venezuela, and
its undoubtedly charismatic leader, with the same weary tolerance of an older brother
watching a child trying to take flight with cardboard and feather wings. It’s absolutely
fine to fight for a little social justice, the effort is commendable, and at the end of the
day its their necks that are on the line, but…it’s best not to have too many illusions.
And if truth be known, Cubans also look on with a little - would it be going too far to
say – compassion? In the long run…will all this effort be worth it? Could something
good come of methods which have not yielded Cuba the promised results?
And, as was the case years before with the Russians, there is even a certain
grudge held towards the Venezuelans, spurred by the exceptional privileges accorded
them by the Cuban government - not infrequently at the expense of the Cubans.
Estaquio (51-year-old black male, ex-serviceman in the Angolan war,
stretcher-bearer): «It’s always the same old story here. The lights are on in the streets
but it’s pitch dark in our homes. What matters is the image we present to the world.
The people, on the other hand, only get a whiff of what’s cooking, as if to say: tighten
your belts and screw you! It’s all so we can look generous in the eyes of others,
because those who have the luxury of giving things away should have enough for
themselves, don’t you think? But look around you. Even though they tell us about
twenty times a day that we are a medical powerhouse, just look at the state of this
hospital. The walls are falling to bits, there’s a shortage of medicine…and maybe it is
because of the embargo, I won’t deny that. But what is definitely not a result of the
embargo is the lack of doctors! Every time we look for a specialist, where is he? In
Venezuela! And the Cuban patient, after having waited for three hours, is seen to by a
third-year medical student, Venezuelan or Bolivian, who finds it difficult understand
our expressions here. It’s not for nothing that there is a joke going round which says
that in Cuba, the best thing to be is a foreigner, even just Venezuelan will do…».
Yamisleanis (26-year-old white female with dark hair, optometrist, just returned
from a two-year internationalist mission in Barquisimeto): «Look, I’m in favor of the
missions, for solidarity reasons and all the rest. My parents are both doctors and
during the 1980s they went to Africa, to Guinea Bissau. They went through hell
because of the climate, the language and so on, but they came back with a few odds
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and ends and they allowed them to buy a Moskvicˇ, which is still the family car today.
Also, honestly, for a Cuban health worker, an internationalist mission is a godsend. I
brought back a microwave oven and a DVD player from Venezuela, which in Cuba I
wasn’t allowed to buy, shoes for my two daughters and a heap of stuff which in
foreign-currency shops you would have to pay an arm and a leg for - when they’re
available, that is. And you should see the amount of gifts they gave me! Down there, a
Cuban doctor is a god. I even had many offers to stay and I won’t say that I didn’t
think about it. Many of my female colleagues stayed on, although in private clinics
which didn’t inspire confidence in me. They’re earning good money. But you know how
it is. Chávez is making life difficult for Cubans who don’t come back… The best thing
is to marry a Venezuelan man, that way you avoid the problems».
Disinterested proletariat internationalism? Idealism apart, the majority of
Cubans know that a mission in Latin America brings material goods with it. And, if
you are not an artist or a Foreign Ministry official and you don’t have relatives who’ve
emigrated, these days it is one of the few opportunities for a Cuban to travel. It’s not
such a high price to pay: you just have to pretend you totally support the revolution
and be more or less competent in your job. Sure, in the end you can always recant…
but almost nobody does as it would mean drawing dangerous attention to yourself.
Many Cubans know or sense that Chávez’s government is paying Fidel a certain
amount for each of them in valuable currency which they will never see. But they feel
that the trip and the cheap goods they purchase compensate for this at least in part.
And so, the existence or otherwise of an unwritten agreement according to which «you
help me out with well-trained doctors and teachers and at cheaper prices than I would
be made to pay for similar specialists in a first world country, and I will sell you oil at
a favorable price or without tariffs in return».
Because no one can deny that, since Chávez has been sending Venezuelan crude
oil to Cuban refineries and thermoelectric power stations, the blackouts that were
previously daily occurrences have become increasingly infrequent. The antiquated
plants of the national electrical power grid are still at crisis point, but at least for now
they are not on the brink of collapsing definitively, as they seemed on the verge of
doing for a good part of the 1990s.
Even the gastronomic situation of Cubans has improved, thanks to the preserved
foods imported from Venezuela, particularly the (cheap albeit nearly always sold in
convertible currency) large cans of sardines which have often come to the rescue of
Cuban family lunches and dinners.
Of course, there is always another side to the coin. The brain-drain of
professionals to Venezuela has not only affected health but also education, the Cuban
government’s other star sector. The government has always groomed both of these
areas as its pride and joy to be flaunted in response to any accusation of violation of
human rights or of economic inefficiency. In reality, the best teachers are also sent to
the «sister nation», where they have repeated the accomplishment of the Cuban
Literacy Campaign of 1961 via the Misión Robinson. Their absence from Cuban
classrooms, added to the already critical shortage of trained educational staff (which
the desperate measure of the maestros emergentes, who were badly and hurriedly
trained, did not succeed in resolving), has led to a drastic deterioration of the Cuban
school system, previously admired with good reason for its excellence.
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Is it perhaps a case of one good turn deserving another? The Cubans go to
Venezuela waving the flag of cooperation, but thinking of DVD players and
microwaves. In exchange, the Venezuelans come to Cuba to study, get their eyes
operated on in centers set up for them by Misión Milagro, or simply as solidarity
tourists, to experience firsthand the virtues of the system they are adopting as a model.
And so it is that the Cubans, already accustomed to wealthy European and
Canadian tourism, have also become used to Venezuelan delegations in the last eight
years of an entirely different nature. With many of them, their indigenous or mestizo
ancestry is patently visible, while many others blend in with Cubans…until they open
their mouths, that is, and speak Spanish with their characteristic sing-song intonation
derided even by natives of the eastern part of Cuba, who are always laughed at in
Havana because they speak in a similar fashion and who are now overjoyed that the
butt of the linguistic joke has shifted towards the South American visitors.
There is an enterprising group of Cubans who are fed up with collective utopia
and are determined to improve their status, who are more or less on the boundaries of
socialist legality. Their modus operandi consists of plundering the pockets of tourists
in exchange for supposed Creole cuisine, rooms for rent and the sale of rum, cigars or
various souvenirs of dubious origin but at prices which undercut official ones. And,
above all, in exchange for sexual favors, a phenomenon which in the space of a few
years has given Cuba the reputation of being the Thailand of the Caribbean. These are
the jineteros and jineteras. For them, more than a mere nuisance, the penniless
Venezuelans constitute a veritable scourge, an almost complete waste of time. No
dollars. No euro. No business. And if they already found it painfully dull to have to put
up with the withered leftist speeches of European tourists who came to Cuba to indulge
in ideological nostalgia, enduring the tedious harangues of Venezuelans, inflated with
populist enthusiasm, goes beyond their limits of tolerance. Despite this, even the
Venezuelans have something that many Cubans wish for in these hard times: a foreign
passport, extendable to a spouse, which would allow them to emigrate or at least to
freely come and go from Cuba.
Efraín (jinetero, 24-year-old mulatto male with hair dyed blonde, bisexual, born
in an eastern province, has lived in Havana illegally since he was 8 years old): «Look,
we grew up dreaming of the blonde bombshells in European films, German and French
women, or feisty Italian brunettes. That is my ideal of a woman: curvy, well-endowed
and fair-skinned. It doesn’t matter if she doesn’t sway her hips like a Cuban girl. And,
most of all, she’s got to have loads of money. One starving person is enough, my friend.
But a Venezuelan girl? If only they were like the ones in the telenovelas. In the flesh,
they’re nearly all dwarves and olive-skinned, big tits with no hips. They look like
they’d be lousy in bed and, to add insult to injury, they’re penniless! Get lost! I keep
my distance…luckily they’re looking for whites. Seems like back home they already
have enough blacks and mulattos. Even if some of my friends have plucked up the
courage and married one…they’re just fucking their way to a passport. But you know
how it is: a Cuban who gets to Venezuela already has a foot in the door in the United
States. And that’s the place to go, brother. That’s where it’s at».
Amelia (22-year-old law student, blonde with green eyes, has been engaged to a
Venezuelan man for 15 months and is in her third month of pregnancy): «I won’t lie
and tell you that love makes you see everything differently. Carlos is podgy, plain, with
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hair that looks steel wool and he is so dark that, if he wasn’t a foreigner, my mother,
who could have been the president of her local Ku Klux Klan, would not have even let
him into the house. Before coming to study medicine in Cuba, he had never left his
small home town. He’s stubborn, very jealous and more chauvinistic than a Mexican
mariachi. But he’s also thoughtful, he makes me laugh with that intonation of his and
he loves me. That much is true. Plus, his family are well-to-do livestock breeders, they
know about our relationship and they can’t wait to meet me. I think they are on cloud
nine about the fact that their son is with a blonde girl who’s studying to be a lawyer
and, for that reason, since we’ve been together they’ve been sending him more money.
He obviously helps me, because at the moment the situation in Cuba is pretty bad. No,
I don’t see myself as a jinetera…it’s not just a relationship of convenience. There is
true love beneath it all and it’s your problem if you don’t want to believe that. I fell
pregnant to him and because he’s Catholic and doesn’t approve of abortion, I will keep
the baby. We will get married and go and live in Venezuela. My friends say that these
marriages with foreigners rarely work, but maybe that’s with Europeans. In my case,
we speak the same language, we have a lot in common and that’s an advantage, don’t
you think?».
Many Cubans view the privileges accorded to Venezuelans with irritation and
shame. Reserved hospital wings, a fleet of cars and coaches with Via libre and Misión
Milagro stickers that drive around day and night while public transport languishes,
and a myriad of buildings dedicated to housing them, when more than ever housing is
becoming scarcer in Cuba. Being a hospitable country and keeping up appearances
with the public and the international left has an economic price tag… and, sad but true,
Cubans are increasingly less willing to foot the bill.
But the pitcher will go to the well once too often. When in 1972, the sugar ration
received by every Cuban family was cut in order to support the Chilean Unidad
Popular government, few protested. When Allende died in the Palacio de la Moneda in
1973 and the ration was not restored to its previous level, there were already a few
timid voices that expressed their dissent, but no one took any notice of them. When the
Cuban Revolutionary Armed Forces responded to the appeal of the Angolan president
Agostinho Neto and went to Angola to help the MPLA in the civil war against UNITA
and the FPLA, who were supported by South Africa and the United States, it was
considered unpatriotic to even question the presence of Cuban troops in Africa. The
same happened when Cuban blood was spilt on the Ogaden front to save the Ethiopian
regime of Menghistu Hailé Mariam from a Somali invasion. But everyone breathed a
sigh of relief when, after the victory of Cuito Cuanavale and the electoral triumph of
Mandela in South Africa, the last Cuban soldiers were repatriated. The price for
internationalist generosity were thousands of dead, wounded and mutilated and
shellshock victims, who were scarcely rewarded with one or two worthless medals and
the meagre booty that they were allowed to bring back home.
When we gave away an entire sugar refinery to Nicaragua and resold to them a
good portion of the share of oil which COMECON had in turn sold to us at discounted
prices, several spoke up to say that it was an economic absurdity…but in Cuba, any
expert who dares point out that the triumphalist plans of political leaders might not be
physically achievable not only goes unheeded but is accused of being a
counterrevolutionary and a defeatist. This is well-demonstrated by the case of the
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«10-million tonne zafra» of 1970, which cost Arenal - a technocrat then in charge of
the now defunct central planning authority, Juceplan - his position for having insisted
that the project was a pipe-dream, even though Fidel had staked his political prestige
on the success of that enormous sugarcane harvest…which was then never achieved.
But now, the Commander-in-Chief and other leaders seem to have finally learnt
their lesson. Proletariat internationalism is all good and well…but the economy is
more important. So Chávez wants doctors, teachers and other skilled Cuban
technicians to train up his own? Well then he can pay for them with oil. And sardines
as tips. The pure capitalist law of supply and demand. A fair exchange and everyone’s
a socialist and content.
Will having oil and the people on his side, be enough for Chávez to govern and be
re-elected ad infinitum? Why not? Fidel has managed to stay at the helm of Cuba for
almost half a century…and without any oil. For the moment, the prospects seem rosy.
Hugo has already withstood a coup d’état. Cubans are used to seeing him on
television on his program Aló presidente or when he appears in person on the island to
chat with his friend Fidel or participate in some official ceremony, in camouflage
uniform and red beret, or in a shirt of the same color, or wearing a broad-brimmed hat
of the kind used on the Venezuelan prairies. Once he even dressed as a baseball player
to throw the first ball in a friendly match.
Even before the irreverent Fonomemecos, a Cuban comic trio living in Miami,
began imitating telephone calls between Chávez and Fidel in hilarious recordings that
have spread like wildfire in Cuba (illegally, of course), there were already a multitude
of jokes on the island about the Venezuelan president, making fun of his enormous ears,
his strange nasal intonation and his boorish split personality as a farmer and soldier.
And, naturally, the same was happening on the other side of the Florida Strait.
For instance, in a television program with a huge Cuban following both here and there,
La Mesa Retonta («The Idiot Table», a parody of the ideological roundtables or Las
Mesas Redondas in Spanish), in which famous comics in exile masterfully and
spitefully impersonate Fidel, Raúl Castro and other government personalities, the
Venezuelan president has often appeared, played however not by just one comedian, as
Fidel is, but rather by various actors who more or less imitate him well. Which makes
you think: it’s as if no one has yet managed to definitively capture the true essence of
Chávez.
An enthusiastic admirer of Fidel, will he follow in his footsteps to transform
Venezuela into a second improved Cuba with oil? Or will he choose the moderate-left
style of Lula, coming to terms with the «movers and shakers» of the Venezuelan
national bourgeoisie to avoid dangerous instability and a possible civil war? Time will
tell. And the Cubans, who quiver with uncertainty in the face of the news on Fidel’s
health, prefer not to make predictions.
Even now that the ex-cocalero leader Evo Morales drives the destiny of Bolivia
and waves of youths from the Andean nation are coming to study in Cuba, no one
dares stake much on the long-term continuity of relations with these countries. After
all, how long were the Russians, Hungarians, Czechs and Poles here? And where are
they now? The watchword seems to be to forget any dreams and concentrate on getting
by. Worse times will come, so it’s better to make the most of a present-day replete with
oil, sardines and Venezuelan girls eager to marry white and cultured Cubans.
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Speaking of which…my ping-pong trainer uncle ended up going to Caracas. He
introduced various promising athletes to the subtleties of top-ranking table
tennis…and he even married a middle-aged Venezuelan woman. After three years of
toing and froing between Havana and Caracas, the relationship ended, but there’s no
talk of divorce. Thanks to his wife, my uncle managed to get, if not the hoped-for
passport, at least the likewise sought-after PRE (Permit to reside abroad), with which
he can come and go from Cuba as he pleases. But he’ll lose it if he spends more than
11 consecutive months on the island. So, once a year, he scrapes together his savings,
puts on a brave face and goes to Caracas to see his ex, with whom he is still on
excellent terms. And many envy him, because it is always a form of insurance against
what might happen. He smiles and tells jokes like this one: «A Cuban coastguard
patrol boat stops a raft that is trying to land illegally on the island. Once the
passengers have been taken ashore, it is unexpectedly discovered that they are
Venezuelans. They interrogate them as to the reasons that have brought them this far
and the clandestine immigrants respond with conviction: “We’re running away from
Chávez and from socialism”. “So, to get away from socialism you’ve come running
headlong to Fidel’s homeland?” ask the Cuban coastguards laughing heartily. To
which the Venezuelans answer straightfacedly: “You bet your life! Over here, you’re
almost done with socialism…but back home, we’re only just beginning!”».
Translation by John Mifsud
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DAILY LIFE IN VENEZUELA UNDER CHÁVEZ
by Manuel CABALLERO
Venezuelans live in a state of permanent tension, while huge oil revenues are thrown in
senseless projects under the direct control of the President. The “barracks logic” and
the militarist slogans. The “Bolibourgeoisie”.

I

N VENEZUELA’S 1998 PRESIDENTIAL

elections, a political movement similar to what in 1930s Germany came to be known
as the “great Fascist coalition,” raised to power a Lieutenant Colonel who six years
earlier had failed to bring down a legal government by the force of arms. Hugo Chávez,
with a struggle-against-corruption banner, managed to attract not only the most
marginalized sectors of society but also a middle class impoverished by inflation, as
well as the mass media and some remnants of the extreme political left that had been
defeated in the 1960s. Eight years later, thanks to plebiscitary elections whose fairness
has been repeatedly questioned, Chávez has managed to firmly establish his power and
now no longer hides his intent to keep the presidency for life.
Under these circumstances, what is the everyday life of a Venezuelan citizen on
the streets like? We will try to answer this question by stressing the three most
conspicuous aspects of Venezuelan daily life in present times: its social and political
edginess, squandering of oil wealth, and cult of personality of the ruler.

A society on the edge
When one goes out on the streets, the first thing one notices in all the faces, in all
the attitudes, is a great tension. Maybe it is not entirely correct to say that this tension
is perceived on the streets: it is also present inside each home, thanks to the President’s
omnipresence in the media and the division he has caused in the very heart of families.
What is the origin of this tension? It would of course be childish, but above all
misleading to attribute it to a single cause. It has existed always, in a latent state, in
Venezuela as in any other society.
And in particular in one as rapidly urbanized as Venezuelan society, which in little
more than half a century went from being a rural country to a country in which more
than 90% of its inhabitants live in cities, and which, in just one century, went from a
population of less than 3 million to 26 million inhabitants. The gap between the richest
and poorest has widened with oil wealth, but above all urban overcrowding has made
it more evident, more exponential. Add to this the problems common to big cities: the
aggressiveness, lack of security, pollution and filth.
These are problems that Venezuelan society has been dragging along for a long
time. But from the moment of Chávez’s ascent to power an element new to the
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Venezuelan 20th century arrived on the scene. While all governments, good or bad,
dictatorial or democratic, played the peace card, sought to control tensions by means
of terror or a social policy whose success depended on the fluctuations of oil revenues,
Chávez has decided to take a different path – the path of war.
This instinct stems from his military education and was first put into practice with
his failed February 4, 1992, putsch. For a military man there are no adversaries but
only enemies. There are no discussions but only “I order and command.” This is the
base upon which Lieutenant Colonel Hugo Chávez’s government action has been built.
And each day that goes by he abandons more and more the title of “President Chávez,”
and prefers to be called “Comandante Chávez.”
Chávez has developed his war strategy by transforming his political adversaries
into enemies of the people and the fatherland, from the very beginning putting to use
three weapons: vulgar language, physical aggression, and provocation pure and
simple.
Venezuela has had, in almost two centuries of republican history, not a few rulers
who came from the least cultivated social ranks and from the military hierarchy who
never attended an academy, either military or of any other kind. However, Venezuelans
had never heard a ruler use the amount of vulgarities and insults directed at whomever
opposed him or even slightly disagreed with some of his actions.
In this manner, before eventually dissolving the Supreme Court of Justice, Chávez
accused it, with an excremental metaphor, of having made “a dump” of things. He
also advised the owners of print media to make a roll out of their publications and
“thrust them in” where one can imagine. He recommended the use of Viagra to those
of his rivals who were calling for a strike, and, in multiple attacks of hysteria, he called
the secretary general of the OAS a “poltroon” (pendejo), the Peruvian president a thief,
and the United States president a drunkard.
In short, the examples are abundant. However, it should not be believed that this
is only about bad manners. The use of that kind of filthy language against those who
oppose him has a single objective: to avoid discussion, to substitute an insult that
could provoke a similar response for a debate of ideas.
Secondly, that kind of language serves to incite his henchmen who, organized in
the so-called “Bolivarian Groups” (Círculos Bolivarianos) that are very similar to the
Fascist fasci di combattimento, not only do not limit themselves to the use of insulting
language but also use the cudgel with impunity and the revolver as an argument.
When some of those groups get out of hand, they are justified as spontaneous outbursts
of the “people.”
Finally, the provocation. Chávez himself confessed that he had deliberately
provoked a crisis in the petroleum industry by firing its managers in order to put an
end to its “meritocracy” and in this way unleash a strike in the industry that allowed
him to fire 20,000 employees – in what perhaps was the biggest layoff in the world’s
industrial history – replace them with military and inept henchmen, and in this way
turn the national industry into the “petty cash box” of the government party.
The result of all this is that Venezuela lives in a climate of ‘edginess’ like that
which is felt in countries on the verge of civil war. There are areas in Caracas where
not only renowned opponents but also any person whose clothes reveal an “oligarch”
(one of Chávez’s favorite insults) cannot walk without being insulted and occasionally
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physically attacked. Incidentally, the first victims of this kind of aggression are not the
rich or well dressed but the reporters of independent, unofficial media, accused for this
reason of being conspirators, golpistas or terrorists.

The false oil opulence
Machiavelli postulated that we are masters of half of our actions, but that Fortune
is the arbiter of the other half. In the case of Chávez, Fortune seems to command the
totality of his acts. At the moment he got to power with the confessed intention to
remain in it for life, Fortune gave him two gifts that have allowed him to establish and
extend to the limit his power and, on the other hand, to become the icon of the
so-called altermondistas. One of those gifts was the ascent to power of George Bush Jr.
in the United States, one of the most unpopular rulers who have been known outside
the borders of that country. That has allowed him to receive the applause of persons for
whom any attack, however superficial and hypocritical, against the United States, can
cleanse a ruler of the stain of authoritarianism or genocide. If Pinochet had employed
such language, he would perhaps today be one of the idols of leftist radicalism, as is
the case with Islamic fundamentalists.
In the case of Chávez, his anti-American rhetoric has much of hypocrisy. As was
once pointed out by Alan García, now president of Perú, Chávez is opposed to other
countries’ adherence to free-trade agreements with the United States, yet Venezuela
itself has one for its oil exports. Venezuela has not for one moment ceased to provide
oil to a government that Chávez accuses daily of wanting to invade him…with
weapons of war that would then be set in motion with Venezuelan oil. Not even
Chávez himself believes these denunciations, which have as their only object to create
a distraction in Venezuela to conceal the failures of his domestic policies. And for his
part, Bush, regardless of how dull-witted he may be, in his dealings with Venezuela
has shown exemplary acumen: as long as Venezuelan oil keeps coming in, he has not
shown the least interest in fighting with the Venezuelan president.
However, to mention oil takes us to the other gift Fortune has bestowed on
Chávez: ever since the Yom Kippur war made it a fundamental weapon of economic
and political warfare, oil prices have increased enormously, tempered by some
temporary decreases.
Venezuela has profited from what has been known, to use a Biblical metaphor, as
the “years of fat cows,” when the first steep rise in oil prices created an illusion of
prosperity during which it was thought that the country would jump from the Third to
the First World. But that illusion did not last and in 1983 there was a collapse: it was
what came to be called “Black Friday,” when the drop in oil prices combined with a
foreign debt crisis. What had come to be known as “the Saudi Venezuela” found itself
from one day to the next contending with two monsters that, unlike the rest of Latin
America, it had not previously known: inflation and currency devaluation.
At that time, everybody bitterly criticized the governments that in 1973 and 1981
had wasted their respective historical opportunities by squandering the revenue that
had come from oil. Hugo Chávez, too, used that argument in the propaganda that
helped him win the elections of 1998. The moment he rose to power there was once
again an increase in oil prices that brought in more revenue for the country than the
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entire oil revenues of the previous forty years. The age of the “fat cows” was back, and
this time longer and richer.
However, instead of adopting a policy different from the one he had repeatedly
criticized, the new Venezuelan ruler followed the same path, magnifying to the
extreme its worst characteristics. This can be easily perceived in at least three areas:
the squandering of the new riches, corruption and clientelism.
Concerning the first, Chávez has eliminated the controls that democratic
governments had established over more than half a century in order to tackle the
scourge of corruption. Indeed, that is how two of the most respected institutions of the
country, the Comptroller General of the Republic and the Central Bank of Venezuela
were created in the late 1930s. But there is more: the first Constitution of the Republic
of Venezuela (from the time of its separation from the three-nation republic known as
“Colombia”, created and presided over by the Libertador Simón Bolívar) had
suppressed military (as well as ecclesiastical) privilege and had put the army under the
control of the civil government. And yet, for the first time in its history, a republican
constitution now reestablishes military privilege, in particular in relation to the control
of the country’s finances.
Above all, there is no longer any control over the expenses of the President of the
Republic. It is now customary for him to have at his disposal multi-million sums of
money to allocate to some program invented by chance during his Sunday
improvisations in a television show. It is in this manner his ministers find out what in
any other country would be the culmination of a long process of study and deliberation
and which each minister would have followed in the most minute detail.
Surprisingly, Chávez pulls out from under the mattress “a little billion” to allocate
to this or that program of whose existence nobody knew until that moment. Even
though the presidential airplane is an expensive toy copied from Arab sheiks and his
wardrobe, according to his own confession, contains “more than a hundred suits”
tailored by famous European firms, nobody has accused him personally of
embezzlement. However, his family has enriched itself without any shame whatsoever,
in particular in his birthplace, where his father is governor and his brothers manage on
a whim the policies, and above all the finances, of the region.
In a country that has access to such great and unexpected wealth, and where the
government has unfastened all of the bolts of institutional control, it would be an
anomaly if there were no corruption. A case-by-case reckoning of embezzlement
would be a never-ending task. This can be seen in its two most prominent
manifestations: the sudden wealth of the self-proclaimed “revolutionaries,” and what
can be called the democratization of corruption by way of clientelism.
Concerning the first, while the president entreats the people to make a vow of
poverty (“to be rich is bad” are his literal words), his henchmen of the nomenclature
have no qualms in showing off the trappings of their recently acquired wealth: the
millionaire mansions, the cars and luxury wardrobes, the trips to Miami – the paradise
of the nouveaux riches – are only the external and perhaps the least important
manifestations of the “Bolivarian” corruption. The most significant sign has been the
creation of a new class that results from the symbiosis between the contractors and
government bureaucrats, the so-called “Bolibourgeoisie,” a contraction of “Bolivarian”
and “bourgeoisie.”
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The corruption of governing elites happens everywhere and in all regimes, and
sound institutional control can combat it with some efficacy. But in the Venezuelan
case a much more pernicious phenomenon is taking place, because it is more difficult
to eradicate, even in the case of a change of government. It is the democratization of
corruption by way of clientelism. This is not an invention of Chávez, either: he has not
done more than magnify it and above all personalize it. That is, if at one time the
beneficiary of an act of corruption was obligated to the party that protected him from
punishment, now he is obligated to the person of Hugo Chávez Frías. However, this
aspect will be further developed below in the third part of this essay. For now, what we
are interested in pointing out are the two most prominent manifestations of this
phenomenon. The first is the development of a policy destined to destroy private
initiative in the economy, not only through the nationalization of some of the older and
more effective companies (like the utility company Electricidad de Caracas and
Telefónica), but also by policies of restrictions and regulations that have scared away
both domestic and foreign investment.
Secondly, as a consequence of this, thousands of companies have closed and the
jobs they provided have thus been lost. In any country, a similar recession – and even
more so if it is provoked – would result in protests and social upheaval. But in
Venezuela, the government possesses a fat mattress, made of billions of petrodollars
that literally burst out of its portfolio, to soften the blows that in any other economy
would prove lethal. Doling out a pile of money, the like of which has not been seen in
the country before, Chávez has achieved two objectives: on the one hand, in
destroying private enterprise he has eliminated a possible locus of opposition. On the
other hand, he is succeeding in making all workers dependent on a single employer,
the state and, ultimately, on the government, as will be shown in what follows.
Following in the footsteps of Argentinian peronismo, Chávez’s social policy has
been reduced to the social handouts of Evita Perón. Chávez does not care about the
creation of stable jobs but the subjection of workers to his person through the
umbilical cord of state subsidies. Indeed, this is the sense of the so-called “missions,”
whose very name evokes Christian charity.

“At your service, Comandante!”
All this leads directly to what is the very essence of Chavista domination:
personality cult. Piero Gobetti observed in 1924 that Mussolini-ism was worse than
Fascism because it confirmed Italians’ sycophancy, a limited sense of responsibility,
and a habit of awaiting salvation from a domineering Duce to whom they had
entrusted their destiny. The same could be said of Venezuelan Chavismo, however
much it attempts to clothe itself in a nonsensical “socialism of the 21st century.”
At the bottom of every Venezuelan lie five centuries of authoritarianism, nostalgia
for the maternal womb, Messianism. Lieutenant Colonel Chávez has sowed his
discourse on that fertile soil. And he did it by way of a reckless cult of his personality.
Chávez’s cult of personality has had an ally that neither Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin
or Mao Tse Tung could count on: the impetuous development of the mass media, in
particular television. At the beginning of these reflections we said that anybody
going out into the streets, and even inside the home, could sense a great tension, an
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evident edginess. The other thing that one can perceive is the presence of Chávez in
the role of the Orwellian Big Brother.
There is not one street, advertisement poster, or public office building where
Chávez does not appear in the most varied demeanors and the most ridiculous of
outfits: Chávez the soldier, Chávez driving a tractor, Chávez haranguing the masses,
Chávez instructing a little girl (usually his own) and consoling a little old lady who
reminds him of his own good grandmother who protected him from his wicked mother.
The extreme of ridicule is in a mural on Bolívar Avenue: at the very peak of Caracas
dog days, Chávez is shown sporting Russian hat and coat, imitating the demeanor of
Lenin haranguing the Soviets. Even the most insignificant sewer lid repair is not an
obligation fulfilled by the municipal council but “a gift” from Chávez.
The second limb of the monster that is crushing Venezuela is militarism.
Speaking of this, one tends to think that one is referring to the complete usurpation of
state powers by the armed forces, to the fact that men in uniform hold every lever of
the administrative machinery, that these men have become, as one of their adulators
has said, “first class citizens” – reducing civilians to the pitiful condition of “second
class citizens”. No: that would make the current regime a simple military dictatorship,
a sequel to the tyranny of Marcos Pérez Jiménez. The actual meaning of this reference
to militarism is explained in an announcement made by Chávez more than ten years
ago, in his presidential campaign, to a group of army reserves. (In Venezuela,
reservistas are the young adults who have finished their military service, and who
remain “in reserve” for any contingency.) Chávez back then said that he wanted to
raise the number of active reserves to one million. But in the entire history of
Venezuela, counting all soldiers alive and dead in all the wars, including Independence
and the Federation, there have never been one million soldiers dressed in uniform.
So, where was Chávez going to find a million soldiers to put under his direct
command? There was only one answer: by militarizing society, transforming all of
Venezuela into an immense garrison. As he said at the time in an interview with El
País of Spain, “a whole people was ready to take orders” An analysis of that phrase led
the writer Alex Grijelmo, one of the editors of the Style Manual of the newspaper and
a member of the Language Academy, to discover the true essence of the speaker: they
were “at the beck and call”…of a military man!
Therefore militarism in this sense is not the strengthening of the armed forces as
an institution of the state but rather their dissolution into a sea of armed “reservistas”
at the exclusive beck and call of the sole leader. In this manner, militarism is the basis
for the deification of the Supreme Leader. It is no coincidence that in all public acts, in
all military parades, in all congresses, even in the smallest of inauguration ceremonies
for a new neighborhood walkway, Chavistas have abandoned the more political
slogans or even the semi-religious allusions to the God-Liberator, and a single cry is
heard today coming from all throats, “At your service, comandante!”
Translation by Arcelia Rodriguez
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by Christopher DUNN

Birth and evolution of Brazil’s main artistic avant-garde, metaphor of the country’s
eclectic identity and of the unresolved relation between ordem and progresso. The
suggestions of concretism. The rhythms of musica popular brasileira. The course of
Brasilia, from progressive utopia to symbol of the military regime.

1

A

NY DISCUSSION ABOUT TROPICÁLIA

must reference the sense of crisis lies that at the core of the extraordinary surge of
invention and innovation in Brazilian artistic production at the end of 1960s. The
protagonists of this creative flowering became young adults in the late 50s and early
60s, during a period of great optimism buttressed by the idea that artists had a central
role to play in the forging of a democratic, socially just, and modern nation.
The tropicalists were informed by a rich avant-garde tradition in Brazil dating
from the 1920s and revived in the 1950s by poets and artists identified with
international constructivist currents in art, architecture, music, and poetry. Yet they
began their professional careers precisely at the moment when Brazil’s experiment in
democracy (1945-64) was eclipsed by a military coup, which installed an authoritarian
regime that was committed to a radically different model of modernization and
development. They worked within a context of official political violence, but also in
relation to intense debates within the left about the most appropriate and effective
political and cultural responses to authoritarian rule.
Tropicália is best understood not as a formal movement as such, but rather as a
“moment” marked by a confluence of watershed events, productions, and happenings
that took place in several artistic fields during the period 1967-1968. It involved in an
exchange of ideas among artists in different fields, but these events were also framed
interventions within their respective fields, all with very different relations to the
culture industry, the public, and the state. I will focus here on two fields – popular
music and visual arts – that sustained an especially rich dialogue.
This moment coincided with an intensification of protests, led by students and
other progressive sectors of civil society, labor activism and mass strikes, and finally,
the emergence of an armed urban guerilla movement. The termination of this moment
is clearly demarcated – December 13, 1968 – when the regime established blanket
censorship, suspended habeas corpus, and dissolved congress under the fifth of a series
of institutional acts (AI-5), which empowered the so-called linha dura of the generals.
2. As in much of Latin America during the post-war years, the modern project was
imagined as a combination of technological modernization and infrastructural
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development, but also social progress, political democratization, and cultural
expression. In many ways Brazil stands out in the 1950s for remarkable cultural
achievements that were understood at the time to be indicators of national progress.
The musician Tom Zé, who later took part in the tropicalist movement, once remarked
that Brazil went from being an exporter of raw material — coffee – to being an
exporter of art almost overnight with the arrival of bossa nova.1 With sophisticated
harmonies informed by cool jazz and romantic lyrics meditating on love and nature,
bossa nova announce a distinctively Brazilian cultural modernity, at once
cosmopolitan and rooted in the tradition of samba. The style was linked to a period of
optimism associated with presidency of Juscelino Kubitschek, a populist committed to
a program of national development, most dramatically symbolized by the rapid
construction of the modernist capital, Brasília.
São Paulo was at that time important site of international constructivism (and the
most active in the Americas) centered around concrete poetry, which was articulated as
a neo-avantgarde from the periphery. In their manfesto nova poesia: concreta they
proposed an idea of poetry as a “useful object” with a “spatial-temporal structure.”
Concrete poetry may also be understood — like Brasília and bossa nova – within the
logic of national developmentalism. Contemporary visual arts also flourished in the
fifties with the founding of the Museum of Modern Art in São Paulo (1947), the Bienal
of São Paulo (1951), and the emergence of a group of non-figurative, geometric artists
that coalesced under the banner of concretism and collaborated with the concrete
poets.
By the end of the decade, however, the concretist avant-garde had come under
attack by artists and critics who found its aesthetic project, with its austere rationality
and formalism, disconnected to what was then referred to as realidade nacional, the
totality of social, economic, and cultural relations in a largely poor, underdeveloped
nation. In Rio de Janeiro, a neo-concretist movement emerged, rejecting the rigid
formalism of orthodox concretism. There was a parallel critique of bossa nova in the
early sixties, although in different terms, by artists who were early bossa nova
enthusiasts, but were troubled by its failure to address social problems. Young urban
middle-class musicians, many of them university students, increasingly sought ways to
achieve a more rustic, folksy sound by appropriating elements of urban samba and
popular music from the impoverished rural northeast. This tendency in popular music
coincided with the Cinema Novo of Nelson Pereira dos Santos and Glauber Rocha,
and with a new nationalist theater, epitomized by the Teatro Arena under the direction
of Augusto Boal.
In the early 1960s, a culture of left-wing nationalism flourished under the
government of João Goulart, who actively courted support from increasingly
radicalized sectors of urban labor and student groups. This period saw the emergence
and rapid expansion of the CPC (Centros Populares de Cultura) oriented by the
Brazilian Communist Party, which exhorted artists and intellectuals to serve as a
revolutionary vanguard whose principle task was to raise consciousness among urban
workers and rural peasants. The CPC embraced the ideas “participation” and “popular
revolutionary art” outlined by the cultural theorists Carlos Estevam who eschewed
1

See his song “Vaia de bêbado não vale,” Imprensa Cantada. Trama, 2003.
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formal experimentation, identified with the concretist avant-garde, in favor of
discursive clarity and simplicity. 2 The concretists typically responded by quoting
Maiakovsky’s maxim: “without revolutionary form, there is no revolutionary art,”
which became a sort of refrain in their manifestos and critical essays. The turn
toward a vocabulary of anti-imperialist cultural nationalism and popular revolution
became more urgent following the military coup of April 1964, which brought to
power a right-wing authoritarian regime allied with the United States.
In popular music conflicts over artistic practice were particularly acute and
well-publicized in part due to the field’s unique dependence on a consuming public.
The consolidation of military rule coincided with the popular success of a homegrown
rock and roll phenomena dubbed iê-iê-iê and led by the telegenic crooner Roberto
Carlos and featuring other performers identified collectively as the Jovem Guarda. In
the mid-1960s, the electric guitar was a potent cultural symbol, signifying for many an
exciting and modern international youth culture and for others a weapon of cultural
imperialism.
This period also saw the dramatic expansion of television, underwritten and
promoted by the military regime, and the massive success of televised music festivals
hosted by TV Record in São Paulo and TV Globo in Rio de Janeiro. These festivals
were crucial in forging a new socio-aesthetic category of popular music coalescing
under the rubric of Música Popular Brasileira, or simply MPB. Stylistically, MPB
was defined more by what it was not than by what it was. It was not rock, associated
with an imported fad, nor was it traditional popular music most typically identified
with urban samba or with various regional forms. It was, instead, a hybrid category
that emerged from post-bossa nova sensibilities, yet attendant to aesthetic values and
social concerns linked to a national-popular imaginary.
The group of musicians — known as the grupo baiano – that would later launch
the Tropicalist revolution in popular music identified with MPB, yet maintained an
ambivalent attitude toward the ideological apparatus that had formed around it. By the
mid 1960s, a certain ideology of bom gosto, or “good taste,” permeated MPB both in
its jazz-bossa stylizations and in its more strident post-bossa folk-protest
manifestations. Unlike bossa nova, the music of Tropicália cannot be defined in terms
of style or form, but rather, by a set of strategies or approaches to music-making
characterized by various forms of cannibalization, including parody, pastiche, and
quotation.
Veloso has compared the Tropicalist approach to music to the contemporary
practice of sampling, combining “ready mades” from a wide range of sounds,
including traditional sambas and marchas, bossa nova, bolero, mambo, and rock.3
The Tropicalists were engaged in a sort of archaeology of Brazilian song
traditions, while also subverting reigning notions of “good taste” among middle-class
artists, critics, and consumers. They were interested, above all, in the phenomenon of
“pop music” and its relation to youth culture, consumer society, and musical tradition.
At the same time they forged a productive relationship with the Música Nova group,
the São Paulo-based musical avant-garde allied with the concrete poets. Several of the
2
3

Carlos Estevam, A questão da cultural popular, Rio de Janeiro, Ed. Tempo Brasileiro, 1962.
Caetano Veloso, Verdade Tropical. São Paulo: Campanhia das Letras, 1997, 168.
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leading members had become disillusioned with música erudita, began working in the
realm of commercial music, and sought collaboration with popular musicians.
3. In their musical project, the Tropicalists found theoretical support in antropofagia
(cultural cannibalism), first formulated and articulated by modernist provocateur
Oswald de Andrade in his “Cannibalist Manifesto” (1928). They had been introduced
to the work of Oswald by the Concrete poet Augusto de Campos, who, together with
his brother, Haroldo, and Décio Pignatari, were then reediting his works and reviving
his critical and poetic legacy. For Oswald de Andrade, the metaphor of cannibalism,
inspired by coastal Indians known to devour their captive enemies, including
Portuguese colonizers, provided a model for cultural production that was neither
subservient to metropolitan trends in Europe nor defensive or narrowly nationalistic.
Cannibalism was also a necessary corrective to essentialist, ahistorical notions of
“Brazilianness” as imagined by some of the more nationalistic modernists aligned with
the Verde-Amarelo Group. For the Tropicalists forty years later, the idea of
cannibalism provided a model for their re-readings of the tradition of Brazilian song in
light of contemporary developments in international pop. As Veloso has remarked,
“The idea of cultural cannibalism fit us like a glove. We were eating the Beatles and
Jimi Hendrix.”4
The tropicalist phenomenon extended beyond popular music. The very name of
the movement came from Hélio Oiticica’s “Tropicália,” first shown at the 1967 Nova
Objetividade Brasileira exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art in Rio de Janeiro. A
spirit of openness and generosity informed the exhibit, conceived and organized by
Oiticica, who welcomed various tendencies within the Brazilian avant-garde, unified
under a set of broad principles: 1) general constructive will; 2) negation of the canvas,
privileging of the object; 3) participation of the spectator; 4) position-taking in relation
to political, social, and ethical problems; 5) collective action 6) move toward “anti-art”
in which the artist would be a “proposer of practices.”
Oiticica began his career in the 1950s as a young constructivist, influenced
especially by Piet Mondrian’s studies of color and space, and later joined the
neo-concretist group in Rio, led by poet Ferreira Gullar and artists Lygia Clark and
Ligia Pape, whose project called for the active participation of the spectator, tactile
manipulation of objects, and other sensory experiences. His work took a radical turn in
the early 1960s when he went to live in the favela Mangueira, home to one of Rio’s
most famous samba schools. He began developing a series of environmental projects
that effaced the traditional, contemplative role for spectators, requiring them to interact
with the work as active participants. His parangolés, for example, which were
multi-layered capes (some inscribed with slogans like “Of adversity we live,” “I am
possessed,” and “I embody revolt”) to be worn by spectator-participants. It marked an
early attempt to redefine the notion of “participation” in artistic practice, away from
top-down agit-prop and toward vivência, or lived experience. In this sense Oiticica
sought to reclaim a primary intention of the historic avant-garde to abolishing the
difference between art and everyday life.
“Tropicália” was Oiticica’s first ambiente or “environment,” featuring two
4

Ibid, 247.
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penetráveis, which were structures that recalled the vernacular architecture of the
favelas. He claimed that it was “the very first conscious, objective attempt to impose
an obviously Brazilian image upon the current context of the avant-garde…”5 The
installation featured stereotypical references to Brazil—shanty-like structures, plants,
live parrots— but the work challenges any easy notions of “Brazilianness”. The
smaller of the two penetrables, for example, is inscribed with the words Pureza é um
mito, a pointed reference to a hybrid, syncretic cultural context. The larger penetrable
is a maze-like structure that leads the participant through a dark passage to a
functioning television set. It may seem like a rather banal gesture today, but it was
the first time televised images—then expanding to the favelas—were used in Brazilian
art. Oiticica claimed that “Tropicália” was the “most cannibalistic work in Brazilian
art” in that the participant was to be “devoured” by media images.
Although not directly inspired by Oiticica’s installation, Caetano Veloso
subsequently composed a song, later given the title “Tropicália,” which became one of
the song-manfestos of tropicalist music. Celso Favaretto has called attention to the
“environmental character and kind of constructivism that is common to both” that
bring together “experimentation and cultural critique.” 6 The two works are
comparable in how they use architectural structures to allegorize Brazil’s uneven
modernity. While Oiticica suggests this by way of the vernacular architecture of the
favelas, Veloso’s song foregrounds Brasília, the modernist capital inaugurated in 1960
which was the most celebrated achievement of the national modernization program
that became the political and administrative center of the military regime. “Tropicália”
alludes to Brasília’s recent history, from utopian monument to high modernist
architecture to the bureaucratic center authoritarian power.
Several years ago, in my first interview with Veloso he provided me with this
reading of the song:
It was an image of great irony, a more or less unconscious expression of what it
was like to be in Brazil and be Brazilian at that time: you’d think of Brasília, of the
planalto central (central high plains) and you’d expect to derive a certain feeling of
pride from the architecture, and yet it was not at all like that. The feeling was more like
“What a monstrosity!” And this is because Brasília was built and soon after the
dictatorship came, and so Brasília remained there as a center of this dictatorship.7
The song opens with a parodic reference to the Carta de Pero Vaz Caminha, the
first letter to the King of Portugal announcing the “discovery” of Brazil in 1500:
Sobre a cabeça os aviões
Sob os meus pés os caminhões
Aponta contra os chapadões
Meu nariz
Eu organizo o movimento
Eu oriento o carnaval

Overhead the airplanes
Underfoot the trucks
Pointing across the plateaus
My nose
I organize the movement
I direct the carnival

Hélio Oiticica, “Tropicália” in Tropicália: A Revolution in Brazilian Culture. Edited by Carlos
Basualdo. São Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 2005, 239-41.
6 Celso Favaretto, “Tropicália: The Explosion of the Obvious” in Basualdo, 96.
7 Christopher Dunn, “The Tropicalista Rebellion: A Conversation with Caetano Veloso,” Transition
70 (Summer 1996), 130-31.
5
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I inaugurate the monument
In the Central Highlands of the Country
Long live the Bossa-sa-sa
Long live the grass huts, huts, huts,

The juxtaposition of references to modern and archaic elements in Brazilian
society provides the basic structure for the song: Bossa, the urbane popular music
associated with modernity, urbanity, and development rhymes with palhoça, the mud
huts that housed millions of rural poor.
If the first verse provides a basic structure that juxtaposes modernity and abject
poverty, the final verse refers in ironic fashion to the field of Brazilian popular music
itself: Elis Regina’s popular TV program “Fino da Bossa,” Roberto Carlos’s hit song
“Que tudo mais vá pro inferno” and his line of men’s clothing, Chico Buarque’s “A
Banda”, and finally samba stylist and Hollywood icon Carmen Miranda-da-da-da.
Domingo é o fino da bossa
Segunda-feira está na fossa
Terça-feira vai à roça
Porém
O monumento é bem moderno
Não disse nada do
modelo do meu terno
Que tudo mais vá pro inferno
Meu bem
Viva a banda-da-da
Viva Carmen Miranda-da-da

Sunday is the best of bossa
Monday you have the blues
Tuesday goes to the country
Nevertheless
The monument is very modern
It doesn't say anything about
the style of my suit
May everything go to hell
My dear
Long live the band, band, band
Long live Carmen Miranda-da-da

The final line locates Tropicália within a broader history of avant-garde art,
specifically Dada, which more than any other avant-garde movement questioned the
status of the “art object” as such and the institutional structures that sustained it. Yet in
some ways the final stanza approximates more closely a Pop aesthetic, not just in the
sense that it is a pop song, but also in the way that it forms a collage-like inventory of
objects and icons of mass culture. Veloso has noted that during the period that he was
formulating tropicalist songs he found inspiration at 1967 Biennal in São Paulo, which
featured the work of US and British Pop Artists. Veloso has explained that citing
Carmen Miranda at the end of the song was akin to Andy Warhol painting a Campbell
soup can, although Carmen was a much more loaded cultural referent, associated at the
time with pre-bossa nova samba, a certain notion of kitsch or bad taste, and
exploitation by North American culture industry.8
It is possible to speak of Brazilian articulation of Pop Art, although the
expression was not embraced explicitly and its leading exponents made a point of
highlighting its differences to North American Pop Art. Several Brazilian artists
worked within its basic framework, working with visual references to urban popular
culture, everyday objects, newspaper photos, comic, and mass media icons generated
8
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by an expanding image-driven culture industry. The Pop-Tropicalist articulations
found expression mostly through references to kitsch such as in Rubens Gerchman’s O
rei do mau gosto (1966), shown at the Nova Objetividade exhibit in 1967.
Gerchman’s Lindonéia, a Gioconda dos Subúrbios (1966) features a flat,
two-demensional portrait, seemingly lifted from the crime pages of the popular press,
of a working-class woman from the urban periphery, a victim of seemingly anonymous
violence within the context of police surveillance and political repression. Unlike
Veloso’s coincidental musical dialogue with Oiticica’s “Tropicália,” Veloso’s song
Lindonéia was a direct reading of Gerchman’s portrait, recorded by bossa nova singer
Nara Leão and featured on the tropicalist concept album of 1968. Set to a bolero, the
post-war Cuban music that was very popular throughout Latin America in the fifties
and sixties especially among urban working and middle classes, but regarded as
unbearably melodramatic and dated by the partisans of bossa nova. It was this dated,
“low-brow” dimension of Brazilian urban popular culture that interested Veloso and
would become an important dimension of the tropicalist project.
By the summer of 1968, when the tropicalist phenomenon was first described in
the press and marketed as distinct “movement” and style, it was precisely this notion
of “tropical kitsch” that was referenced, mostly in ironic fashion. Journalist and
composer Nelson Motta wrote a newspaper article titled “The Tropicalist Crusade” in
which he defined “Tropicalismo” as a movement that “accepts everything that tropical
life has to offer—without prejudices on the aesthetic level, without hesitations about
bad taste and kitsch…”9 Motta proposed a party to launch the movement, described its
sartorial style, and discussed its artistic vision, which basically involved the revival of
dated “low-brow” popular music and art from the previous generation. Perhaps most
interesting is Motta’s description of a “tropicalist philosophy,” which recycled, with
obvious irony and distance, reactionary ideology of a conservative middle class—the
same middle class that took the streets in 1964 in support of the military coup. This
tongue-in-cheek celebration tropical kitsch, which I associate with the Pop image, was
an anathema to Oiticica’s project and he complained in a letter to critic Guy Brett
about the “glorification of the bananas.” Yet it was central to the tropicalists political
project. The tropicalists deployed dated or kitsch material as way to allude to the
ascension of conservative forces in Brazilian society.
In one of the early critical essays about Tropicália, Roberto Schwarz noted that
the military coup had revived archaic social forces and conservative cultural values,
even as military and civilian technocrats were modernizing the country by integrating
it into the international economy. He was the first among several to propose that the
tropicalists had revived allegorical representation in Brazil, which was activated by
subjecting an inventory of archaic or anachronistic cultural emblems to the “white
light of ultramodernity.” He argued that in its most ironic manifestations Tropicália
could “capture the hardest and most difficult contradictions of the present intellectual
production,” but ultimately rejected the tropicalists for positing an “atemporal idea of
Brazil” in which its historical contradictions—between modern technology and
crushing underdevelopment, between fabulous wealth and abject poverty—were not
understood dialectically as a problem to be overcome, but rather as a constituent
9

See Nelson Motta, “A cruzada tropicalista,” Ultima hora, Feb. 5, 1968.
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feature of national character, sometimes humorous, sometimes melancholic, but
always inescapable. 10 Schwarz’s reading is excellent, but he draws the wrong
implications in the end. Where Schwarz called for dialectical clarity and purpose, the
tropicalists offered up a kaleidoscopic inventory of fragments from popular culture and
quotidian life under authoritarian rule, exploring the indeterminacy of meaning or
demanding the production of meaning from listeners or viewers.
Tropicália was the cultural logic of conservative modernization, a model of
economic growth embraced by the military government, based on heavy foreign
investment and the rapid development of industry and mass communication
underwritten by social austerity measures and repressive force. I don’t mean to suggest
that the tropicalists endorsed conservative modernization as some critics have
suggested. It simply means that they were uniquely attuned to the structural changes
brought on by the military regime, its development program, and its repressive
mechanisms and found the most incisive ways of representing these transformations
and their effect on everyday life in Brazil.
Tropicália marked a moment when the constructivist project in Brazil was
cannibalized by Pop. If we follow the notion of Oswaldian cannibalism, this
‘devouring’ does not imply a negation or overcoming, but rather a critical absorption.
This gesture was sometimes marked by irony and humor as in the song “Geléia Geral,”
written by Torquato Neto and recorded by Gilberto Gil. The term geléia geral
(generalized jelly), was first used by Décio Pignatari in an argument with modernist
poet Cassiano Ricardo to refer to the contradictory, amorphous, hybrid qualities of
Brazilian culture: “in the Brazilian geléia geral someone has to exercise the function of
spine and bone!”11 In other words, constructivism was needed to provide rigor and
form to Brazilian art. In Neto’s song, the geléia geral — rendered as an inventory of
references to urban popular culture and quotidian life – is embraced and celebrated.
It’s important to remember, however, that despite their differences the tropicalists and
concretists were allies against some of the more orthodox cultural nationalists of the
left. The concrete poets and artists had by the 1960s also “loosened up” and were
appropriating signs of mass-mediated culture in their poems and objects called
popcretos.
The composition “Batmacumba” may be regarded as the perfect formal synthesis
of constructivism and pop, the avant-garde and popular culture. The formal structure
of “Batmacumba” was indebted to concrete poetry in its use of verbal montage and
non-discursive syntax. The song is based on one poetic fragment (batmacumbaiêiê
batmacumbaobá) containing a series of semantic units pertaining to popular comics
(batman), Brazilian rock (iê-iê-iê), and Afro-Brazilian religion, sometimes referred to
as macumba (bá, obá). With each line of the song, a phoneme is dropped until only
“bá” remains and then gradually expands to the original phrase. Augusto de Campos
later transcribed Batmacumba as a visual poem with two triangular “wings” meant to
suggest a bat in flight. Batmacumba is the most hybrid song in the entire tropicalist
repertoire. Its formal structure is based on concrete poetry, while its semantic elements
Roberto Schwarz, “Cultura e política, 1964-1969,” Rio de Janeiro: Paz e Terra, 1978, 76-78.
See Christopher Dunn, Brutality Garden: Tropicália and the Emergence of a Brazilian
Counterculture, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001, 94.
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make reference to sacred and secular cultural domains.
Beyond the formal, discursive qualities of the songs, it was the performance of
them that best mediated between and synthesized pop and constructivism within
Tropicália. This was the dimension of tropicalist music that provoked the most heated
discussion, debate, and confrontation, most famously at the eliminatory rounds of the
1968 International Song Festival when Caetano Veloso’s performance of “É Proibido
Proibir” set off a riot among anti-tropicalist students to whom he directed a long
rambling speech about culture and politics: “If you are the same in politics as you are
in aesthetics, we’re done for.” The live musical performance also appealed most to
Oiticica, who wrote enthusiastically about “the need for electric guitars, amplifiers, the
band, and especially the costumes.” 12 He used the term “environmental
manifestations” to describe the live performances and happenings of the grupo baiano.
4. The performative, experiential, participatory dimension of Tropicália also seemed
to be the most threatening to the authoritarian regime. Unlike some of the plays and
films of this period, none of the tropicalist records were censored. Visual arts in
general were basically left alone. The beginning of the end of the tropicalist project
took place at the Sucata Club in October 1968, staged as a sort of anti-festival during
the finals of the International Song Festival in Rio. Over the stage, Oiticica displayed
this banner which featured the image of Cara de Cavalo, a bandit from Mangueira who
he had befriended and was later hunted down and killed by the police. This piece,
created in 1967, marked a new turn within the larger tropicalist project-- one that
would find its fullest expression in post-tropicalist cinema marginal, but also in
popular music-- which embraced social marginality—outlaws, guerillas, drop-outs, the
emerging counterculture—as a response to a violent, increasingly militarized society.
An agent from DOPS—the secret police agency—attended the show and got into
an altercation with Veloso over the issue of Oiticica’s flag. Within a couple of months,
Veloso and Gil were arrested, put in a military prison and then confined to house arrest
in Salvador until they departed for exile in London. By that time, Oiticica was already
in London, preparing his milestone exhibit at the Whitechapel Gallery, a eventually
made his way to New York, where he would reside for most of the 1970s.
By 1969, the tropicalist moment was over, but some of the fundamental qualities
that oriented its practice — the critical dialogue with international cultural practices
and projects, the attempt to fuse avant-garde practices and popular culture, the
productive tension between constructivism and pop, and the participatory imperative
— has continued to inform artistic practice in Brazil.
The influence of tropicalist music waned with the rise of a widespread and
popular Brazilian rock movement that dominated youth culture in the 1980s. During
this period rock musicians tended to follow North American and European trends in
new wave, punk, and post-punk often with a conscious effort to distance themselves
from the established figures of MPB who had emerged in the 1960s. The tropicalists
themselves, however, accompanied the rock phenomenon with sympathetic ears and
also championed parallel developments in Afro-Brazilian popular music, especially the
12

Hélio Oiticica, “A trama da terra que treme: O sentido da vanguarda do grupo baiano” Correio da

manhã, Oct. 24, 1968.
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blocos afro of Salvador Bahia that introduced novel forms of social and racial protest
into carnival music.
We may speak of a tropicalist revival in Brazilian popular music, although there
is an ongoing debate about the movement’s influence and legacy. In 1993, Gil and
Caetano recorded “Tropicália 2,” a collaborative project that commemorated the
movement while seeking to reaffirm its contemporary relevance. The most powerful
track on this recording, “Haiti,” was set to a slow rap beat and denounced police
violence aimed at black youth while raising pointed questions about the meaning of
citizenship in Brazilian society.
Meanwhile, Tom Zé, who had largely fallen from public view after twenty years
of unabashed experimentalism, received critical acclaim and attracted a new
generation of fans at home and abroad following a series of recordings produced by
David Byrne for his Luaka Bop label. Reissued tropicalist material from the late 1960s
began to circulate abroad and attracted enthusiastic attention from critics and
musicians in the United States. Beck paid homage to the movement on his 1999
recording Mutations, a reference to the band Os Mutantes, whose early records
achieved cult status in alternative rock circles. In this same year, Tom Zé toured the
United States with the Chicago-based instrumental group, Tortoise. Hermano Vianna
opined that “the place of Brazilian culture in the ‘concert of nations’ has undergone a
small, but decisive transformation with the so-called ‘cult’ of tropicalism.” Vianna
argued that Tropicália was not consumed abroad as “world music.” Instead, it was
“celebrated as if it were a vanguard school within the long history of rock or
international pop music.”13
In Brazil the legacy of Tropicália is somewhat more complicated for several
reasons. First, the entire category of MPB that had once functioned as a meaningful
designation for Brazilian popular music that was simultaneously committed to
“tradition” and “modernity” as it was understood in the 1960s and 1970s imploded in
the 1980s and 1990s with the consolidation of national and regional forms of
international genres such as rock, reggae, and rap. Only the most unreconstructed
purist would level the charge of “inauthenticity” or “alienation” at the Brazilian
musicians who have forged localized musical and poetic languages for these genres.
Second, the last two decades has also seen the proliferation of home-grown
regional styles and movements that explicitly defy folklorization, opting instead for a
cosmopolitan stance oriented to varying degrees to the pop music market. The model
for musical production established by the tropicalists in the late 1960s has been fully
assimilated. In 1997, Veloso published a best-selling memoir Verdade Tropical that
further enhanced his profile as a public intellectual and canonized his own
interpretation of the tropicalist movement. Gilberto Gil, for his part, was appointed
Minister of Culture for the Lula government in 2003 and has since gained tremendous
visibility, both nationally and internationally. Gil has been particularly active in
promoting cultural citizenship in Brazil by establishing production centers, or pontos
de cultura, in poor communities, advocating the use of free open-source software, and

13

Hermano Vianna, “A epifania tropicalista,” Folha de São Paulo: Mais! (Sept. 19, 1999).
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democratizing intellectual property laws and regulations.14
It would be difficult to find counterparts of the same generation from other
national contexts with comparative levels of influence. Many of the incisive
interventions in Brazilian popular music of recent years are indebted to the tropicalists
and their spirit of radical eclecticism rooted in local traditions, yet fully engaged with
international pop. Yet Gil and Veloso have also achieved a level of cultural prestige
and power that has proved burdensome for some artists that might otherwise identify
with the legacy of Tropicália. In a recent interview, for example, Veloso expressed his
admiration for the band Nação Zumbi, the most acclaimed practitioners of mangue
beat, a style developed in Recife that fused the local Afro-Brazilian rhythms of
maracatu with heavy metal guitar riffs and funk bass grooves. After seeing one of their
live shows, a friend told him that the members of Nação Zumbi disliked his music.
Veloso quipped in typically tropicalist fashion that “if it’s to make that [music], then I
think it’s good that they don’t like my sound.”15
Gilberto Gil has summed up the legacy of the tropicalist movement by noting that
it was “a premonition of the situation in which we live today with globalization and
internationalist pluralization.” 16 Gil’s recent work tends to celebrate cultural
globalization, the development of new hybrid styles, and the expansion of international
circuits of communication made possible by the internet. Tom Zé also references a
wide variety of musical and literary sources, both national and international, but
focuses instead on the growth the inequality and exploitation in an increasingly
globalized world. His recent recordings Com defeito de fabricação (1999) and Jogos
de armar (2000) articulate incisive critiques of globalization, or what he calls
“globarbarização,” and Brazil’s subaltern position in the international sphere. Veloso,
for his part, has increasingly presented a view of Tropicália and its legacy that
underscores the unique qualities of Brazilian culture. If, as he has noted, the
tropicalists contributed to “a feeling of disenchantment” in the 1960s, he now typically
articulates a much more sanguine view of his nation and its place in the world, going
so far as to imagine new utopian projects based on Brazil’s unique qualities as a
multi-racial Portuguese-speaking nation.17 In this view, Tropicália appears less as a
mournful critique of the contradictions of Brazilian modernity than as a harbinger of
new forms of cultural production and models of sociability for the new millennium.

For an interesting article about Gil’s advocacy for open-source software in relation to Tropicália
see Julian Dibbell, “We Pledge Allegiance to the Penguin,” Wired 12:11 (November 2004).
15 Geneton Moraes Neto, “Caetano Joaquim Veloso Nabuco,” Continente Multicultural 1:1
(January 2001), 20.
16 Moraes Neto, “A receita secreta do Tropicalismo,” 14.
17 Caetano Veloso, “Utopia 2,” Folha de São Paulo (Sept. 25, 1994).
14
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AFGHANISTAN:
FROM A GREAT GAME TO A GREAT PLAY?
by Antonio Luigi PALMISANO
The roots of numerous Afghani conflicts, yet they do not compose a war. The West’s
inability to understand the locals. “Taliban” and other distorted topics are the cause
of strategic difficulties. If only we did falconry.

1.

A

FGHANISTAN MEANS LITERALLY

"The Land of the Afghani"1 but the variety of international and, even more, national
actors involved are a major portion of the mass media, which all of us Europeans
delude ourselves and should recognize that it would be better to define those lands as
Globalistan. No one is missing from the Afghani play. Everyone plays by their own
rules, more or less visibly, following outlines and well defined plans often pressing
down with their hand, exasperating its role that it has been assigned in international
conferences. The fact is, the social actors are writing a canovaccio: the roles and parts
come distributed and written or, better yet, redistributed and rewritten continuously. As
it so happens in the Art of Comedy or, in this case, the Art of Drama, this recite to
canovaccio not only happens in the rooms of great directors but on the spot. For this
reason, the social actor learns to be himself in an Afghan context, while, at the same
time, defining politically his own house.
Well, it is true that everyone knows of mass media but only a part of it functions.
It is something often dictated from its own national agenda, not from the political and
social relationship structure that comes to manifest itself in an Afghan context.
2. Today, Afghanistan is the theater of proof for the future of international order. Yet,
it is even more. While, in Iraq, there is a war that can be considered a civil war and, in
Afghanistan, there are innumerable articulated conflicts that are not wars and will not
become so. How many of these conflicts determine a war? They just do not constitute
one. Now, like in the past, if these conflicts, which are extraordinarily violent, were
transformed into a war, if war in Afghanistan had always been then already the Soviets
would have won. The clash of civilization, therefore, never was and will never be –
even less so between the West and Islam – because how many theories and attempted
1

In the year 143 of the Egira, bringing the Tarikh-i-Firishta, of Muhammad Qasim Firishta
(1560-1620), the Afghani invaded Peshawar with warriors from the tribes of Ghor, Kabul and
Khalji. When they were asked about the situation in Kohistan, they answered: "Do not call it,
Khoistan, but Afghanistan (lett. Lands of the Whimpering) because beyond the plants and the
moans of pain nothing is heard there.” M.H. KHAN, Hayat-i-Afghani, Lahore 1874, Indian Public
Opinion Press, (M.H. KHAN, Afghanistan and Its Inhabitants, trad. Henry Priestley, Lahore 1999,
Seng-e-Meel Publications) presents other wonderful legends on the origins of the Afghani, all
showing Afghanistan as a world of conflict.
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connections have been made from numerous pieces that do not come together, which
are destined to be forgotten. The protagonist actors are not and will never be together.
Overall, whoever wants to be a political candidate can also be a protagonist actor –
like two heads on the same coin – but the fact is that the bipolar world has definitively
disappeared. In its place, we have a world that is polycentric and multi-polar; it is, in
other terms, political, religious, cultural and economic.
All this is evident in the land of the Afghanis. In order to reveal it, one must
sufficiently live in that country and be a part of Afghanistan, where all of the social
actors of the numerous pieces have been involved in. The international actors, with
rare exceptions, are intent on wearing their nice clothes, confined to their small rooms
or offices of international organizations, NGOs, hospitals, contracted and
sub-contracted companies, military barracks and consulates, etc. The Afghanis meet in
their offices that are made solely of Afghanis that are capable of comprehending the
word burqa.2 All other Afghanis identify the chadri as an equivalent term, adopting
the vocabulary of non-intellectuals.
What the Afghanis are thinking about, I do not know: neither from hearing nor
reading anything. I may never know since I am not an Afghani, obviously. Many of
whom work unfazed in the construction of their world. Diverse is the perspective that
they have of the situation in which they act. Diverse is the relative perception of the
external forces in Afghanistan. Diverse is the vision that they have of the Taliban.
Taliban is a group that believes in political and military action; it is not a faith. The
term Taliban is becoming ad hoc, however, the members of Taliban are transforming
rapidly into something else. They are being hic et nunc to be careful and sensible to
international contingencies. The most powerful Afghani warlords are not loved but
feared, and use the basis of fear to gain their followers. The warlords do not love the
Taliban, however many have taken on the name “Taliban”. Their followers complete
the first step by assuming the Taliban identity, an honored identity from the
international perspective of Afghani stories and from their consequent actions with all
of their implications: the strategy of acquisitioning acknowledgment and consent.
The tribesmen are becoming political figures, through the term “Taliban”, and have
assumed various features in respect to the 80’s and 90’s. Also Al-Qaeda is disguising
its men as the “Taliban”, while usually using young men.
These warlords are often drug lords and they are immensely rich maintaining
private armies of men, who have become specialized due to long durations of combat.
These men are in search of a fixed occupation, a vision of hope, redemption and
freedom. A peasant is subject to the drug lord when it comes to the use of his land; and
he cannot even maintain the seeds he wants to since it is cheaper to cultivate opium.
Plus, the irrigation systems do not belong to the peasantry. The desire to rebel is
stronger than the West imagines. Like with fear. His fear in confronting the warlords,
men whose aim is to be transformed into khans3 (or tribal chiefs), is not certain of the
2

CFR. a recent study on the use of the veil in Afghanistan, A.C.H. BAGHAÏ, "The language of the
veil", in Afghanistan. How much of the past in the new future, Notes from I Futuribili, n. 8, edited
by A.L. PALMISANO, G. PICCO, Gorizia 2007, Isig, pp. 203-220.
3
On khan and more generally the dynamics in Central Asia of the institutionalization of territorial
powers based of the structure of relationships, examples being L. KRADER, Social Organization of
the Mongol-Turkic Pastoral Nomads, The Hague, 1963; Formation of the State, Englewood 1968,
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coming foreign intervention. Yet, it is a fear destined to dissolve itself not into a newly
transformed combatant but perhaps into another warlord. The foreign intervention can
be seen as a resource and the foreign armies’ soldiers are seen with interest, distrust
and with precaution: “We will wait and see what you will do when you have spent all
of your money (of the international community)!”4. Meaning that they intend to grow
and manifest, while not succeeding in comprehending the foreign armies’ aim of
pulling out after the reconstruction.
In effect, once the infrastructures are complete, already in the eyes of the Afghani
a lot has been done, what will be the strategies for the political and social development
of the country? This is the question that many are asking themselves and their hosts in
Musa Qala within the fortified rooms with their high walls. The issue is this: what is
the political plan for the new Afghanistan? It is clear to everyone that Afghanistan is
ruled by tribal law, in which relationships constitute political action. How is it that this
form of order is not being renounced?
The solutions come with military and political action: conflicts like these are
solved through military, police and political forces. Special forces, certainly, but they
would have to be highly qualified and then we have to have police officers and
financial police – like those of Italy – moving from the land of militarism to the day to
day workings of politics, however conducted with vigilant security. The adversaries
are fierce warlords. Not the “terrorists”. The logic of “hunting the terrorist”, and the
immediate action of reprisal, is sure to fail; worse yet, it leads to international agony.
Afghanistan is a theater of action made up of organizations that our legislation
would not hesitate to define as “organized crime i.e. The Mafia”, however, they are
only organized to an extent. They are organizations that are easily transformable forces
and political movements, in western terms, like religious movements with demands,
however, already investing their capital in operations of high international finance.
It is fundamental to understand that the members of NATO are “hunting the
terrorists” in a game that is not endemic of Afghanistan. There, in Afghanistan, the
game is sent or produced for the consumption of many forces to take part in following
such logical calculations, all adding up simply and comfortably for failure. The Afghan
situation is instead much more complex and the adversaries are capable of hiding
themselves, using puppets, “training bait” and “live bait”5 and postpone their response.
There is always growing helplessness in the collaboration to “hunt the Taliban”. In the
end, Afghanistan is the land in which gentlemen have practiced – with sublime
expertise – the art of the falconry and knowing how to trick the falcons.6
Cliffs; Peoples of Central Asia, Blumington and The Hague, 1971; but above all, The Asiatic Mode
of Production, Assen 1975, Van Gorcum & Comp. B.V.
4
I have heard this phrase multiple times, and never with a threatening tone, showing varied tribal
and political characteristics, all of course influential.
5
For "training bait" one must have the skin of a rabbit or a fox, attach it with tied meat, than the
falconers maneuver with a rope of approximately 15 meters. This serves to teach the goshawk,
eagle or falcon to attack the prey indicated by the falconer. The "live bait" is a pigeon, quell or
another live bird, used for teaching the predator the joy of victory, all at the will of the falconer.
6
Once, at the house of a khan Tagiki, I asked a question, though I did not receive a direct answer. I
turned to the one, who accompanied me: "But they (the Europeans) do not practice falconry". In
effect, it would be helpful to read for most strategists the De ars venandi cum avibus of Federico II,
proving more necessary than buzkashi. It is this second strategy and logical art employed in the
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3. The presence of many international actors involves innumerable programs. The
neighbors are having visions of expansion, supported by more or less sophisticated
strategies. In the eastern portion of the country, the card that is constantly played,
through the national security services, is the Talibanization of Pashtun, counting on the
rebirth of frustrated Pashtun nationalist sentiment due to the international political
support of the Tajiki. With the Tajiki insertion in the government, like the completion
of the de-Pashtunization agreement and proposal to effectively de-Talibanize. Already
this equation was ridiculed “Pashtun-Taliban” by many Western analysts, even if many
Taliban could be considered deriving from the Pashtuns7; still more ridiculous, and
decidedly catastrophic in its outcomes, is the attempt to control this thousand year old
Pashtun hegemon, and their ancestors, in the country8.
The North, which is absent of international military personal, represents the
channel of passage for all illegal international trafficking, which is managed by
sophisticated transnational and extended criminal networks. The West is a point of
silence and underground activities from groups like the Hazara – brought in by those
potentially close to Afghanistan through the Wakhan Corridor – which are present in
most of the country but more highly concentrated in the geographical center of
Afghanistan, a land that has immense mining riches. This area is potentially supported
by a united political ideal from the West, Tajiki groups, the constricted viewpoint of
the Pashtun hegemon, Tajikistan and beyond.
Because of its politics, the de facto established international community
sometimes is not at all aware of its activities of reinforcing the Tajiki communities,
which have been seen as intelligible interlocutors since the times of Ahmed Shah
Massud. Any intervention dealing with economic development of these communities
resolves in the direct reinforcement of local warlords. The South has become the
reservoir for “hunting the Taliban”, a member of the Taliban is always inspired by the
theological stimuli of the Wahhabi schools of the great Arab-oil dynasties. Long ago, it
was considered the Holy Land. Today, more and more, it is considered the Oily land; a
free trade zone for all corporations and financial institutions.
4. In Afghanistan, the dynamic transformation of identities of the local social actor
can be articulated easily in the following way: warlord, drug lord, businessman and
politician (a political actor in Western terms). This implies also the beginning route
Afghan arena; combining a variety of strategies adopted in order to seize a goat: but in buzkashi,
the Afghani warlords are unbeatable.
7
On the issue, cfr. A.L. PALMISANO, "Situazioni di doppio legame e comunicazione in Afghanistan:
il caso delle donne affette da tubercolosi”, in Atti del Convegno di Studi “Arte, tradizione e costume
nella cultura femminile di Trieste con riferimenti allargati a quelle europee ed extra-europee",
Trieste 2007, Heliopolis, pp. 47-73; "On informal in Afghanistan: How much of the past in the new
future”, Notes from I Futuribili, n. 8, edited by A.L. PALMISANO, G. PEAK, Gorizia 2007, Isig.
8
CFR. O. ROY, Afghanistan: la guerre des paysans, Révoltes logiques, n. 13/1981; L’Afghanistan:
Islam et modernité politique, Paris 1985, Coll. Esprit/Seuil; Afghanistan, from Holy War to Civil
War, Princeton University Press, 1995,; Groupes de Solidarité au Moyen-Orient et en Asie
centrale, Paris 1996, or C. LINDHOLM, J. OVESEN, "History and the heroic Pakhtun", in M.E.
MEEKER, “The twilight of to south Asian heroic age: a rereading of Barth's study of Swat”, Man,
vol. 16, n. 3/1981; and N. TAPPER, "Abd al-Rahman's North-West Frontier: The Pashtun
Colonisation of Afghan Turkistan", in R. TAPPER (edited by), The Conflict of Tribe and State in
Iran and Afghanistan, Croom Helm, St. Martin's Press, 1983.
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from another possible point to the inside of this circular process: the politician, in the
highly informal contingency of Afghanistan today, is a man, who is an entrepreneur of
local social networks and, therefore, is largely manipulating the relationship of these
networks. In the context of a more or less heated conflict, he can be in a position to
mobilize a determined number of social actors with weapons and turn into a warlord.
In order to maintain this social network, they transform into drug lords gaining a
greater number of supporters, recruiting now outside of their immediate circle of trust
and inside of the network, where there would be a concentrated force of loyalty.
Therefore, consequently, he changes from a successful businessman from a military or
paramilitary structure, which he developed, to being a warlord and succeeding in the
arena of drug lords. The final step is the acceptance of political assignments, at the
regional or national level, in terms of the current state and international vision of the
politician. Yet, always with a certain reluctance and distrust of the new duties and the
attainment of a new status. The warlord, indeed, continues to trust his exclusive
political-military structure, a structure that solely rests on the foundation of a
relationship-type system and a well-known cliental.
In the perspective of state building and institutional building programs that seem
to be set in stone, is the international community elastic enough in its organization, on
Afghan soil, able to respond adequately to this exceptional changing capacity?
The course of the reconstruction of Afghanistan cannot be completed by those
with weapons. On this subject, we should not start doubting or resorting to other
options. However, whoever takes up these weapons cannot be relegated to the role of a
pure military combatant, made a part of these units dedicated to the Special Forces or,
even less, voted to “hunting the Taliban” in a presupposed territory, erroneously, like
“No Man’s Land” or, still worse, a place considered “hostile territory”. The versatility
demanded of these soldiers is mainly found today in bodies like police officers or
financial police. They need soldiers that must be able to respond to an armed conflict
in order to control a territory and carry out operations, much like the police, to prevent
and repress criminal networks. Plus, they must be able to analyze and hinder
sophisticated operations of illegal financial institutions. In all, having the ability to
combat like modern day special forces, while carrying out unavoidable activities like
military formations and acting as police officers of the Afghan state. However, this is a
type of work that yields very little. Yet, this is the profile of a protagonist of peaceful
operations in the age of post-Globalism.
Europe, therefore, is born a protagonist with a new identity and a new role in the
international play or, in case it is impossible to convince the allies to desist from a
head on collision (“hunting the Taliban”), remain at home. Because, in this great play,
there are falcons yearning for juicy preys, who do not notice nor have any interest in
noticing that they are unsuspectingly in the hands of skillful falconry hunters that use
"training bait" and "live bait” inviting them to precipitate in a lost cause.
It is Afghanistan, “The Land of the Afghani”, that will pay the price for this hunt,
together with a western democracy of long tradition.
Translation by Michael Richards
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by Alfonso DESIDERIO

The reasons why the agreements regarding US military installations in Italy have
always remained secret. The strategic gains made by Italy during the Cold War and the
current position. What the Americans want from Italy.

1.

T

HE UNITED STATES IS OBLIGED TO

«make use [of the bases] within the spirit and framework of Atlantic cooperation, in
order to meet NATO commitments and, in any event, not to use the said bases for the
purposes of war unless in accordance with NATO orders or agreements with the
Italian government» (Article 2). «The installations shall be placed under Italian
command and US commanders shall maintain military control over equipment and
operations» (Article 4). These two articles – revealed by Limes in 19991 - of the secret
agreement of 1954 governing the status of military facilities which Italy permits the
United States to use, leave no room for doubt. Not only is the United States merely
granted use of the bases, which enjoy no extraterritoriality, but they must also be used
within the scope of the Atlantic alliance, except for contrary arrangements pursuant to
particular and specific agreements with the Italian government.
While this distinction was not significant during the Cold War as the American
presence in Europe corresponded with NATO’s mission, so much so that the
commander of American troops in Europe was (and still is) the same as that of NATO
forces, once the Cold War ended and especially after September 11, the situation
changed completely. NATO has lost its central position in Atlantic relations,
Europeans do not see themselves as at war with terror as the United States does and
Washington has chosen the unilateral route, or as Rumsfeld would put it, the route of
«missions that determine coalitions».
Can Italy prevent the bases given over for use by the Americans being used for
purposes which it does not agree with? In theory, yes. But from a legal standpoint, the
issue is very complicated, because it is possible for a base to be used only indirectly
for such purposes. Once they have left Italian territory, American troops and resources
are under no constraint.
The issue is, however, political and involves the alliance between Italy and the
United States, an alliance based on agreements which hark back to the beginnings of
the Cold War and are now outdated. The very issue of the expansion of the Camp
Ederle base in Vicenza – to which the second of this series of articles will be dedicated
– and the protests that the decision has aroused, have refocused attention on US-Italian
relations and on the bases which the Americans are permitted to use. Authoritative
figures from several quarters are now pointing to the need for a review of the
agreements and an overhaul of the alliance to bring it into step with the times2.
1 Cf. A. DESIDERIO, «Paghiamo con le basi la nostra sicurezza», Limes, «A che ci serve la Nato»,
issue 4/1999, pp. 27-41.
2

Cf. S. ROMANO, «Per la base di Vicenza esisteva un’alternativa», Corriere della Sera, 3/3/2007 and F.
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2. «The usual annoyance caused by the presence of American forces in foreign
countries is largely absent in Italy», wrote Frank Nash, advisor and assistant to the US
Minister for Defense, on completing an inspection of American military installations
in Europe. «Compared to the majority of countries», Nash went on to say, «the
reaction in Italy is paradoxical. Instead of wanting a reduction, the Italians are asking
for additional bases.

MINI, «Con gli Usa basta far rispettare i patti», L’Espresso, 1/2/2007.
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The official reason given is the increase of instability in the Middle East, the threat this
poses for NATO and the favorable strategic position of Italy. However, other equally
important factors behind this decision are an awareness of the significant financial
contribution brought by American forces and the feeling that the more American
soldiers there are stationed in Italy, the more Italy can rely on the assistance and
protection of the United States. The rationale of this “paradoxical” attitude can only be
understood when one considers the near obsessive insecurity of Italian pro-Western
politicians. They perceive a complex mix of foreign and domestic dangers as the main
threat to Italy’s alignment with the West»3. This was in November 1957, but Nash’s
analysis demonstrates some of the peculiar characteristics of US-Italian relations
throughout the Cold War period and beyond.

American troops did not only serve to face any possible attack from the Soviet
bloc and to limit national military spending for the benefit of economic growth, but
also and above all to provide psychological and military reassurance that Italy was
firmly linked to the West, despite fragile internal political balances and the existence
in Italy of the largest communist party in the West. During the Cold War, the frontline
between East and West also ran through Italy and not just along its borders.
Military bases in Italy have always represented not just a military tool but also a
geopolitical one. They have ended up becoming a key element of relations between the
two countries, a kind of litmus test of the alliance between the US and Italy. Domestic
problems and an awkward international position also resulted in a second significant
L. NUTI, «US Forces in Italy, 1955-1963», in W. KRIEGER (ed.), US Forces in Europe: The Early
Years, Boulder (Colorado) 1994, Westview, pp. 251-272.

3
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consequence. Ambiguity was added to paradox. The internal Italian rift during the
Cold War ensured that Rome could, on the one hand, maintain the approach noted by
Nash, but then during negotiations seek to maximize the (particularly financial)
benefits using the presence of substantial internal hostility as leverage. In the end, once
the bases were in place, efforts were made to remove them from the agenda of internal
debate. Recapitulating: there was full and willing cooperation and even a request for
troops at a general level, heated negotiations to obtain the best terms and allow for
internal opposition, exclusion of the agreement from parliamentary ratification and the
maintenance of secrecy even when there was no need for it.

When in May 1954, the Secretary of State John Foster Dulles asked Prime
Minister Scelba if it would be possible to proceed to signature of the treaty on the
bases, negotiated over 15 months, the latter responded that the reason for the delay was
the need to ensure that parliamentary ratification of the agreement could be avoided.
This was an important procedural and political issue, which went hand-in-hand with
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the negotiations over the Trieste issue. It was certainly no coincidence that the bases
agreement (the BIA) was signed on 20 October 1954, a few weeks after the signing of
the Memorandum of Understanding on Trieste4.
However, this Italian approach prevented internal debate over the bases, on their
advantages and disadvantages and on their use for national interest purposes, thereby
reducing the positions to two extremes, either for or against, often with prejudicial
effect. In a clear minority were those who subscribed to in-between positions,
especially those who wished to discuss particular aspects of the alliance with the US
without bringing into question the overall arrangements. This is a pattern that repeats
itself or is made to repeat itself even today, as in the case of Vicenza, notwithstanding
the fact that the Cold War is all but a distant memory.
Another ambiguity comes in the shape of American policy in Europe, which
continues to be developed both on a bilateral level and on the multilateral level of
NATO. US Command in Europe and NATO Command, while having the same
commander, represent two separate structures, even though the same bases often host
both commands, as in the case of Naples. For the reasons highlighted above, the entire
system of American bases in Italy was put in place under the umbrella of the Atlantic
alliance, but today the relationship is predominantly bilateral (see Table 1).
Over the course of time, the number and nature of bases utilized by American
armed forces has changed. So too has the significance of the Italian territory in the
regional and overall context. We can draw a rough distinction between three phases of
this development.
During the first phase, Italy was important as a Cold War front, particularly on its
north-eastern border which, after the Austrian State Treaty and the ensuing declaration
of neutrality and the withdrawal from that country of occupation troops, became an
easy target for possible attack from the USSR and the Warsaw Pact, that could reach
the Alps unopposed. The defensive linchpins were the United States Army Southern
Europe Task Force (USA SETAF) stationed in Vicenza, with headquarters first at
Camp Darby in Livorno and later in Verona, and the airbase in Aviano.
During the second phase, from the 1970s onwards, deployments on the front
became less important, equilibrium with the USSR being ensured through nuclear
arms and missiles - the deployment of which became crucial. While Italy lost
significance as an eastern front, it gained importance for its increasingly strategic
Mediterranean location. The epicenter shifted south, towards Naples and Sigonella.
The difficulties in relations between the United States and Spain on the one hand, and
with Greece on the other, rendered installations in Italy even more important.
Commencing from the 1990s, the Cold War front disappeared, but the Italian bases
became important for the Balkans zone and as a rearguard for American deployments
in the Middle East, as well as for the as-yet marginal but increasingly decisive interest
of Washington in Africa.
3. The bases in Italy have not just been a key element in relations with the US. For
many years they were our contribution to collective security, now accompanied by
participation in military missions abroad.
4

Cf. L. NUTI, op. cit.
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Today, American troops are stationed in Italy at the following bases:
• Camp Darby (Livorno) and Camp Ederle (Vicenza); the Army
• Aviano and Ghedi; the Air Force
• Naples, Gaeta, Sigonella and S. Stefano (La Maddalena); the Navy.
There are facilities and storage sites, but no troops, at Roveredo, S. Vito dei
Normanni, Vigonovo and Fontanafredda. The main bases (Ederle, Darby, Aviano,
Naples and Sigonella) rely on other installations close by or in locations that are not far.
Taken together, they amount to about thirty installations. 26 minor sites can be added
to these which, in contrast with the other facilities, are not listed in Pentagon
documents. The Comiso base has been closed, while the submarine base at S. Stefano
in the Sardinian archipelago of La Maddalena will be shut down by February 2008.
Unofficial estimates, which also take into account American and NATO radar and
communications installations, come up with a figure of around one hundred facilities.
According to US Department of Defense figures, the bases in Italy are worth 4.95
million dollars and cover a total area of 22.6 sq. km, as against 40 thousand million
dollars and 671 sq. km for bases in Germany5.
As far as costs are concerned, according to the 2004 report of the Department of
Defense on the contribution of allied countries to security, Italy covered 41% of
expenses. In reality, for the most part this consisted of indirect contributions. Lost rent
and concessions on taxes and duties (which the host State might not necessarily
receive if the base didn’t exist) are included in these figures. In absolute terms, the
direct contribution for 2003 was 3 million dollars, as against 363 million dollars in
indirect contributions. This is probably one of the benefits obtained during the
negotiation phase, given that other allied countries bear much more of the brunt (see
Table 2).
4. So how do American bases in Italy rank in the overall context of American
deployment?
The United States has troops in 147 countries and over 700 military installations
abroad. There are over one hundred thousand owned or leased buildings and plant,
over a total area of 2,740 sq. km with a total value of over 124 billion dollars,
calculated by the Pentagon on the basis of actual plant replacement value6. Presented
in this manner, the figures are impressive. But if we take into account military bases7
with troops present, the figure goes down to about 40 countries. And if we then
consider only those bases with more than a thousand soldiers, we end up with around
fifteen. In reality, American military deployment around the world – whilst having no
equal – was, before the war in Iraq, concentrated in three countries: Germany, Japan
and South Korea. About half of the American troops permanently abroad were
stationed in these countries. If we only take US Army soldiers into account,
deployments in these three countries represented 90% of the land troops.
Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, Base Structure Report, Fiscal Year 2005,
Department of Defense.
6 Ibidem.
7 A military base often comprises several installations.
5
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Table 2. Comparison between American bases in certain allied countries

Italy
Germany
Spain
Belgium
United
Kingdom
Turkey
Japan
South Korea

Area

Value

Direct support

Indirect support

($ million)
4,950.2
39,884.7
2,150.6
632.5
5,442.1

Cost
contribution
(%)
41.0
32.6
57.9
24.0
27.1

(sq. km)
22.60
671.00
35.90
4.52
32.2

($ million)
3.02
28.70
0
2.21
27.50

($ million)
363.52
1,535.22
127.26
15.56
210.96

14.20
517.00
243.00

1,394.9
44,248.9
12,597.6

54.2
74.5
40.0

0
3,228.43
486.31

116.86
1,182.92
356.50

Sources: Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, Base Structure Report, Fiscal Year 2005,
Department of Defense; 2004 Statistical Compendium on Allied Contributions to the Common
Defense, Department of Defense.

American world deployment today is thus largely represented by air and naval
posts, with four areas of ground-troop concentration: Germany, Japan, South Korea
and Iraq. The absence of any imperial-colonial notion of territory 8 ensures that
American bases are not used to control the surrounding territory, but rather as
bridgeheads for the possible deployment of forces, a network of outposts with
American standards of living, separate from the rest of the territory.
The American Department of Defense distinguishes between the sizes of
installations on the basis of an assessment of their value. Overseas, there are sixteen
large - that is, those with a value of over 1,518 million dollars - installations (1 army, 6
navy 7 air force and 2 marines installations) as against 103 on American soil. There are
22 medium-sized facilities – between 845 and 1,518 million dollars – while the small
ones number 6999. Among the Italian bases, only Aviano and Sigonella are classified
as medium-sized bases, the rest are all small.
The United States European Command was, between the Second World War and
the end of the Cold War, the most important alongside the Pacific Command, before
the escalation of the Central Command engaged in the Middle East. The Command’s
area of responsibility is immense. It extends from the Barents Sea in the north to the
Antarctic in the south, from Greenland in the west to the Russian Pacific coast in the
east. It takes in 92 European, African and Asian countries, 60% of the planet’s coasts,
35% of land above sea level and 23% of the world’s population. However, the troops
are almost all deployed in western Europe, the Cold War front10.
Since the end of the Second World War, in Europe Germany is by far the country
which has hosted the most American troops. Today, in theory, they number over 60
thousand, but 20 thousand of these soldiers are engaged in Iraq. After Germany come
Italy and Great Britain vying for second position, with 10-15 thousand soldiers each.
Between one and two thousand soldiers are also deployed in Belgium, Kosovo, Spain
and Turkey.
Cf. «L’impero senza impero», Limes, issue 2/2004.
Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, op. cit.
10 Cf. the testimony to the House of Representatives of General Bantz J. Craddock, Commander of
the United States European Command (USEUCOM), 15/3/2007.
8
9
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After the end of the Cold War, the United States hammered out a program for a
significant reduction of the deployment in Europe. These requirements then further
changed after September 11 and the beginning of the global (American) war on terror,
which led to a further shake-up that is still in progress.

One of the more important changes is in the development of a new US command,
AFRICOM, dedicated to the African continent, which is increasingly important for the
US from the point of view of energy and raw material supplies and in terms of meeting
the challenge of China’s political and commercial expansion. AFRICOM’s area of
responsibility will include all the African countries which up till now have been within
the jurisdiction of the European Command and, in the future, will also take in the
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countries of the Horn of Africa and Sudan, which currently come under Central
Command, thus covering all African countries with the exception of Egypt11.
In Africa, the US has a limited military presence: less than two thousand soldiers
in 2006 and nearly all concentrated at the base in Djibouti, the only base in Africa
which, in any case, comes under Central Command. For these reasons, the African
Command headquarters, which will be operational from the autumn of 2007, will be in
Stuttgart, Germany12. For the moment, the bolstering of the American deployment in
Africa has been effected mainly through the Navy. Last year, the American naval
presence in Africa was all but continuous, compared to barely 20 days in 2004. In
2006, exercises were conducted with 8 countries in the Gulf of Guinea.
The African coastline is more or less unpatrolled. The African countries which
face onto the Indian Ocean have only 25 ships to provide maritime security for more
than 7 thousand kilometers of coastline. They are therefore not able to fight piracy and
illegal trafficking. The situation is very similar to that of the Gulf of Guinea, a region
rich in oil and strategic for the US13.

At the moment, there are no plans for the establishment of American bases in
Africa and US commands are trying to introduce a new kind of facility, which
integrates civilian and military activities, with support from various ministries and
government agencies as well as from allied countries
In Europe, on the one hand, the reduction program has been given the go-ahead,
especially in relation to troops deployed in Germany. 43 bases and installations in
Europe have already been closed and 10 thousand soldiers and 13,800 of their family
members have returned home. By 2012, the closure of hundreds more facilities and the
11

Ivi.

12

For a while, there was talk of Sigonella as a possible headquarters for AFRICOM.
Cf. the testimony of General Craddock, cit.

13
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return of 44 thousand service personnel and 57 thousand family members is envisaged
(see Table 3).

At the same time, the remaining forces will be redeployed to southern and eastern
Europe. The headquarters will be merged into the 7th Army, which will have two
permanent brigades on hand and one rotational brigade. The permanent brigades will
be based in Vilseck, Germany and Vicenza, Italy, where the 173rd Brigade, currently
split between Vicenza and two localities in Germany, is envisaged as being reunited.
Finally, a rotational brigade will be stationed in Romania at the Mihail Koga˘lniceanu
base and in Bulgaria at Novo Solo. The Army transfers will be preceded and
accompanied by Air Force transfers, which will however maintain six combat
squadrons in the United Kingdom, Germany and Italy. In 2012, two thirds of American
maneuver forces in Europe, more flexible and faster in carrying out redeployments
than previously, will be stationed in southern and eastern Europe, closer to the unstable
areas of the Caucasus, the Balkans and Africa.
Table 3. The US Army troop reduction program in Europe

Cold War
Today
Future
Alternative option

Soldiers
213 thousand
55 thousand
+/-28 thousand
+/-40 thousand

Family members
320 thousand
75 thousand
42 thousand
60 thousand

Civilians
65 thousand
28 thousand
>20 thousand
>23 thousand

Facilities
865
234
88
125

Sources: US. Department of Defense.

So, while European Command has given way to the overriding priority of Central
Command, which is more heavily engaged in the war on terror, it will still retain a
significant role. These include ensuring European countries continue to be reliable
partners for the United States and offering a secure rearguard for troops to be engaged
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in the nearby arc of instability. In particular, the bases in Germany and Italy will be the
only ones capable of providing US Armed Forces with the high standards of quality
they demand today, and the only facilities capable of housing service personnel’s
families. Indeed, this latter function will not be performed by the new bases in
Romania and Bulgaria.
(to be continued)
Translation by John Mifsud
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by Barry RUBIN

Behind this apparent monolithic force, the Islamic front is divided by strong rivalries
and contrasting points-of-view. The aspirations of Al-Qaeda for a global Jihad. The
national agendas of the Muslim Brotherhood in Jordan, Egypt and Syria. Washington’s
opportunity.

1.

T

he banner of Islamist revolution in

the Middle East today has largely passed to groups sponsored by or derived from the
Muslim Brotherhood. This article develops an introductory examination of three key
Muslim Brotherhood groups and compares their politics, inter-relations and methods.
Each, of course, is adapted to conditions in a different country.
First, it is important to understand the Brotherhood’s policy towards and relations
with jihadi groups (Al-Qaeda, the Zarqawi network, and others such as Hizb al-Tahrir
and Hamas) and theorists (such as Abu Musab al Suri and Abu Muhammad
al-Maqdisi).
The Brotherhoods do not have ongoing relationships with Hizb al-Tahrir, which
is regarded by them as a small, cultish group of no importance. Other than in Jordan,
they have had little contact with it at all.
Regarding Al-Qaeda and both its theorists and terrorists infrastructure, they
approve generally of its militancy, attacks on America and ideology (or respect its
ideologues) but view it as a rival. An example of this kind of thinking comes from
Ragab Hilal Hamida, a Brotherhood member in Egypt’s parliament, who said, “From
my point of view, bin Ladin, al-Zawahiri and al-Zarqawi are not terrorists in the sense
accepted by some. I support all their activities, since they are a thorn in the side of the
Americans and the Zionists.... [On the other hand,] he who kills Muslim citizens is
neither a jihad fighter nor a terrorist, but a criminal and a murderer. We must call
things by their proper names!"1 The final sentence is intended to show the difference
between the Brotherhood and Al-Qaeda views of strategy and tactics.
Al-Qaeda has a growing presence in Syria but it is trying to grab militants who
would otherwise be Brotherhood supporters. In Jordan, it has operated independently
as a small group carrying out terrorist operations, which have been condemned by the
Brotherhood there, since a number of Jordanians and Palestinians were killed in
bombings.
In Egypt the story is somewhat different since the Jihad group is an Al-Qaeda
affiliate and many leaders – in fact one might argue the principal influence – of the
organization are Egyptians.2 Again, though the factors of rivalry and concern about
government reactions would make the Brotherhood keep its distance though
individuals, wanting more immediate revolutionary action, have furnished recruits in
1
2

Ruz Al-Yusuf, January 28, 2006-February 3, 2006.
For a history and analysis of Islamist movements in Egypt, see B. RUBIN, Islamic

Fundamentalism in Egyptian Politics, Second Revised Edition, Palgrave Press, 2002.
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the past.
In considering the relationship of the Brotherhood groups with Al-Qaeda three
key factors must be kept in mind.
First of all, the Brotherhood and the Jihadists are the two main Islamist streams
today. They are not enemies and there has been no violent conflict between them and
not a great deal of ideological battle. Yet, at the same time, they are rivals, following
different strategies and knowing that one or the other would gain mass support and
perhaps even state power. Thus, it would be misleading to speak of cooperation, except
in the special case of Iraq, discussed below.
Secondly, a critical difference is that the Jihadists, except in Saudi Arabia and
Iraq, focus on attacking what is called the “far enemy,” that is the West, the United
States and Israel. The Brotherhoods, in contrast, while strongly anti-Israel (and
supporting Hamas, see below) and anti-Western, focus on the “near enemy,” that is
Arab governments. Thus, for them, while Al-Qaeda is fighting for the cause, it is also
undermining it (except in Iraq) by pulling resources out of the struggle for change
within the Arab world.
Finally, while the Brotherhood groups, as has been shown above, are tactically
flexible, Al-Qaeda is focused on armed struggle exclusively. The Brotherhood groups
view the revolutionary process as a long-term one involving such things as providing
social services, educating and indoctrinating young people through institutions, using
elections, compromising at times with Arab governments, showing restraint to avoid
government repression, at times allying with non-Islamist groups and so on. Thus,
while Al-Qaeda is far more of a danger in terms of terrorism, it is far less likely to
seize state power because of what would be called in Leninist terms, its “infantile
leftism.”
The best example of this is the use of elections. In Jordan and Egypt,
Brotherhood groups have embraced opportunities to run candidates in elections even
when they knew that the regime would not count the votes accurately or let them win.
Al-Qaeda has condemned elections as putting human voters and parliamentarians in
the place of God in terms of making laws.
Contrast here the views of the Al-Qaeda leader in Iraq, Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi
and the influential Brotherhood ideologue Qaradawi. In a January 23, 2005, statement,
Zarqawi condemned the upcoming Iraqi elections and threatened to kill those running
and voting.3
In sharp contrast, Qaradawi endorsed elections, arguing that the majority of
voters would back an Islamist party while liberals would get little support. If truly fair
elections were to be held, he insisted, Islamists would win by landslides. 4 This
analysis correctly predicted the results of the 2005 Egyptian and 2006 Palestinian
elections.
In discussing the Iraqi insurgency, in institutional terms all the above points apply
if one looks at it as a struggle led by Al-Qaeda. However, in terms of the insurgency
itself, the Brotherhood groups strongly support it and view it as an important struggle.
There is not, however, an institutional involvement as there has been in backing
Palestinians in the past. Moreover, the Syrian Brotherhood has a problem because the
3
4

http://wwwislah.300.org/vboard/showthread.php?t=120471, January 23, 2005.
Al-Jazeera, Feb. 6, 2005. View the statement at www.memritv.org/search.asp?ACT=S9&P1=534
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government it is fighting is a major patron of the Iraqi insurgency and uses it to
strengthen its support among the Islamists, who function publicly in Syria. They
support it enthusiastically but in the short run, at least, it does not benefit them and the
Syrian Brotherhood would be happier if the leadership did not come from Al-Qaeda.
If one wants a parallel to past experience, one might compare in their attitude to
revolution and armed struggle, the Brotherhoods to the official Communist parties and
Al-Qaeda to Maoist groups in the 1960s and 1970s. The former argue that the time is
not ripe for revolution and that a variety of methods be used; the latter for all-out
revolutionary struggle now.
2. Thus, the Brotherhood groups have a profile of their own, self-consciously quite
different in strategy or tactics – though very parallel in ideology and goals – to the
jihadi groups.
To what extent are the Brotherhood groups coordinating among themselves in the
International Organization of the Muslim Brotherhood? Does it provide strategic
orientation, tactical coordination, financial and/or operational support?
The Brotherhoods operate in parallel rather than collectively and there is virtually
no coordination. If asked, of course, Brotherhood leaders in Egypt, Jordan and Syria
would, of course, say that they supported each other but in practice it is surprising how
little practical backing is offered. For one thing, they are all internally oriented rather
than internationalist, except for the Palestinian and Iraq issues, though some funds
raised by Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood-controlled institutions are donated to Islamist
struggles abroad.
Aside from their daily focus and largely “national revolution” goals, there are
other reasons for this orientation. Conditions in each country are very different,
Abd-al-Majid al-Dhunaybat, controller-general of the Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood,
said in an interview that the groups in Egypt and Jordan make their own decisions
based on local conditions. Indeed, he denied that any international organization existed
and said that this was an idea put about by the Brotherhood’s enemies.5
At the same time, however, Dhunaybat admitted that the leader of the Egyptian
Brotherhood–elected only by that group–is seen as being the supreme guide of the
movement as a whole. In his words:
“The brothers in various countries…try to standardize the understanding,
ideology and positions regarding the world events involving all the groups. Meetings
take place every now and then…without there being any obligation to a certain policy
on the domestic level. In other words, each country has its own exclusive
organizational and political nature and relations with the state in which it exists. This
gathering has no binding capacity regarding any domestic decision.”6
The individual Brotherhoods have a specific problem about coordinating too
openly or extensively. The regimes in Egypt and Jordan would not appreciate a vocal
stance of calling for the overthrow of other Arab governments, while in Syria the
movement is too harried to help anyone else and, except from Jordan, receives little
assistance in its life-and-death struggle. For all practical purposes, while these groups
respect the same ideologues – for example, Yusuf Qaradawi – they operate
5
6

Al-Sharq al-Awsat, February 10, 2006.
Ibid.
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independently and in response to local conditions. This is another distinction between
them and Al-Qaeda, whose effort to create an Islamist International is in sharp contrast
to the Brotherhood’s practice.
Even when the Brotherhoods’ influence the movement in another place, these
contacts are bilateral. For example, Hamas in the Gaza Strip is related to the Egyptian
Brotherhood while that in the West Bank has its links to the Jordanian one. To make
matters even more complex, the Hamas external leadership is in Damascus, where the
Syrian Brotherhood is outlawed and its patron is the regime that persecutes them.
Discussing the Hamas victory, Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood sources said that the
“Muslim Brotherhood” won the Palestinian elections. However, again, these are
parallel and fraternal movements, not truly branches of a transnational organization.
Next, let us consider the strategic and tactical orientation of each national branch
(objectives, alliances, organizational forms, attitude towards the political system in the
country where it operates.
What is truly remarkable in discussing the Muslim Brotherhoods of Syria, Jordan
and Egypt is how three groups so parallel in origin, ideology and goals have developed
so differently due to the local situations they face.
This fact also reflects the difference between the Muslim Brotherhood and
Al-Qaeda groups. The former have proven tactically flexible; the latter committed to
armed struggle as the only proper strategy.
One might sum up the conditions in this way: The Muslim Brotherhood groups
are as anti-American and extreme in their goals as the Bin Ladinist ones. Yet, they
almost always put the emphasis on gaining power within the context of a single
country compared to the international jihadist policy of Al-Qaeda. Equally, Muslim
Brotherhood groups are far more likely to seize power than the Bin Ladinist ones, but
as long as they do not govern countries, they are also less dangerous in terms of
terrorist violence.
It also should be noted, however, that many violent revolutionary groups –
especially in Egypt – have emerged from the more militant end of the Muslim
Brotherhood spectrum.
3. Briefly, the distinction between the Syria, Jordan, and Egyptian groups may be
summarized as follows.
The Syrian Muslim Brotherhood is a revolutionary underground group because it
has been outlawed by the government there. Law number 49 of 1981 punishes mere
membership as punishable by death. In 1982, the regime unleashed a huge wave of
repression against the Muslim Brotherhood, destroying much of its infrastructure or
driving it into exile. The Brotherhood has unsuccessfully tried to regain from the
regime the right to operate in Syria. Thus, for example, in 2001 it supported a
manifesto backed by a broad spectrum of oppositionists urging the end of single-party
rule and holding democratic elections.7
Given the failure of these efforts, the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood today is part of
a broad coalition of anti-regime groups, including the former vice-president of the
regime. In political terms, it functions as a leading group – perhaps in the future the
leader – of the Sunni Arab community, which comprises roughly 60% of the
7

Al-Hayat, January 16, 2001.
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population. Thus, it can be characterized as revolutionary (though not necessarily
through its own preference) and communalist.
Yet while the Egyptian and Jordanian Brotherhoods are in an optimistic mood
and are arguably gaining ground, their Syrian counterparts are frustrated and prevented
from exploiting a trend toward Islamist thinking in Syria. In recent years, the regime
has cultivated Syrian Islamists by building new mosques, allowing radicals to be
preachers and supporting the Islamist insurgency in neighboring Iraq. For obvious
reasons, these cultivated activists have not adhered to the Muslim Brotherhood and
may build rival groups, including Al-Qaeda affiliates.
The Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood is a legal group pursuing peaceful methods
and participating in elections through its political wing, the Islamic Action Front. It has,
at times, cooperated with the monarchy though, recently, relations were strained by its
show of sympathy for the Al-Qaeda leader in Iraq, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, which led
to a regime crackdown on the Brotherhood in July 2006. It is restrained due to fear of
repression but also moderated by having a share of authority. It controls professional
groups and other institutions. However, it also knows that the regime will never let it
win elections. Thus, the key element of its strategy is a willingness to remain
permanently a group, which enjoys benefits and privileges, but cannot take power or
change the country. While it appeals to many Palestinians, the Jordanian Brotherhood
also has considerable East Bank membership and thus is not a communalist
organization. Given the decline of the PLO and Fatah (that is, Palestinian nationalism),
it could become the main organization gaining loyalty from Jordanian Palestinians.
The Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood is somewhere in between these two
counterparts. It is not technically legal but is allowed to function normally most of the
time. Leaders and activists are periodically arrested by the government to remind the
Brotherhood that it functions only if the regime finds its behavior satisfactory.
Denied the right to have a party of its own, however, the MB has found it easy to work
with or even virtually take over other parties, notably the Wafd in the 1980s, and is
even willing to work with liberals to press the regime for concessions. In the 2005
elections, when allowed to run what amounted to its own slate, the Brotherhood won
20% of the seats in parliament. 8 While it is not true to say that the Egyptian
Brotherhood has not been involved with violence – and many factions have also left to
form terrorist groups – the movement generally avoids it
To get a sense of how the Brotherhood can conduct the cultural war, the case of
Farag Fouda is indicative. Fouda was a liberal critic of the Islamists. In 1992, Fouda
debated Brotherhood leader Muhammad al-Ghazali at the Cairo Book Fair.
Brotherhood members in the audience heckled Fouda. When Fouda was murdered five
months later by an Islamist, Ghazali testified at the killer’s trial and testified that he
had acted properly in killing an “apostate” like Fouda. After being sentenced to
execution, the defendant shouted, “Now I will die with a clear conscience!”9
The Brotherhoods also played a key role in the Danish cartoon controversy.
On the Brotherhood’s participation in the debate over elections, see A Shefa, “Towards the
September 7 Presidential Elections in Egypt: Public Debate over the Change in the Electoral
System”, MEMRI 237, September 2, 2005.
9 On this and other issues in the struggle between Islamists and liberals, see Barry RUBIN, The
Long War for Freedom: The Arab Struggle for Democracy in the Middle East (NY, 2005), p. 1,
8

23-24.
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Qaradawi was a key person in spreading the protest movement. The Egyptian
Brotherhood demanded an apology for the publication and urged a boycott of Danish
products.10 The Islamic Action Front organized a protest demonstration in Amman.11
They clearly saw this as a good issue on which to build a broad base, as defending
Islam against alleged attacks on it in the West. Abu Laban himself has strong ties to the
Muslim Brotherhood so he connected into this network on his visit in attempting to get
active response on the issue.
To carry out their operations, the Brotherhood groups are reasonably well funded.
Their money seems to come from four major sources. First, rich adherents to the
movements give donations. This is especially true of Egyptians, who emigrated to
Saudi Arabia or Kuwait and became rich there. One of the main Islamist Egyptian
businessmen is Hisham Talaat Mustafa who is partner of the Saudi billionaire Prince
al-Waleed bin Tala'al al-Saud. Second, the Brotherhoods in Jordan and Egypt control
professional and other associations from which funds can be drained for their cause.
Third, in Egypt at least, there are Islamic banks and enterprises – sometimes involved
with major corruption scandals – which are a source of money. Finally, international
funding, including Saudi state and Kuwaiti or Saudi charitable foundations, in some
cases passed through the international organization. The Saudis and Kuwaitis involved
are not so much trying to use the Brotherhoods as state sponsors but rather merely to
ensure that they do nothing inimical to Saudi or Kuwaiti interests.
4. Is the Muslim Brotherhood conducive to dialogue with the United States and over
what specific issues?
If dialogue means talking to American officials, the answer is generally yes.
However, if what is meant here is the ability of American officials to change
Brotherhood positions by explanation and mutual understanding or engaging in
negotiations that would lead to any cooperation, the answer is generally no.
The Islamic Front in Jordan says that holding such a dialogue is a decision that
might be taken by any individual group. It has no objection to its Egyptian colleagues
doing it but: “We in Jordan, however, believe that in terms of the situation in the Arab
and Islamic world, particularly with regard to Afghanistan, Iraq, Palestine and its role
in the region, America does not want a dialogue in which it can listen to others and
change its policies. What we see is that it wants to dictate certain terms by promoting
this so-called dialogue, which is like giving instructions. Therefore, I believe that there
is no benefit in holding a dialogue with the people in charge of the U.S. policy.”12
Yet, it also has no objection to the Islamic Action Front in Jordan, which its group
largely controls, from having a dialogue with the United States. This approach is
clearly a division of labor in which the Brotherhood maintains the stance of an
internationalist revolutionary group while the Front, as a political party, can have such
contacts if it aids its own interests.
There are some specific points in which the Brotherhoods both want to influence
the United States and think that would be possible. These include the Egyptian
Brotherhood’s desire that the United States push harder for democratic elections and
10
11
12

Times of London, January 31, 2006.
Gulf News, February 11, 2006.
Al-Sharq al-Awsat, February 10, 2006.
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more civic rights in Egypt. While they would denounce such things publicly as
imperialistic, the Brotherhood wants to widen its sphere for public action. If
elections were freer, the Brotherhood could win more seats. Indeed, some leaders
believe it would win outright in free elections though this is more doubtful. Of course,
another goal of the Brotherhood is to win legal status as an organization.
Syria is clearly the most interesting case. Both the United States and the Syrian
Brotherhood view the regime as an enemy. Would this be a case of the adage that the
enemy of my enemy is my friend? Probably, yes. The Syrian Brotherhood might well
be willing to talk about U.S. covert support. Indeed, since it is participating in a wider
coalition also so could it more easily excuse such a policy as going along with their
partners.
It should be stressed, however, that this is a dangerous game. A stronger Syrian
Brotherhood might be able to seize leadership of the 60% Sunni Arab population and
take over the country, transforming Syria into an Islamic republic. Such an outcome
could create far worse crises and threats to U.S. influence in the region. In addition, it
should be noted that while the Muslim Brotherhoods in Egypt and Jordan are the
largest Islamist factors in their respective countries, this is no longer necessarily true
for their counterpart in Syria.
The Brotherhoods’ view of the United States and its allies is profoundly hostile.
They view the United States as extremely hostile, trying to take over the Middle
East and destroy Islam. While they are passionately opposed to U.S. support for Israel,
they are no happier with American support for the Egyptian and Jordanian regimes.
In terms of their analysis and hostility toward the United States, there is not much
difference between the Brotherhoods and Al-Qaeda, though their responses to this
analysis are very different. One difference in analysis is that Al-Qaeda argues that
American support is the main reason why Arab regimes survive. This legitimates their
priority on attacking the United States. The Brotherhoods have a more sophisticated
understanding of the sources of power and support for regimes, though they overstate
American influence and responsibility in their own countries.
The preceding analysis may seem to apply mainly to Egypt and Jordan. The
Syrian Brotherhood has to deal with the fact of American hostility toward Damascus
though it no doubt has some belief in conspiracy theories that they are secretly allied.
At any rate, this does not make them any less anti-American. One response may be to
argue that America is a great threat to Syria but the Baathist regime is incapable of
handling it and that only an Islamist government could do so victoriously.
Given these positions, the Brotherhoods’ support for the Iraqi insurgency is not
surprising. All three, including their top leaders, have attacked the U.S. presence in
Iraq in the most extreme terms and called for supporting the insurgents. It should be
remembered that even if the Brotherhood groups do not have institutional links to the
insurgents’ leadership (which largely comes from Al-Qaeda), they are all Sunni Arab
Islamists and, in this case, seem undisturbed by this distinction.13
When Zarqawi, himself a Jordanian, was killed, Zaki Sa’d, leader of the Islamic
Action Front, praised him but also distinguished the Brotherhood from Al-Qaeda
regarding tactics. Zarqawi, he said, was acting not only legitimately but as a Muslim
For examples, see the documents translated in “The Muslim Brotherhood Movement in Support
of Fighting Americans Forces in Iraq,” MEMRI 776, September 3, 2004.
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must act in fighting the American forces in Iraq and the Islamic Action Front supported
these actions. Yet, it also denounced operations targeting innocent civilians. He did not
specifically mention Iraqis in this context but used as his examples the bloody
bombing of hotels in Amman by Al-Qaeda forces.14
The Brotherhoods have not directly organized units or sent members to Iraq,
though it is probable that some of the Jordanians (but fewer of the Egyptians or
Syrians), who go there might be rank-and-file members. After all, the leaders of all
three groups have told them that fighting the Americans is an Islamic duty. It should
also be noted, however, that contrary to Al-Qaeda, the Brotherhoods focus on fighting
the American forces rather than the Iraqi Shia and Kurds. For them, the battle in Iraq is
against non-Muslims rather than an attempt to take over the country and defeat
non-Arabs or non-Sunni Muslims there.15
5. In what direction, then, are the Brotherhood groups evolving? Each Muslim
Brotherhood group faces a key question regarding its evolution. For the Egyptians, to
continue in the phase of dawa – recruiting, propagandizing, base building, accepting
the limits the government places on it – or to move into a more activist phase
demanding political changes and being willing to confront the regime. Given the
organization’s current high level of confidence, as the younger generation takes over
and the government perhaps appears weaker – especially during the transition to a new
president – it could well push harder.
In Jordan, the movement faces the same choice but is probably even more
skewed to the side of caution. Its choice is whether to accept the limits of its current
operation or to push harder on elections and on a real parliamentary system in which
the legislature can affect the monarch’s policies and decisions. Especially important –
and delicate – here is the communal relationship. The Brotherhood can become more
dependent on Palestinian support, which would broaden its base while also making it
more suspect to the regime. It seems likely that caution will prevail.
As for Syria, the Brotherhood there faces the possibility of beginning an active
revolutionary armed struggle to overthrow the regime, trying to use the unpopularity
of the Alawite-dominated government (the Alawites are not even Muslims), to rouse
the Sunni Arab majority to Jihad. Given the weakness of current Syrian leadership, its
international isolation, and multiple problems – far greater than the counterparts in
Egypt and Jordan – a major crisis is quite possible that would be seen by the
Brotherhood as creating such a revolutionary situation. Yet newer groups with stronger
bases in Syria, or at least able to operate more freely there, might be the ones who gain
most from this situation.
In terms of their stands on different issues, especially regarding international
affairs, the Brotherhoods are fairly candid. Inasmuch as they conceal anything it is to
downplay their goal of an Islamist state in which they rule or specific points like the
likely treatment of non-Muslims in a country they would rule. The cautious rhetoric of
the Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood concerning domestic politics, the Syrian
Brotherhood’s willingness to participate in a broad anti-regime front and the Egyptian
To see this televised interview in June 2006, www.memritv.org/search.asp?ACT=S9&P1=1169.
See for example the interview in al-Sharq al-Awsat, August 7, 2004, with Humam Sa'id,
assistant controller general of the Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood.
14
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Brotherhood’s professions of support for democracy all conceal their objectives of
monopolizing power and transforming their societies.
Yet this does not mean that these goals are not often discussed, even publicly.
Sometimes this is done indirectly. For example, such key Egyptian Brotherhood
leaders as Salah Abu Ismail, Muhammad al-Ghazali and then head of the organization
Omar al-Telmesani praised the Sudan at a time when it had temporarily become an
Islamist state.16 They certainly endorse the application of Muslim law, the Sharia, as
the law of the land and have advocated this continually.
In its March 2004 platform, the Egyptian Brotherhood stated: "Our mission is to
implement a comprehensive reform in order to uphold God's law in secular as well as
religious matters….Our only hope, if we wish to achieve any type of progress, is to
adhere to our religion, as we used to, and to apply the Sharia."17
In order to achieve this goal, the Brotherhood's "mission is to build a Muslim
individual, a Muslim family and an Islamic rule to lead other Islamic states." On
specific points it explains that the media should be censored to coincide with Islam and
that the economic and political system should also be structured in this manner.
Equally, the “focus of education,” at least in the early years of school, “should be on
learning the Qur’an by heart" and “women should only hold the kind of posts that
would preserve their virtue." In parliament, Egyptian Brotherhood members have
focused on trying to control the culture, with a great deal of indirect success.
The Brotherhood's former leader and guide, Mamoun al-Hudeibi, explained that
its purpose is to establish Islamic unity and an Islamic Caliphate, while former
Supreme Guide, Mustafa Mashur, stated, "We accept the concept of pluralism for the
time being; however, when we will have Islamic rule we might then reject this concept
or accept it."18
Within the Brotherhood groups, there are also examples of pluralism, most
obviously in the Egyptian case. Like parties based on Marxism, from the start it had a
strategy built on the notion of stages. The first stage is making sure individuals and
families are indoctrinated with proper thought and behavior, constituting a society
within the society based on sharia. This is the phase of da’wa, a historic Muslim word
meaning spreading the faith but which here can be likened to mass and cadre
organizing. As with Communist parties, the key question is when this phase should be
turned into a revolutionary stage, where active measures are taken to seize state power.
The older leadership, which has a better memory of massive regime repression
during the period from the 1950s to 1980s, is more cautious. An example is the current
guide, top leader, Muhammad Mahdi Akef, who joined in 1948 and was imprisoned in
the 1950s and 1960s.
Some of the younger and middle-aged members want a more energetic policy, not
going to violence but pushing harder for elections, being more aggressive in
demanding legalization and, eventually, running a candidate for president. Their
experience was often in the Jamiyat al-Islamiyyah, (Islamic Group) in the 1970s, a
On the Muslim Brotherhood as a parliamentary party, see M. KHALIL, “Egypt’s Muslim
Brotherhood and Political Power: Would Democracy Survive?”, Middle East Review of
International Affairs (MERIA) Journal, Vol. 9, No. 2 (June 2006), pp. 44-52.
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more militant organization which did a lot of student and community organizing after
which some of its members joined the armed struggle of the 1990s.19 Examples here
include Isam al-Aryan, head of the political bureau, Abd al-Mun'im and Abu al-Futuh.
One issue on which there are disputes is how to deal with the likely succession
from President Husni Mubarak to his son, Gamal. One idea is to make a deal with the
government in which the Brotherhood accepts this transition in exchange for
legalization, an end to the emergency laws and fairer elections.
In Syria, there are not any clear major differences in the Muslim Brotherhood.
This, however, does not just reflect strength. Those who have different views are
instead operating as independent Islamists or perhaps even thinking of turning to
Al-Qaeda rather than joining the Brotherhood and expressing their positions in its
ranks. It should be emphasized that for a Syrian Islamist to join the Brotherhood today
is a questionable decision because it could organize for Islamism far more freely as an
independent, which conceals its ultimate goals. In other words, the Syrian Brotherhood
might come to seem as an outdated organization of a previous generation, a
phenomenon that is clearly not happening in Egypt (where the Brotherhood outlasted
its younger rivals) or Jordan.

19

For a detailed history of this era and group, see B. RUBIN, op. cit.
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THE BESIEGE OF MOSCOW

by Mauro DE BONIS

Russia feels threatened and is searching to resist the encirclement of NATO along its
western borders.
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seems to be tightening itself around the borders of the Russian Federation. Half of the
ring is formed by many of those countries that, less than two decades ago, constituted
as the first line of defense by the Warsaw Pact to defend the heart of the Soviet empire.
Today, instead, they have turned their guns towards the East after putting on the NATO
uniform. Some of them, such as Poland and the Czech Republic, are ready to supply
the appropriate territorial component for the realization of the American plan for an
anti-missile defense system. Others, like Bulgaria and Romania, have already allowed
Washington to exploit their military bases. Countries like Georgia and the Ukraine
could, at a moments notice, join NATO.
However, Moscow is not just standing around to watch and, beyond the echoing
tones of the Cold War by President Putin in his April 26th speech, instead is focusing
upon some of the instable hotbeds in order to slow down the inexorable march of the
NATO forces towards its frontiers. The words used by the leader of the Kremlin in
front of the Federal Assembly also hide, surely, internal political objectives, like the
approaching presidential elections of March 2008 in which Putin “by law” will not be
able to participate in. But never forget that the encirclement fear, yesterday it was
Soviet, today it is Russian, is the true motivating force that pushed the Russian
President to threaten the exiting of Moscow from the treaty on conventional forces in
Europe in 1999, if the plan for the shield moves ahead. Russia, who returned as a
protagonist of the international scene thanks to its immense energy resources (the last
defensive move made by Moscow is the agreement with Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan
that crushes any western hopes of diminishing the Russian superpower in the
exportation of gas by Central Asia), Russia has no intention of feeling threatened at its
doorstep, nor by being monitored by radar in the Czech military base in Brdy or by the
missile launch preview in Polish territory. "We will not be spied upon by anyone,"
stated a cautioning Putin during his speech, perceiving to be ready to take the
adequate.
With the strong push to accept Bulgaria and Romania into NATO, and the Atlantic
Alliance’s choice to take advantage of the military bases in those countries, Moscow
has decided to, instead, to make it difficult, if not impossible, for Georgia and the
Ukraine to get close to the military alliance of the West. Tbilisi and its President
Saakashvili is ready to make the leap, but issues of territorial integration and the
consequent and frequent armed skirmishes between those in the separatist region of
Abkhazia, who would like to break away definitively from Georgia or those in
Southern Ossetia grasping to reunite with greater Mother Russia, renders it unlikely.
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Behind the push from the separatists, there is the Kremlin, who are aware that a
country with an open conflict cannot take the NATO exams for admission. Also, in the
Ukraine, there are those who are thinking to turn to Moscow for aid. However, things
are, of course, more complicated here. In the first place, there is the historic-cultural
relationship that has linked the two countries for centuries as siblings (although one
being the big brother and the other the little), then there is the very high percentage of
Russians and Russian decedents in the former-Soviet Republic (millions of potential
voters), in the end, to lose Georgia would do damage. However, for Moscow, to lose
Kiev would be an economic, strategic and military tragedy.
Blinded by ex-Soviet satellites, which are more or less hostile, Moscow remains
less reassured (and often reluctant) in support of the Belarusian, Lukašenko, and that of
the approximately 20 million Russians remaining outside from the borders of the
Federation since the fall of the Soviet Union. Many minorities are found living abroad
and, today, they are often ill-treated and discriminated against. The recent events that
took place, in Estonia, are the first bell of alarm like in many former-Soviet Republics,
the clash between Russians and locals can degenerate. At least Putin, or whoever
follows him, will not succeed in making them return to Mother Russia, nor succeed in
resolving the serious demographic decrease that entangles Russia.
Translation by Michael Richards
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